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Col. E. C. Farrington of
all in iavor of the license
arti":. was taken toward having
v
passed....Col. E. C. Farrington,
« nei a 1 of rifle practice,has made
la die practice ol the national
He reA'ijt. Gen. Richards.
t he Spanish war so transformed
tin guard that little or no prac'Si!»le in 1898 and 1899.
Only
n ; anies
t the two regiments qnali\eai.
Several of the ranges have
»u it,
and special attention will
practice this yeai. lie advises
ition of a State team to once more
ate in the interstate shoots.
The
powder tests made by the board
in-;
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proved highly satisfactory.

view of the situation, believing that the
recently formed American Ice company,
aetter known as the ice trust, intends to
bbandon the Maine field, having secured
many ponds in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey.The Presque Isle House at
Presque Isle, with nearly all its contents,
was burned, Monday.
The fire caught in
the ell, but its origin is unknown. The
loss is estimated at about $14,000 with
insurance of $10,000.
The property was
owned by Mrs. Charles Perry.During
the next annual encampment of the Maine
Department, C4. A. It., to be held in Portland sometime in February, the department will be tendered a camp fire at City
Hall by liosworth post of that city...State
Insurance Commissioner S. W. Carr, in
speaking of the receipts of his Department says, that this has been the greatest
year in the history of the Maine InsurThe receipts have exance Department.
ceeded by nearly $1,000 those of any other
Though this is not so great an inyear.
crease as in
previous years it is a good
showing, for the past increases have been
of an unusual growth and made through
the upbuilding of the Department to its
present standard and importance.
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News of the uranges.

Capt. Simeon Riley Cottrell died at his
home on Bell street Jan. 5th, after a long
illness, at the age of 70 years and 11 months.
He was born in Northport, and was the last
to depart of the family of six sons and two
daughters of Shubael and Mary (Young)Cottrell. His brothers and sisters were Shubael,
Jr., Thomas, Christopher, Jacob G. ,8r.t Lib*
beus, Mary, wife of Capt. Daniel Carter, and
Abbie, wife of Daniel Nye. Riley, as he was
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nurse, in which capacity she was
She was a faithful
her fidelity.

noted for
member

and earnest worker of the Baptist church
from early womanhood to the day of her
death, and was a member of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union. Mrs. Arbella
Towle, with whom she made her home after
the death of her husband, is her only child,
but she leaves two step-sons, John Pitcher
of Beverly, Mass., and Byron Pitcher of
North Belfast. She was a devout Christian,
a model wife and mother and a true friend.
She was faithful to her every duty. The
funeral

was

held at her late home

Thursday

afternoon, Rev. R. T. Capon officiatingFloral offerings were sent in by many
friends. The bearers were her neighbors,
C. B. Stephenson, E. O. Pendleton, F. H.
Stront and S. S. Wood. The burial W’as in
Grove Cemetery.
Moses Warren Frost died at his home on
street Tuesday evening, Jan. 9th,
after a long illness. He was born in Limington, Maine, and when a small child his
parents moved to Gorham, from which place
he came to Belfast in early manhood.
He
first engaged in teaming, but subsequently
went into the meat and provision business,
which he followed until failing health obliged him to give it up. He was interested in
horses and took a prominent part in the

Bridge

race departments of
the local
For some years past he has been
failing, both mentally and physically,
but until within a few week past had been
able to attend to his place, where he kept
a few hens, pigs,
a cow, etc. The funeral
will be held this, Thursday, afternoon, at 2
o’clock.

horse

and

fairs.

L.
our

T. Boothby, well known to many
readers, died Tuesday at his home

of
in

Waterville.
He was born in Livermore
June 21, 1818, and had been a resident of
Waterville since 1857,

j

tion for over a year and could not possibly
have lived more than two or three weeks.
He leaves a wife and one child, a year old.
At the dinner to be tendered ex-Chief
Justice Peters at Bangor on February 1st,
among the prominent men who are expected to be present are Senator Hale,
Gov.
Powers, Judge Putnam, Judge
Webb, Chief Justice Wiswell, Judge
St rout, ex-Gov. Cleaves and many others.
....Gardiner ice dealers take a despondent
—

Waldo Co. Pomona Grange will meet with
South Montville Grange Jan. 16th.
The officers of South Branch Grange,
Prospect, were installed Jan. 6th by Frauk
Crockett, assisted by his sister Jennie.
The officers of Dirigo Grange, Freedom,
installed at the Grange Hall, Jan. 6th,
by Bro. Harding of Waldo. A dinner w>s
served.
were

Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, will
familiarly called, began following the sea in commence a literary contest Jan. 13th, to
early life, and was in command at different continue six nights. Ardria Simmons and
Adelbert Rolerson are the captains.
times, of schs. Dr. Rogers, Hazard, Volant,
Harvard, Mexican, Moses Eddy,Rebecca &
At the annual meeting of Granite Grange
Frances, Lady of the Lake, Templeton, Mal- Hall Co. the
following officers were elected:
abar, Invincible and Ida S. Burgess, and the
President, W. J. Mathews; secretary, F. L.
brig Pres. Z. Taylor. He also made several
Trundy; treasurer, F. J. Dow; agent, Altrips as mate in the larger schooners in the fred Stinson.
Jacksonville trade. After retiring from the
At the annual meeting of the Patrons of
sea he bought the Empire saloon in the John
Androscoggin Mutual Fire Ius.Co., Z. A.GilPeirce block, and was subsequently in the
North Greene, was elected President;
shipping office business in Boston and Jack- bert,
W. S. Rogers, Topsliam, Sec’y., and C. S.
ville. He returned to Belfast and engaged
Stetson, Greene, Treaaurer.
in stevedoring, under an arrangement by
The installation of the officers of Georges
which the man who was successful in getting
Washington Whisperings. The reRiver Grange, Liberty, took place at the
mains of the 150 victims of the Maine a job had the benefit of it and had the use
hal 1 Wednesday evening, Jan. 3d.
disaster, brought from Havana by the of the necessary apparatus,which was joint- Grange
battleship Texas, were buried last week at ly owned. The others assisted in the work. Charles Adams, Past Master of South MoutWashington with full military honors The others interested were S. B. Holt. A. ville Grange, performed the duties of instalupon a knoll in Arlington cemetery. The W. Bates and John Sanborn. While the ling in his usual dignified and pleasing manexorcises were exceedingly simple.
They plan was in vogue the stevedores often met ner.
wore in change of Captain Sigsbee, now
vessels a long distance down the bay.
Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, had
of the Texas, who was captain of the
Maine on the night when his ship was Capt. Cottrell married Mary E. Hodgdon of their installation Saturday evening, Jan. 6.
blown up in Havana harbor two years Northport, who survives him. They had Following are the officers:
M., Edward
President McKinley and the mem- five children, William, Edward and Carrie, Evans; O., J. E. Ellis; L., Ethel Staples;
ago.
bers of the Cabinet, Admiral Dewey, wife of Capt. Oscar L. Limeburuer, now de- S., L. M. Bryant; A. S., Clarence
StephenMajor General Miles and his staff and ceased, and Cora, wife of H. H. Carter, Jr., son; Chap., Ardria Simmons; Treas., G. C.
of
officers
the
other
and
many
army
navy and Laura, wife of Chas. L.
Fletcher, both Levanseller; Sec., J. R. Littlefield; G. K.
stationed in Washington, were present
whom live iu the same house in which
C. W. Barnes; Ceres, Cora Evans; Flora,
at the burial.
Lieutenant Commander of
Wainwrigbt and Lieuteuant F. C. Bowers, the father died. Capt. Cottrell was au in- Lulu Barnes; Pomona, Esther Ellis; L. A.
both of whom were on the Maine when dustrious man, a good sailor and had a large S., Matilda Clary.
the explosion occurred, were also present. number of warm friends. He was a memAt a public meeting of Granite Grange,
All the army and navy officers were in ber of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. & A. M. North Searsport, Jan. 6, 1900, the
following
full uniform.Dr. Wm. A. Hammond. The funeral was held
Monday afternoon at officers were installed by Past Master Fred
former surgeon general of the army, died
his late home, Rev. J. M. Leighton officiat- M.
Nickerson: M., Wm. J Mathews; O.,
here Jan. 5th. Dr. Hammond conducted
The bearers were I. W. Parker,
a sanitarium
here for some years.
He ing.
Lester Dow; Lect., Mrs. F. J. Dow; StewRobert
J.
S.
Davis
and
Fred
Waterman,
had a notable and somewhat checkered
ard, B. L. Robertson; A. S., Chester Trundy;
career.
He was on the retired list at the Sanborn.
John Boyd; Sec., Fred Black ; G. K.,
Treas.,
time of his death.
At one time he lost
H. M. Black; Ceres, Mrs. Wm. J. Mathews;
his position in the army, but was restored
Mary Jane Pitcher died at her home with Pomona, Mrs. F. M. Nickerson; Flora, Mrs.
after a bard fight.Mr. Roberts concluded bis argument before the Congres- her daughter, Mrs. Frank C. Towle of East E. B. Thayer.
sional committee of investigation Satur- Balfast, Jan. 1st, after a brief illness at the
The officer-elect of Morning Light Gr ange
day. In a vehement speech he claimed age of (17 years. She was born in Belfast, a were entertained by Past Master Durham
that he could point to many greater evils | daughter of Samuel Richards, and was the
Saturday evening Jan. 6th. The new offithreatening the American home tbaD any ! last of his family. She was the second wife cers furnished a treat of
candy and nuts.
to be found in Utah, and said that the soof Luther Pitcher and they lived on the The officers installed were:
Master, Wilder
called plural wives of Mormons were received by the Gentile families in his State. farm in West Belfast until his death, which S. Parker; Overseer, George Nado; Steward,
_The President lias created a military occurred in April, 1889. They were then Nelson Curtis; Asst. Steward, Oscar Dow;
department consisting of the territory of living with Mrs. Towle, who after the build- Chap., Jere Bowen; Treas., Mrs. Wealthy
Alaska and assigned Col. George M. Ran- ings were burned, in February, 1890, moved
Grant; Sec., Isaac F. Cook; Gate Keeper,
dall, Eighth U. S. infantry, to command. to their other farm in East Belfast, which Jefferson
Nealey; Pomona, Mrs. Mamie
Col. Randall was born in Ohio and entered
home.
her
husSince
had since been her
Curtis; Flora, Miss Nancy Parker; Ceres,
the service as a private in the Fourth
band’s death Mrs. Pitcher has served as a Mrs. Wilder Parker; Lady Asst. Steward,
Pennsylvania infantry, April 20, 1801.

decided that the testimonial
ex-Chief Justice Peters shall
• lie
Bangor House on Thursday i
Feb. 1.At a meeting of the
an State Committee in Augusta
k it was decided t<> hold two conIn Brief.
Davenport, Iowa, will have
tliis year.
One will be held
a
free public library costing $50,000,
in Lewiston for the purpose of
through the generosity of Andrew Cardelegates to attend the national negie.
His offer to provide the building
• ii
in Philadelphia, and the six if
the city would secure a site and prorrial electors.
Hon. \V. T. Cobb vide for the maintenance of the institution
and was selected to preside at !
has been unanimously accepted by the
The second convention for
city
council_Among the donations made
se of
nominating a candidate for to the Chicago University recently is one
will be held in Bangor June 27. of
Mrs. Anna Hitchcock amounting to
tils for the convention were post$200,000.A train load of broad-gauge
the meeting of the committee in cars of
gold ore from Cripple Creek Las
1. on the night of April 10.John
just arrived in Denver. This shipment is
Hutchinson, the last of the great worth more than any train load of ore
in sou family of singers, celebrated
ever sent out. probably, from any mining
Hiday in Portland, lie was 79 Jan. district in the world. One car contains
: was the
ot
George A. Thomas about thirty tons, and it is estimated at
guest
M:>- Charlotte Thomas, at what is
$250,000. The other thirteen cars are also
known a- “The historic Thomas
Five armed guards arrived
high grade.
Mr. Hutchinson was given a with the train.The total value of the
A <n Thursday evening.
lie talked
eggs and chickens marketed in the United
i the past, and sang some of the
States last year was $290,000,000. The
time anti-slavery
and temperance
magnitude of the poultry industry is
He received many old friends, and
made more evident in the fact that the
with
his
reception. value of the 1898 potato crop was only
ighly gratified
>r. Theodore L. Estabrook, the oldest
$80,000,000, and the total value of the pig■i
icing physician in Knox county, died iron output seldom exceeds $100,000,000,
s
home in Rockland Jan. 5th, from w
hile the annual output of coal amounts
alar disease of the heart.
He was 07
only to about $200,000,000.
is of age and is survived by a widow,
was a native of Camden and came to
klaud in lsOl.The Maine OrnitholoHigh School Notes.
ai society held its annual session in
uuswick last week, and the following
Monday forenoon was passed in giving out
crs were elected:
President, W. L. books and assigning lessons.
wers, Gardiner; vice president, H. L.
mney, Seguin Island; secretary and
Two members of ’00 have left; Mr. Wilson
itor of official organ, J. M. Swain, Portaid; councillors, A. L. Lane, Waterville, Ellis and Miss Clara Steward. Mr. Ellis
id O. W. Knight, Bangor. Capt. H. L.
accepted a position in the National Bank and
i-iuuey of Seguin light read a paper en- Miss Steward is compelled to leave on
led “A Day with Shore Birds.”.The
account of illness.
nual report of the State hoard of medial registration shows that 86 examinaMr. French, formerly of ’00, has returned
H*ns were made, SI physicians registered
•aid five rejected. Of those registering 74 to school after about a year’s absence, and
were “regulars” and seven “homeopath- has joined the class of ’01.
s.” Of those rejected four were “regThe
ulars” and one a “homeopath.”
The school room was renovated and neatwhole number of certificates issued to
the holiday vacation.
iate is 1,451. No certificates were revok- ly papered during
ed.The management of the St. Croix
The music lessons were omitted the first
otton mills at Milltown, N. B., announce
an advance of 10 per cent, in
wages. The of the week.
mill employ 750 hands.After making
the extensive improvements on the court
The Amerieah Literatus class is studying
room, rendering it one of the finest and
Longfellow’s
poems.
most convenient in the State, the Kennebec county commissioners have been able
Mr. Wilband, Mr. Feruald, Mr. Colby, ’02
to meet all expenses, add $1,600 to the
sinking fund, and reduce the county debt and Miss Lillian Smalley, ’03, have joined
$1,100. The county bonds will all be the American Literature class.
paid as they become due. All this was
performed without any increase in the
The Freshman have finished Physical
rate of taxation.The annual meeting
and recite Euglish History in the
Geography
«>f the Maine Board of Agriculture will be
devoted to the geography.
held in the office of the board Wednesday, period formerly
.lan. 17. Seven counties will send either
the re-elected members or new ones, as
A good many Christmas presents were in
the terms of the seven old members ex- evidence Monday.
pire this year.Dr. James W. North of
Augusta and Miss Marie Winslow Tyler
Part of the first period Tuesday morning
of Mt. Vernon were united in marriage at
the residence of the bride’s parents Jan. was occupied in changing the seats to*give
4th, and have departed on a two months’ the Seniors a permanent place. They have
wedding trip in the south.Frank W. been in the habit of leaving immediately
Palmer, proprietor of Palmer’s mill at after recitation, but now are to stay until the
Sheepscott and extensively engaged in end of the session.
lumbering, died Saturday morning after a
short illness.
lie was one of the selectThe Senior Greek class is to take Plato inmen of Aina and a highly esteemed citizen.
.The York county grand jury found 33 stead of the usual course of study in the
indictments in all. Seventeen were liquor last term. Miss Helen Bird, ’99, has joined
indictments,live larceny,three for adultery I the class.
and several for assault and minor offences.
.The Whitman Agricultural Works in
FRESHMAN FREAKS.
Auburn have assigned to Hon. J. P.
What her little brother said after Mr.
Hutchinson of Auburn, treasurer of the
Beau had made a call ou his sister.
its stock. The
concern and holder of
A Precious gem.
which
manufactures
factory,
agricultural
A forest.
implements, is running on uncompleted
The crossing place of a river when there is
orders. No figures, either of assets or
liabilities are given out, but the assignee no bridge.
and officers are confident that there will
Two words a Saxon baron said to William
be no loss to creditors.Charles B. the
Conqueror when he showed him an an*
committed
suicide
at
Towle, aged 32,
cient document.
Waterville Jan. 5th by shooting himself
A grand sight.
with a breech-loading shot gun through
Belonging to the days of chivalry.
the heart. He had been ill with consumpbeen

OBITUARY.

The Belfast Schools.
The schools, both city and suburban,
opened Monday, with a good attendance in
all grades.
There will be a meeting of all the teacher
of Belfast at the High school room to-morThe
row, Friday, afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Superintendent desires a full attendance.

Mrs. Cyrene Haskell died Jan. 6th, at-the
home of her daughter, Mrs. O. O. Stetson,
She had been suffering for several days as
the result of shock and heart disease, but
her death came suddenly.
She was the
widow of the late Elbridge Haskell of China
and her age

was

78 years and 10 months.

Three sons and two daughters survive her,
Mr. Samuel G. Haskell of Randolph, Mrs.
Stetson and Mrs. C. M. Glidden of Augusta,
are the ones who live in the State, the other
two sons being in the West. Mrs. Haskell
was an earnest
Christian woman, having
been a member of the Methodist church for
the past 60 years. The funeral took place
Monday morning at the house and the remains were taken to China for interment.
[Kennebec Journal.
Mr. Robert R. Garrity died Jan. ist at his
mother’s home on Everett street, Portland.
Mr. Garrity suffered from an attack of pneumonia two months ago and it was thought
that he had fully recovered. He was compelled to take his bed Sunday with an attack
of organic heart trouble. The deceased was
well known as a man of considerable force
of character and possessing many excellent
qualities. He is survived by a widowed
mother and several sisters and brothers,
among the latter being Rev. P. J. Garrity of
Winterport, Me., Mr. M. J. Garrity, now
manager of the “American Girl” company,
and James J. Garrity .treasurer for one of the
theatrical road companies. [Portland Press.

Died in

1899.

Maine’s necrology for 1899 includes the
of the Hon. Nelson Dingley of Lewiston, Bishop Henry A. Neely of Portland,
Gen. T. W. Hyde of Bath, Maj. William
Dickey of Fort Kent, James Dustin of Winslow, Austin Harris of East Machias, the
Rev. Dr. Dike of Bath, Charles Bellamy of
Kittery, the Hon. E. K. O’Brien of Thomaston, Judge Enoch W. Woodbury of Bethel,
the Rev. Dr. C. F. Penney of Augusta, the
Hon. B. F. Briggs of Auburn, Seward J.
Hill of Gardiner, Dr. A. M. Austin of Rockland, the Hoo. Weston F. Milliken of Portland, John H. Quimby of Belfast, Warren
L. Parks of Pittsfield, E. 8. Coe of Bangor,
Dr. J. F. Bonney of Auburn, the Hon. F. A.
Cummings of Bangor, Byron Kimball of
North Bridgton, Dr. John M. Turner of
Gardiner and Maria Clark of Hallowell.

names

Miss Josie Buzzell.

The officers of Seaside Grange were installed last Saturday evening by Past Master
Ansel Wadsworth, assisted by Mason I.
Stevens.
The regulation grange harvest
feast was served, supplemented by chicken
served in various forms. Nearly 200 members of the order were present, including 60

Equity Grange. A program was given,
including a song of welcome by Mrs. Mabel
Webber; a representation of a quilting
party; tableaux representing “specks on the
sun,” and “babes in the wood;” a dialog le,
from

“The wrong trunk:”

“Why I married,” by

an

exercise entitled

young men and six
young women; songs by Mrs. Webber and
Miss Ethei Savery ; and singing America by
a’l. Remarks were made by many grangers.
six

About fifty five of the members of Equity
met by invitation with
Seaside
last Saturday evening. The weather
was all we could ask for and the travelling

Grange
Grange
good.

After opening the grange in form,
Ansel Wadsworth, assisted by Bro.
Mason 1. Stevens, installed the officers in a
very able and pleasiug manner. We were
then invited to their spacious dining room,
where we found the tables fairly groaning
under the weight of good things, and looking
as inviting as only grange tables can.
The
menu consisted of baked beans, brown bread,
chicken, cold meats of all kinds, escalloped
clams, salads, pickles, celery, besides all the
varieties of pie and cake which the sisters of
Seaside so well know how to prepare. We
then repaired to the hall above and listened
to a tine program, consisting of dialogues,
tableaux, songs, etc. The choir furnished
excellent music throughout the meeting.
Then came remarks by several members of
the visiting grange. After the grange closed
the floor was tilled by the younger members
fo* a social dance, which was kept up until
it was time for the lights to go out, when all
left for their homes, pronouncing it a rare
good time and leaving their best wishes for
the welfare and prosperity of Seaside Grange.

Bro.

[Equity,
Concerning

Local

Industries.

City

vn|1;|.;R 2

Government.

Supreme

There being no quorum in the Common
Council Monday evening, Jan. 1st, Mayor
Poor called a special meeting of the City

Win, II.

CRIMINAL

the Aldermen’s room, and but two
absentees from the Common Council. Koll
of accounts No. 10 was passed.
Following
are the amounts under the various
approin

priations :
Contingent.$ 706 95
Highways.. 25114
Fire department.
40 58
school purposes.
School contingent.
and
Repairs
insurance, school buildGeneral

213 54
5 34

ings.
Free Library.

23912
264 14

Total.$1,718 01
The petition of W. F. Jacobs and others
for an arc light at the corner of Congress
Miller streets

mittee

on

referred to the Com-

was

Lights.

for

personal.

DOCKET.

CIVIL

that the petitioners have leave to withdraw.
The City Treasurer was instructed to ex- finally.
T. I. Huxford vs. A. B. Snow; permission
change 80 certificates of the Portland, Saco of U. S. Court to take judgment against the
& Portsmouth R. R. Co. now held in trust property attached, filed.
The Swan & Sibley Co. vs. Frank N.
for the Belfast Free Library, for 80 certifiPatten et al.; permission for U. S. District
cates of shares of the common stock of the
Court to enforce the judgment against the
Boston & Maine R. R. Co,
property attached, filed.
E. S. Aiken vs. A. B. Snow and Belfast
The Collector of Taxes was authorized to
National Bank, trustee; trustee discharged
allow Andrew J. Stevens $3.00 on his taxes without costs.
for 1899, for maintaining a watering trough.
John W. Waterman, app vs. Isaac ShelArnold Harris petitioned for leave to erect don ; judgment for appellant for $4 without
costs.
posts in front of his buildings to support
Iu the insurance cases of the Belfast Age
Co., which were referred to and heard by
gutters, and was given leave to withdraw.
The Committee on Fire Department was Judge Fogler, the referree has made his report to the Court. The cases are all decidinstructed to buy a lot of land on Vine street ed in favor of the
plaintiff for the full
for Seaside Hose house, the cost not to ex- amount of the claim and costs. The amounts
are
as
follows:
ceed $35.
Daniel L. Pitcher made an offer of $35 for Sun Insurance office.$2093.00
National Fire Ins. Co. 1046 50
the Emery school-house, and the offer was
Etna Ins. Co. 1569 75
referred to the Committee on City Property. Mercantile Fire & Marine Ins. Co...
523 25
The city’s claim for taxes and costs against
Total.$5,032.50
the Waldo County Agricultural Society was
Littlefield of Rockland
for
plaintiff;
referred to the Committee on Finance.
Brown of Boston for defendants.
Adjourned.
At the January term, 1890, a new system
of numbering the docket was adopted, the
numbers of new entries being continued on
Law Court Cases.
from term to term, and leaving tbe blanks
as the cases were disposed of.
The case
Judge Wiswell has handed down the re- numbers thus reached
4036 on the civil
scripts in the following Waldo County docket in the ten yeais ending with the
cases:
September term, 1899. In making the docket
for 1900 the cases were renumbered as a beCharles A. Milliken, applt., vs. Benjamin
ginning for the coming ten years. The numW. Downs et al.
ber on the docket this term is 293.
Action of trespass q. c. for hauling lumber
E. P. Treat vs. Otis Daney and Waldo
over a wood load across plaintiff's lot of
Granite Co., trustee; action on account;
wild land.
trustee charged for $26.44 without costs.
The defense was license given by one Vose
Williamson tor plaiutiff. Bowden for dewho, it is claimed, was an agent of the plain- fendant and trustee.
tiff and had authority to give such license.
Inhabitants of Monroe vs. Inhabitants of
The verdict was for 4-he defendant and the
Hampden; action for pauper supplies furcase comes here upon a motion for a new
nished to the Pumroy family. The case was
trial on the ground that the verdict was
tried at the September terra, 1899, with a
against the evidence. It is urged that there verdict for defendant for $22 21. A. motion
was not sufficient evidence to show the aufor a new trial was addressed to the presidthority of Vose but there was some evidence
and sustained.
The case was
to the effect that he was the plaintiff's agent ing judge,
opened to a jury, with George G. Pierce of
respecting this lot of land; he himself testiOn
trial when
fied so, although later he claimed that he did Belfast, foreman, Tuesday.
The Journal went to press.
not have authority to give the license relied
Frances L. Lassell, petition for review, vs.
upon by the defendant.
Geo. L. Maker; petition dismissed with
Where the amount involved is trivial and
costs. This is one in a long series of cases
insiguificaut, as in this case, it is specially iu
regard to ownership of Lassell’ Islaud,soimportant that there should be an end to the called in Penobscot
Bay,aud which has been
litigation and, after the verdict of the jury in the courts since the
January term, 1883.
the court will not very nicely weigh the
J. P. Cilley for plaintiff.
evidence to see if it is possible that the verTbe Weeks & Potter Co. vs. T. A. Elliot
dict was
wrong.

Motion

overruled.

Belfast

Savings

of

Bank

vs.

Brooks;

actiou

on

account for merchan-

dise furnished ; dismissed. Williamson for
plaintiff. Brown, Jr., for defendant.
Up to Tuesday night 30 cases had been
marked neither party or otherwise settled
by the parties ; 17 were marked continued,
and 6 remained marked for trial.
Charles Nado, vs. George O Danforth ; action to recover for wages; the defense was
that the plaiutiff was to work for his board
and tobacco. Tried by jury, verdict for defendant. Ritchie for plaiutiff. Duuton &
Duntou for defendant.

Mrs. William K.

Laueey.

This action was commenced Nov. 11, 187G,
and the defendant’s real estate was attached
More than four months after
upon the writ.
the attachment of real estate, the defendant
tiled his petition in bankruptcy, he was duly
adjudged a bankrupt, and subsequently received his discharge.
An assignee was appointed who, in pursuance of a license granted by the U. S. District Court, sold the real
estate attached upon the writ in this action,
subject to such attachment. The action was
continued from term to term until the January term, 1899, in Waldo county, when the
plaintiff tiled a motion setting out the facts
and asking that it might have a special
judgment for the amount found due upon
the notes in suit and execution against the
property attached upon the writ.
But prior to this the defendant had died,
letters of administration had
been duly
granted upon his estate, and his estate had
been duly adjudged and decreed insolvent,
and commissioners in insolvency appointed.
Held: That notwithstanding the fact that
the real estate attached upon the writ had
passed to the defendant’s assignee in bankruptcy, and had been sold by him, subject to
the attachment, the plaintiff’s attachment
had been dissolved according to the provisions of R. S. c. 81, sec. G8, by the decree of
insolvency on the estate of the defendant
before a levy or sale on execution, and that
consequently the plaintiff is not entitled to a
special judgment against the property attached upon the writ.
Case remanded to the court at nisi prius
for disposal in accordance with the opinion.

DIVORCES.

The following divorces

were

Annie Maxim Stevens, Salem, N. H., from
Henry M. Stevens, Thorndike; with costs for
libellant and S150 to be paid to libeHee in
lieu .of alimony; libellant’s uaine changed to
Annie Maria Maxim.
Lizzie M. Morin, Belfast, from Elden M.
Morin of parts unknown; name of libellant
changed to Lizzie M. Sbaw.
Ida R. Warren, Islesboro, from Byron L.
Warren, of parts unknown.
Etta J. Damon, Stockton Springs, from
Frank O. Damon of parts unknown, custody
of minor child, Angie A. Damon, given to

Mrs. George W. Cottrell is confined to the
house by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore went
Boston Monday.

to

John Fogg visited friends in Camden and
Rockland last week.
Mrs. Una Sheldon left Thursday to spend
the winter in Brockton.

Willis B. Fletcher has arrived home from
Kingston, N. H.

visit in East

a

Mr. Ned Capen of Boston arrived last
week to visit his brother, Rev. R. T. Capen.

Decrow went to Dexter Monday
work in the office of the Eastern Gazette.

Walter
to

Ralph G. Lombard left by boat last Thursday for Bostou, where he is attending the
Dental College.
Maude Johnson and Ethel Kuowlattended the Paderewski concert in
Portland last week.
Misses

ton

Clias. H. Field attended the annual meet-

ing of the New England Insurance Exchange in Boston Saturday.
Miss Bernice Rogers returned to Colby
College, Waterville, Jan. 3d, after spending
her holiday vacation at home.
Mrs. Joseph A. Gilmore has returned
from Poston, where she has been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo B. Newton.
The latest reports concerning Dr. Geo. W.
Field of Bangor are not encouraging, we are
sorry to say. He is very seriously ill.
Judson E.Cottrell is in a critical condition
a second attack of paralysis.
It is on
his right side, as was the attack he had last
from

July.
Mrs. W. H. Fogler came up from Rockland last Thursday to be with her husband,
Judge Fogler, during the term of court.
Judge and Mrs. Fogler are at the Windsor
Hotel.
Miss Isabel Towle was at home last week
from Greenville, where she is teaching, to
attend the funeral of her grandmother, Mrs
Mary J. Pitcher.

Percy Condon, who is employed in the
McLain Asylum in Wavely, Mass., returned
there last week after a visit to her father.
Capt. John C. Condon.
The latest advices from little Eleanor,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea,
who is quite ill in New York City, indicate
that she is improving.
Edward C. Mansfield, who has just been
assistant postmaster of Boston, is
native of Camden. He is a son of the
late A. D. Mansfield. The position he has
just secured is a desirable one. The Camden boys have a way of getting there. [Cam-

appointed
a

den Herald.

W. Chase, formerly of this city,
member and resident manager of the
Sallivery Company, buyers and exporters of
sugar, of Salliverry, Peru. The other members of the company are the New York firm
of W. R. Grace & Co.

Capt. Geo.

is

a

Wilson Ellis entered the employ of the
Belfast National Bank last week, succeeding
W. J. Dorman, who resigned to take the
position of clerk in the Belfast Savings
Bank.
Young Ellis was in the senior class
of the Belfast High school, and ie
bright
boy and a general favorite. His selection
for this

place

general approval.

meets

interesting biographical sketch of
Holman F. Day in Sunday’s Boston Globe
the Maine poet is quoted as saying that the
biggest day in his life was when he was
class poet at Colby. The class orator on
In

the

an

Forrest Goodwin of
well remembered here
member of the Belfast base ball team in

same

occasion

Skowhegan,

who

was

is

his college days.
Frank

L. Bartlett of

Waldo,

and

Miss

Elvira Winters of this

city, were united in
marriage at the Methodist parsonage in this
city on Wednesday evening,Jan. 3 1. by Rev
G. E. Edgett. They will reside in Waldo,
where the groom is about to take charge of
his father’s farm.
They are popular young
people and have the best wishes of many
friends.

Edward A. Perry and wife of Fargo, N.
D., and Mrs. Albert Ames and two children
of Duluth, Minu., arrived by Tuesday rnorning’s'train, and are visiting relatives. Mr
Proverbs Made Over.
Perry is a son of Augustus Perry, and his
wife a daughter of the late Gorham LancasWhat is home with a mother-in-law?
ter.
Mrs. Ames is their daughter. It is expected that Mr. Ames will come later. They
Laugh out, O giggling girls.
are stopping at Miss Sarah R Gardner’s.
Walter F. Perry of Grand Forks, N. D., is
The case is marked No 1 on the Waldo
One swallow does not make a satisfied
expected daily. E A. and Walter F. Perry
county docket, and bids fair to ontlive many feeling.
have not visited Belfast for 14
new

the mother.

years.

entries.

Meeting

of Waldo

County Veterans. is

A word to the wise is sufficient; but there
no use wasting breath on a fool.

j

Ruling.

Banoor, Mb Jan. 8. The latest reports
from Congressman Boutelle are of an encouraging nature. Be sleeps well, takes a
liberal amount of nourishment, and shows
decided improvement.

C. A. Hubbard visited in Camden last
week.

as a

decreed:

Georgia E. Alley, Unity, from Martin
Alley, Ellsworth; custody of minor child,
Nellie Alley, decreed to mother.

The Waldo Co. Veterans’ Association met
Think of ease and work on, but don’t
The ice men began clearing the snow from in the Grange Hall, Swanville, Jan. 4th,
several of the ponds in this vicinity last
work.
1900, The weather was fair but a little cool, think so hard you have to stop
week, and reported the ice 10 inches thick yet a goodly number was present. Pres. J.
From sun to sun a woman’s words are
Saturday.
O. Johnson came from Liberty and called
Morse Bros, of Belmont have started up the meeting to order. The records of the list never done.
their steam mill on large orders for H. M. meeting were read and adopted.
Comrades
Take time by the forelock, but don’t pull
Bean of Camden and others. A portion of Dawson, Piper and Ellis were appointed a
Mr. Bean’s orders are for long hard wood committee on time and place of next meet- too hard.
lumber, which is being cut on neighboring ing. Comrade Dawson reported the death
In time of peace prepare for war, for you
of Ezra Pattee since our last meeting, and
farms.
don’t know when your husband will get the
in
inserted
our records.
moved
it
be
AdThe Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. starts
bill for your new hat.
the new year with a very favorable outlook. journed for dinner. The ladies of Swanville
They have orders on hand for two stave had prepared a nice dinner and the veteraus
There is no place like home unless you can
Pres.
machines, two stave jointers, a quantity of soon had the inner man satisfied.
get another rent cheaper.
machinery for Mt. Waldo granite quarries, Johnson again called the meeting to order
and the following program was carried out:
and a good run of job work.
If home is really where the heart is, some
Mathews Bros, shut down their mill but Singing by the choir; prayer by Chaplain
must have mighty close quarters.
of welcome by Capt. Nehe- people
address
Jones;
two days last week to take account of stock
miah Smart; response by H. R. Dawson;
and overhaul the machinery. They started
The prudent woman sets her house in orsong by Mrs. Maud Scribner; recitations by
up Jan. 3d, with ample orders to insure a
der previous to a visit from her mother-inEthel Staples and Mrs. Edgar Robertson;
good winter’s work, and with six more men
law.
remarks by Hon. T. C. Smart, who pictured
than were employed a year ago. They run
scenes around Washington in 1861-65
the
ten hours per day.
Act well your part, for if you don’t people
very vividly; song, Mrs. Maud Scribner; rewill find that what seems to be honor, lies.
Harrison, Wood & Co. start the new year marks
by Hon. A. E. Nickerson, who said
with a full crew, and with orders on hand
the quotas of Swanville were filled from the
that will keep them employed several
Let him who has the chink to pay for it
same floor on which he then stood; remarks
months. Among their larger orders are a
bear the palm.
by H. P. Marr; declamation by Frank
cottage monument 7 feet 6 inches high for Webb; remarks by Pres. Johnson, Comrades
William Carlon of Searsport; a column die
He who tells the joke first laughs best.
The committee
Stinson, Jones and others.
monument 15 feet high of Oak Hill and Halon the next meeting reported as follows:
lo well granite, with carved cap and drapery
They may laugh who win, but if you get
Time, first Thursday in February; place,
urn, for Dr. J. M. Fletcher of Belfast; a granbeaten you can grin and bear it.
A rising vote of thanks
North Searsport.
ite base for the lot and a white marker for
was given the good people of Swanville for
Capt. R. T. Emery of Belfast; granite markThe laborer who works by the job is, as a
the manner in which we had been enterers for W. K. Duncan of Lincolnville; Mrs.
not worthy of his hire.
When comrades drive fifteen or rule,
Samuel F. Miller of Belfast, and Bucksport tained.
miles to attend these meetings it
twenty
parties, and a black granite tablet for
If honest labor always bears a lovely face
Charles Drake of Lincolnville. They receiv- means something. [A. Stinson, ;Sec.
we must confess we would prefer some dised last week a car-load of Hallowell granite.
honest work.
An Absurd

Congressman Boutelle Better.

]

DOCKET.

The traverse juries were excused from
day to day and no case was opened to a jury
the first week. A large number of cases
were settled, however, and were disposed of

hats, recommending

“sou-wester”

Court.

arraigned Friday, and pleaded not guilty.
Chas. L. Larrabee was arraigned Friday,
pleaded guilty as to stealing the robe and
not guilty as to stealing the money.

Committee on Fire Department reported on the petition of Seaside Hose Co.
for land for a hose house, recommending
that the prayer of the petitioners be granted. Also on petition of Washington Hose
The

Co.

Judicial

Fogler, Justice Presiding.

The Grand Jury reported Friday, having
found thirty-four indictments; as follows:
Chas. L. Larrabee, two for larceny, in
stealing money from A. T. Webb, and a
robe from William White.
Lauren W. Blake, arson, in burning the
buildings of Hollis M. Howard of Montville.
Frank A. Choate, two for breaking and
entering and larceny, at E. S. Batcheider’s
and A. D. Ramsey’s places in Montville.
Arthur W. and Fred S. Rumney, breaking
and entering and larceny, at the store of
Thomas Gannon & Son, Belfast.
Arthur Rumney, receiving stolen goods.
There were 27 liquor indictments, 25 for
being common sellers, and found against all
who pay U. S. revenue taxes as retail liquor
dealers, and 2 for single sale.
Arthur and Fred Rumney were arraigned
Saturday, on the indictment for breaking
and entering and larceny, pleaded guilty,
and on motion of tbe County Attorney,
sentence was suspended during good behavior. The indictment against Arthur for
receiving stolen goods was nol prossed.
Lauren W. Blake indicted for arson was

Government, by an advertisement in The
Journal, to be held Friday evening, Jan.
5th. On that evening there was a full board

and

~
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remarkable ruling of the internal
revenue department which
requires that
every physician who prescribes and sells
his
any kind of liquor to
patients shall pay
a special tax as a retail liquor dealer.Straining at the probocsis of a gnat is nothing to
this, fBoston Herald.
That’s

a

Economy is wealth,but if you practice it
strictly, your friends will economise in their
too

attentions.
A stitch in time

saves

nine boot buttons.

Transfers in Real Estate.
The

following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 10. 1900:
George W. Berry, Stockton Springs, to
Mary A. Ross, do.: laud and buildings in
Stockton Springs. Harriet E. Hall, Searsmont, to James J. Clements, Montville;
land and buildings in Searsmont. Drusilla
Huff, etals., Pittsfield, to David M. Parker,
do.; land in Burnham. Josiah Pars ns.
-, to James S. Eaton, Stockton Springs ;
land and buildings in Stockton Springs. W.
S. Colson et al., Boston, to Nancy J. French,
Winterport; land in Winterport. Isiesboro
Land & Improvement Co., to Geo. B. Shattuck et al., Boston; land in Isiesboro. Ada
F. Parker et al., Monroe, to A. R. Cunningham, Frankfort; laud in Frankfort. John
Colburn, Lincolnvilie, to John P. Colburn,
do,; land and buildings in Lincolnvilie. F.
T. Chase, Kansas City, to E. Donald Chase.
Unity; land and buildings in Unity. James
L. Bean, Searsmont, to J. W. Levenseller,
Annie M. Paul,
do.; land in Searsmont.
Belfast, to Geo. W. Bartlett, Waldo; laud
and buildings in Belfast. Geo. R. Crosby
et al., Isiesboro, to Chas. R. Pendleton, do.;
land in Isiesboro. Dolly C. Black et als.,
Stockton Springs, to S. >1. Grant, do.; land
and bui dings in Stockton Springs. Alfred
S. Jackson, Belfast, to Chas. B. Thompson,
Morrill; land in Morrill. A. M. Daggett,
Morrill, to Chas. Thompson, Searsmont;
land in Searsmont. Edward Delmar Hatch,
Isiesboro, to James Lawrence, Groton; land
in Isiesboro. Lida F. Whitcomb, Belfast,
to B. B. Toothaker, do.; land and buildings
ings in Belfast.
were

Crowninsbield has received an order,
from Edgar P. 8cott, for six 25 footers.
These boats will be built by Lawley on the
same molds.
They are to be raced next
summer, in a one design class at Bar Harbor. They will not be strictly of the knockabout type, having a short bowsprit. About
900 square feet of sail will be carried on
each. [Boston Herald.
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SHOW’S CHEST
DEVELOPMENT
simply
.ill the world knows,

1

Apply with a sponge Rub the artirfel

tube cleaned
water.

rinse in hot
with a sort doth or

brisKly.

Wipe dry

I

chamois.
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It shows what results may he obtained

by patient

endeavor and

long

continued effort.
The same results are obtained in
the development of a business.
For vears Chase & Sanborn, by
long-continued effort, have made themselves known as one of the leading tea
importers of the country.
Their tea chest development is
quite as wonderful in its way as
Sandow is in his.
This is because they have never given to the public in their tea anything but the linest selected leaves.
Especially do they commend their Kohinoor, which is an English
Breakfast Tea, their Orloi'f, a Formosa Oolong with a delicate lilac flavor,
and their Orange Tekoe, an ideal tea with a rich wine-like body.
On account of the quality of these teas they are healthful and invigorating. The fact that they are packed in pound and half-pound airtight leaded packages is a protection against deterioration from exposure
and prevents the escape of ti e delicate tea flavor by contact with the air.

many

WASHING

WILLOW
WICKER

FURNITURE

AN1)

CHAIRS.

become soiled, but
they can be cleaned to look like new with
Gold Dust Washing Powder and warm
water. Just use a scrubbing brush, and
when the water becomes the least soiled,
get fresh, and follow with a soft dry cheesecloth and wipe dry.
White iron beds can also be washed by
this method, but you must wipe dry very

Wicker chairs

soon

quickly.

Por Over

Pitty lean.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
An

Burdock Blood

doctors tail try
CureB dyspepsia, constipation; invigorates the whole system.
When

Bitters.
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Itf

ON THE MARKET
OF THhIR OWN HAKE.
will pay you

to

examine the stock of

Isaac s. staples & son,
Brooks, Maine.

3m40

Farm for Saie.
Situated

and one-half mile from tie city,
acres of land—40 tillage, 60 pasturage and wood lots; orchard of 400 apple trees,
one

good buildings.
Agent,

JOHN W. MclNTYRK.
H. \V. PITCHER, lielfast, Me.

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D, D. D. .S,
The Nose and Throat.
IN<). SJ49

Newbury

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.— Iy45.
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WANTED!
Apprentices to learn the stone cutters trade. For
further information apply to
WALDO GRANITE WORKS,
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W. P, Brownlow.
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News

Comes froQi Dr. D. B. Cargile of Washita,
I. T
He writes: “Four bottles of Electric
Bitters lias cured Mrs Brewer of scrofula,
which has caused her great suffering for
years. Terrible sores would break out on
head aud face, and the best doctors could
give no help; but her cure is complete and
her health is excellent.” This shows what
thousands have proved—that Electric Bitters
is the best blood purifier known.
It's the
salt
supreme remedy for eczema, tetter
rheum, ulcers, boils and running sores. Lt
stimulates liver, kidneys and bowels, expels
poisons, helps digestion aud builds up the
strength. Only 50 cents. Sold by R. H.

Moody, Druggist.
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b ust one good agricultural anil family
journal, we hav* perfected arrangements where'
ive i• »urwe can send that practical and instri.
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connection with The
nal. Farm and It..
nave at
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i mbazar*

Republican b.urnal on r. p.cu k.iI•'\ :i>•■•!.1' terms
torbius I t.t .1 brie
given below. Lack ot spa
description of the contents of Farm an Home
which is unequalled foi variety and excei'em e.
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned tin* Farm and Harden, Market Reports,
Fruit ( allure. Plan- and Inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer. Around the (.lobe. Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The t|u-xllori Box
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
thus giving you 21 numbers a year, the ut
it
making a volume of over 500 pages, teem
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acts as
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The Appetite of a Goat
Is envied by all poor despeptics whose
Stomach and Liver are out of order. All such
should know that Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
the wonderful Stomach and Liver Remedy
gives a splendid appetite, sound digestion
a

iunited
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He Fooled the Surgeons.

and
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but
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THK RKPI BLM A>
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All doctors told Renick Hamilton of West
Jefferson, O after suffering IS months from
Rectal Fistula, he would die unless a costly
operation was performed ; but be cured himself with five boxes of Bueklen’s Arnica
Salve, the surest Pile cure on earth, and the
best Salve in the World. 25 cents a box.
Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.

reliable information

year In advance. $2.00, Farm and Home will be
sent lor one year tree.
The regular subscription
for Farm and Home is 50 cents a year.

President, P. O. Vickery, Augusta.
Vice Presidents, O. M. Spear, Gardiner; F. P. Appleton, Bangor; W. P. Frye
Lewiston; J. II. Hill, Augusta; Col. I.
K. Stetson, Bangor; Col. II. E. Hamlin,
Ellsworth; Charles E. Oak, Caribou.
Secretary and treasurer, Col. E. C. Farrington, Augusta.
Directors, P. O. Vickery, E. C. Far
riugton, Victor McFarland, G. G. Weld,
W. S. Choate, J. F. Sprague, J. V. Merrill; director for the State, A. P. God-

Augusta.

most

time the follow urn bheral
To ail who pay for The

elected:

dard.
Committee on legislation, P. O. Vick
cry, A. Ik Goddard, Augusta; O. M.
Spear, Gardiner; W. E. Parsons, Foxcroft; L. T. Carleton, Winthrop.
Consulting attorney, H. M. Heath,
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paper in Seattle “goes to press" at. 4
o’clock p. m. it is then 7 o’clock, evening,
in New York, aud so th-*. news of t he world
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“Allow me to express my gratitude to notieeahle after the first three dayI
you for the benefit derived from your have taken three buttles of the medicine
remedies. I have taken one bottle of and I feel sat istiod that lam m-walm >st
Pe-ru-na and it has benefited immensely if not permanently cured, in onneoa case of catarrh of some months standtion with the IV-ru-na, I liave u-. 1
your
ing. T cordially commend its use to all I Man-a-lin for biliousness and
-rpid
afflicted.
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1
liver.
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as
the best- medicine
similarly
Worthington,
regard
1).
for
Washington,
thi-purpo.-' that 1 have ever used.
liaviuu
eii !
ueiited so much myself,
Congressman Snover.
I give you this statement that others
“I have found Pe-ru-na a very efficient 1 may be likewise benefited. \V. P. Bros a1
and speedy remedy for a. persistent and low. M. tb, Jonesboro, Tenn.”
annoying cough resulting from catarrhal j For a free book, entitled “Wi: t--r
trouble. Horace G. Snover, Port Austin, Catarrh.” address The Pe-ru ua Drug
Mich.”
Manufacturing Company, Colnml 3, (>,
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United St;ccs Senator Sullivan.
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Fort Payne, Ala.”
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Saturday the same. Seattle business men
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Spokane owners of the paper issued the
edict to the editors and managers, during
the Senatorial contest—“Kill off John L.
hunt another job.” Th* \
complished his temporary defeat, and
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Memj Meekison,
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have used several bottles of
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E. Gibson of Boston is having one built
on the same ’dues
by C. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor. This boat will be a foot longer

an iron keel weighing nine tons.
This will be the largest vessel that lias
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Our
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not
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Northern I’aciiic people were
furnishing the money for the deal, but
that is most emphatically denied by the

Another feature *v Inch this modern cruB- j
embraces is the ease with which her [
sails can begot, at. The clew of her main-;
sail can be reached at any time from the I
necessary to drive a patient out of doors, taffrail.
This is very important in heavy j
ot to keep watch lest he or she tries to
weather when reefs are necessary and the (
JOBBERS OK
•avoid the cold indoors, but in time all crew is small.
Below decks is a large state-room, for
eorne round to an actual
liking for the the owner, with double berths. Aft of 1
new order of things.
this is the main saloon, which contains j
“Never again will l live as 1 used to, in two berths, below which are transoms
such hot rooms as we had at home” are which can easily be converted into berths.
Forward is a good sized galley.
The
the words of inure than one patient.
cabiu could have been made much larger
SEEDS and
Some who have gone home have been a and the extreme headroom made
greater
sore trial to their families, because
GROCERIES
they by carrying the trunk farther forward, :
but Mr. Brad lee figured that he had room
have insisted on having the windows open
and
for
his
needs
to
preferred
enough
Importers ol Salt.
and have objected t< what the others have a little more deck room and also
dealers in the finest quality of
thought was essential to comfort and loom for stowage.
Taken altogether, the Betsy is an deal
safety.
boat and reflects great credit on
■
As a part of the equipment of the iusti- 1 cruising
her designer and her builder. She demonunion, two blankets, a reclining chair and : strates particularly Crowninshield’s ver;t sanitaiy cuspidor are furnished free to ! satility
of genius in the art of yacht
every

show that tin

to

*hall

he-j

sum was s: J*>0, ()00— a uho
tigure f*»i
It
any newspaper in the Fai V- i'I.vm’s!,
was probably not. a difficult mats
tor the
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er

more

The

owners

external

We have serious
us that relate .«:»1 y to home interests,
Chief among theui is the health of our
people. Catarrh has already be.-ome a
national curse. Its ravages extend from
ocean to ocean.
More than one half of
the people are aft-led by it. it has
come such a. seri** :s matter that it iias
passed the boundaries of the nuo a!
profession and b mno a nat !■ -nal <;ueSena: .rs are talking about it;
tion.

control ot the host-In'. dicencor.

the

new

Cruising Yacht.

since
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life
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Mr. Frederick ,J. Grad lee of Boston hid
built last year by Jansen of Gloucester,
from
designs by Crowinsliieid, what
might be called an ideal cruising yacht,
The Boston
able to make any voyage.
Herald says:
about
the
There is nothing
Betsy which
She looks a
would suggest splendor.
combination of wood, paint and rigging,
yet she has very nice lines anti is far from
8he has a 1
being of the genus homely.
high bow, which has very little overhang,
a pretty sheer, and her counter shows a
long, graceful sweep to the taffrail.
The Betsy is ;>.* feet on the waterline, 48 j
feet over all, lb feet 0 inches beam mu
;
1 i feet dratt.
bhe carries 8700 pounds in j
an iron shoe oil her keel and inside ballast
j
ot boilei panellings, cemented in, to the j
amount of six tons.
.She has double-bolted frames of >ak,
sided four inches at the heels and three!
inches at tin- heads, with natural grown ;
doors, right and left molding, ovei which
runs a hardpine keelson, 8 by 1, 'Ui which
the Keel bolts are set up. Her keel is silled
\1 inches and '■ inches at the stern.
J>hc is schooner-rigged, carries no foretopmast and has a p>»le mainmast, which;
«•<'inprisi-s lower mast and topmast in one.
>lu earrie.s ab.-ul lI'd:’, squan leet of sail. !
Dm- id Mi. Biadlee’s ideas was to make
Ci. .schoonei single-handed, and with this!
object in view; the jib and foresail sheets
aie run on travelers.
Thus the schooner !
can be
worked to the windward by oue
man, who does not need to leave the cock- j

of

tampered

Failing in that, attempts
have als" and lcpeatedly Ik u made to
purchase the limes--the ...in of the
Fusion administration, with -m iniention
of changing its political •■*«»i,.:plexb»n to
the “tiuly loyal.”
« bed
At last a figure has been
which
has brought about the long-desired '‘h inge
I
in

pris<

ant.

years

*ve

Carnation is passing through a great I
Congressman Brewer.
political crisis. Whether our national* Hon. Willis Brewer, Representative
policy is to i*o ono of territorial expan-{ in Congress from Alabama writes the
sion, or whether we are to remain aloof' following letter to Dr. Hartman:
from international complications, is the
“I hav«* used one bottle of Pe-ru-na
supreme question confronting our Con-j for
lassitude, and l take pleasure in
The
of
the
is
diattention
world
gross.
recommending it to those who need a
rected toward us. Tin* deliberations of
good remedy. As a tonic it is excellent.
enr Congress have come to be of inter- •
In the short- i.irne I have used it, it has
national importance.
done me a great deal of good.
Willis
But this consideration affects only Brewer, Hayneville, Ala.”
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bought by Spokane politicians, grown wealthy through the sale of
the Le Roi gold mine.
The price then
paid was about $1 .VI, 000 and the paper
has been a money maker ever since, the
“Klondike rush” and war with Spain being the two impoitant factois in enriching
was
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Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral has
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Three years ago the Times was a third
fourth-rate paper, the morning daily
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wedding, as the trees were white
with snow; hut although the day was cold
with a wintry chilliness, the bride and
bridegroom were without wraps, having

tin fingers and elevate the wrist,
all by himself, he can’t smoke often
i
uxi
o'ugh but comprehensive idea ran pipe
!
to do him much harm.
in gaiir-'i "* the pe= niiurly advantageous enough
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the buildings.
F uni the cor
desiring treatment apply at the
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venture,

new
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door

male patient occasionally
saunters off t.o the woods to enjoy a quiet
and if
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Worcester, also connected with the hospital.
It was hardly an ideal day for an out-

sumed daily by the 2(H) patients, making a
j busy day’s work for the digestive organs.
Smoking is not allowed about the build-

their health to
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The latter is

the Times and the Star.

are

own
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members of Congress that

[Prominent

a

former is the Post-Intelligencer (familiarly
designated the “P. I.”), the organ of the
Republican party, and the evening papers

hospital.

the

paths near

CATARRH A NATIONAL CALAMITY.

and

great many newspapers, three of which
are daily publications—one morning and
The
Sunday and two evening papers.

The design and all the work were his
and under this arch, on Nov. 15, he
was married to Miss Florence Wade of

the

furnished,

aie

allowed any and all wholesome aud nutritious food. Four hundred qts. of milk and
a corresponding quantity of eggs are con-

the Cent tab Mass, railroad.
St

Odiorne Gleason,

letter carrier attached to the Worcester
P. ()., was carried to the hospital in an

woodland

good

a

first-class newspaper is rarely found in
dead or ephemeral town. Seattle has
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sun,gi. ves ami rnoeieular Patients is looted at Ku-lvu
on a fine hill top,
1200
feet above
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progressive “town”
is always recognized in the aggressive
A
and thoroughly up-to-date newspaper.

heimproved
hospital
improve, night sweats lessen and good j
so rapidly that before the expiration of
sleep returns.
his stay of eight months, lie had so far
The cough may at first increase, but,
Lis strength that he built a stone
soon diminishes, and it
does not take regained
arch 14 feet in height, at the junction of
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for
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dication of

paper renewed, and scrupulously burned.
At least one romantic incident has oc-

used to

overcome, especially the fear
of taking cold, but this soon yields when
the tevei subsides, t e appetite and weight

Evn

j.eojde who have
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no

fate.

over to

not

are

fresh air; but after a while they become
toughened. At lirst there is often much

then considered incur-
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ible and blindly given
now U'.eie are pleuM

those who

dors

gradu-

tients have to become acclimated

until his disease assumed proportions allowed by common consent to be consump-

one

hospital,

if necessary
even steamer
rugs and furs or hot-water
bottles are brought into service.
Pa-

Time was, when a person with lung
affection must be coddled and shielded

The Newspapers of Seattle.

of the most rigid rules of|tho
that each patient shall use this
cup and absolutely and invariably nothing
else.
Every morning these little cuspiIt is

long chair, well

a

clothing;

warm
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I have just received two cars, 300 bids., of the
Best Patent Michigan Flour. I have in store
Snow White, Hurrah’s City Mills, Albion, hilly
White and Pillsbury’s Best, which I offer at low
prices. Also hav by the cargo, car or bale. Straw
reatiled.
ALBERT M. CARTER.
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a tiny patch of native soil.
Prettiest of all the women in this old
city are the Gallegan maid servants of

natural dainty

he day.

curves

and contours.

fully equipped

his

all

sexes,

You

Easy Steering.

for social conquest,
Sweet butter can’t be made in a sour
churn. The stomach is a churn. A foul
stomach fouls the food put into it. When
the food is fouled the blood made from
it is fouled also. Foul blood means disease.
Cleanse the churn and you have
sweet butter. Cleanse the stomach and
you have pure blood. The far reaching
action of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery is due to its effect on the
stomach and organs of digestion and
Diseases that begin in the
nutrition.
stomach are cured through the stomach.

neighbors,
are

to

sure

young and old of both
be gathered, to while

away the day in gossip, song and dance.
The Portuguese dance, brought by Gipsies from the far East, is not particularly

often

i>

_i .nun*
■

-d in

d

number of the New England Magazine is
devoted to a history of Eaneuil Hall, the
frontispiece of the magazine being a copy
of Smibert’s portrait of Peter
Eaneuil,
the wealthy Huguenot merchant who donated this “market house and Town
Hall” in 1742. Mr. Abram English
Brown,
who is well known to readers of the
magazine for the important work he has done
in the field of historical research, writes
the article, and has in this connection unearthed a wealth of material which will
prove specially valuable to those interested in Boston’s early
history. His paper is illustrated from old prints and
from exterior and interior views ot' the
hall as it now stands.
[Warren F. Kellogg, 5 Park Square, Boston, Mass.

an
see
excessively homely
dame, of unmistakable high desti idiug along with the air of a J uno,
graceful. It is slow and firm in movement,
it'll, or the shops, or the protm
accentuated in time and depending almost
respectfully followed by two or
on the motions of the arms and
bewitching maids. The latter are entirely
body, lather than the feet. With the
<: mit>t innocent of flirtatious intentimis
dance goes the song—a melancholy, longciuitigthe passing stranger, but thmr
drawn often unrliymed chanting, which
i nature cannot quite
an
suppress
takes the form of a rude hexameter. Each
smile
which
makes their bright
lowering
district has songs peculiar to itself; and
N* s dance and discloses a gleam of
pearly

m

r.ettei

«

the

the Broadway dude. It is as tall as himself, straight as an arrow, well rounded
and polished and bound in brass.
Last of
all lie slings bis guitar around bis neck,and
thus

mi.'•tresses, whom hard work and
insutticieiit food lias not deprived of their

shows serupul
than
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spends

goes to the nearest fashionable threshing
door—the peasant’s drawing-room. There

wealthy

his home.
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chase

wliaiever the slat*
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he

takes his favorite ox-goad in his hand,
which is to him what a natty cane is to

Every one
happy day

ed

jnigrii'-. rough-and-ready
nn s even those of wealth
i\

Afterwards

evening singing doggerel songs to a strumwater-carriers are G illegaus, and it is ming accompaniment, tilted back in a
said that more than three thousand of chair against his own house-wall, or on
them do nothing else for a living.
One of ; door step of a neighbor. If in the rural
the most interesting sights of Lisbon are district and it be Sunday, or a holiday, he
tin groups of handsome, bare-footed girls
puts on a clean shirt, with a big gold or
and swarthy, muscular men ih it always silver neck-fastening, bis “other pair” of
well brushed trousers, and his newest
surround the fountains,—perhaps loitering a bit to chatter and gossip, the women black felt bat, of the pattern you often
in musical staccato, the man in baritone
| see in pictures of Spanish life. Then he
to match their broad chests; then shoul- ; throws over his shoulders a black cloth
dering tiie heavy earthen j irs or wooden i cape with a real gold or silver clasp. He
Most of the

iu

both sides of the At-
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prepared.

the heads of

casks and trotting gaily away.
of them hopes to return, some
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*' Dr. Pierce’? Golden
Medical Discover}- has
proved a great blessing to me,” write? Mrs.
Klleu E. Bacon, of Shutesbury, Franklin Co.,
Mass. " Prior to September, 1897, I had doctored
for my stomach trouble for several years, going
through a course of treatment without any real
benefit
In September, 1896. I had very sick
spells and grew worse ; could eat but little. I
commenced to take Dr. Pierce’s medicine and
in a short time I could eat and work.
1 have
gained twenty pounds in two months.”

<
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every good singer at a lural festival has
her own repeiatory, mostly original.
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They

know well their

people claim, but not more
than£tbey hope for. With the present
population steadily and rapidly creeping
up near the 100,000 mark, the task set by
President

| Railway
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mean an
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regular as that—as the
naturally grow with
So, if Seattle gains 10,000
as

more

year, and 15,000 the year 1901, before
year 1915 has arrived Mr. IIill’s
prophecy may be fulfilled.
next

twelve

e

At any rate, there is much encourage*
ir-c, pointed goads, while the men follow i ment in Mr. Hill’s figures—showing his
laitb in Seattle and giving warrant of liis
to 1-ad and unload the carts.
Tittle
1

girls

Hill's proposed
and mind them j further good intentions.
\ oung women cut and ! operations -from which he unquestion-will have as much as any
ion keys that
t-ut like the
•nu* the grass, weed tlie corn and ! ably figures
any
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othei line of enterprise to do with Seattle’s
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to pci foi m miracles of |
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your ! Portuguese conscriptions spare married
clerk may have
men, and theretore bachelors have tempand >*dges him- ; tations toward
which other-

matrimony

with th.c
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company tin* ox-carts, walking in
fiont oi the oxen to punch them with
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of

increase of 50,000
But the growth of a large city

increase would

take their full share of all the

happiness attainable.
They work habitin tin* fields, beginning m do so as
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would
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than Seattle

Portuguese peasantry

another in time of trouble and full
wit.
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recently that
‘•within fifteen years Seattle will have a
That is more
population of 700,000.”

always cheerful, genial, helpful

ready

equality,
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very independent position.
working hard from dawn till dark,

are

We also guarto cure your cough or cold.
antee a 25 cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
W. O. Poor & Son
A. A. Howes & Co.

James J. llill said in Boston

a

tle.

It has

already

President Hill

was

been announced that

having

built several

steamships

of mammoth size for the
tratlic between his Seattle terminus and
• Oriental
ports.
Hill is
recent

The

doing his part
prophecy.
growth of a city

to

make true his

is shown in vari-
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The Growth of Seattle.

often beautiful faces.

of the

value in the economy of life, and without
any clamor for impossible rights and

present four north*
•( Spain.
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all Spaniards,
eignty of < ialicua
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-to

in

cheaply

figures and

The

han those of Lisbon,
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fect

licensed

beggars,
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We, the undersi. neil, do hereby agree to
refund the money ou a 50 cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails

druggists.

city markets, and the fisher-women who
every day troop down the Belem mid and
wake the echoes with their peculiar cries,
present some extraordinary types of per-

jii'iifih

iiieil,

1 want to let the people who suffer from
rheumatism and sciatica know that Chamberlain's I’ain Balm relieved me after a
number of other medicines and a doctor had
It is the best liniment I have ever
failed.
known of.—J. A. Doduen, Alpharetta, Ga.
Thousands have been cured of rheumatism
by this remedy. One application relieves
the pain.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.,

ped peasant-matrons,

tiie line of

-.m

probably

artist, and their great dark eyes have
haunted many a traveler's dreams when
far from Portugal.
Even the broad-hip-

wlio disdains

n,
U

have

Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser sent free on receipt of stamps
to pay expense of mailing only.
Send
21
one-cent stamps for paper bound
volume, or 3T cents for clotli binding, to
Dr. R. V. IHerce, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fannie B. Waiu>.
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an

(‘vel*

••sturdier
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feet

short skills and low-cut bodices and bare
brown arms afford wonderful studies for
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ta
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News and Notes.

If, as some think, Mr. Rudyard Kipling
has been the subject of too much laudation, a wholesome corrective is afforded in
the keen and biting treatment which he
receives at the hands of Mr. Robert Buchanan, in the paper called “The Voice of
“The Hooligan’
which the Living Age
for Jan. 0 reprints from The ContemporThe true estimate of Kipling
ary Review.
lies somewhere b tween the extreme of
laudation and such unsparing criticism as
this.
The subject of the “Review of Reviews’”
character sketch for January is Secretary
John Hay, who by reason of the death*of
Vice-President Hobart becomes the sue
cessor apparent to the Presidency.
The
writer of the sketch is Mr. Henrv Macfarland, the well-known Washington correspondent, who makes it clear that few
men in public life to-day have had so
good
a training for the Presidency as Mr.
Hay
has received in the thirty-nine years that
have passed since he became Lincoln's

private secretary.
“In the Matter of One Compass” is the
rather formal title of a none too formal
poem by Rudyard Kipling which, with appropriate decorations, occupies three pages
of the Ceutnry for January.
We quote
the first two of the five stanzas, written in
1892:

When, foot to wheel and hack to wind.
The helmsman dare nut look behind,
But hears, beyond his compass-light,
The blind how thunder through the night,
And, as a harpstring ere it snaps,
The rigging sings beneath the caps;
Above the shriek of storm in s til
Or rattle of the blocks blown free,
Set for the peace beyond the gale,
This song the Needle sings the Sea:

.cpaii gaimeuts
A ous ways, when it is impossible to keep
j wise might not occur to them.
tailor, and foi a lew cents
growing family is a good investment for a account of the increase of population, ex- Oh, drunken Wave! O'.i, driving Cloud!
i-.ee}’ his employer's wardrobe ; young fellow who does not desire the cept once each decade when the census is
Rage of the L)e,ep and Sterile Rain!
: order.
By Love Upheld, by God allowed,
dog’s life of a soldier, and cannot pay taken. One thing we do know, that the
We go, but we return again!
•si enthusiastic
admirei ot tin*
several hundred dollars for a substitute in population is rapidly increasing, that the
The New Year’s Cosmopolitan is an atu se nation cannot
call its women the
army; so he takes a wife to ensure building operations for eleven months of tractive number.
There are four short
ighei classes beautiful. Indeed, him against what he considers a w *rse 1899 amounted to the sum of
$1,313,013— stories, “Motorman Cupid,” a story of
imost pained at tlie lack <>f female
fate, and maybe his everlasting quietus rather running riot with unlucky num- the trolly car, by Melville Cleater; *‘I)izzy
as compared with that of the other
Dave,” by Joliu Luther Long; “The Lady
from cold steel or gunpowder.
Before bers, some might say.
of the Ship,” by A. T. Quiller-Couch,
•lntries, when viewing Lisbon s j marriage, the Portuguese suitor in love is
Notwithstanding the immense amouut which is uut one of “Q.’s” best stories,
•cndom in the full undress of ball
humble
and slavish, and his of
absurdly
building, still going on through the and “Pathrick’s Proxy” by Seumas Mcon the fashionable promenade
i, u
Manus, whose Irish tales are all the rage,
sweetheart leads him a merry dance in- winter or rainy months, the
city is to-day just now.
Edgar Saltus writes an article
ostly e juipage of the Campo deed; but soon as ever the village priest crowded with
people, making rents high on “The delights of trying to be someThe blood of youth does not
has tied the knot, the positions are re- and scarce.
Consequently as good a body else,” and not less interesting are
>ug with the Portuguese lady, and
versed; he becomes her master absolutely business as can be entered here to-day is the accompanying pictures of successful
which it carries; Howard
■■euty-five she is passe. Moustaches and may beat her as often as he likes that
of building houses, which are taken masqueraders
W. Bell describes “Fossil Hunting in
themselves early: her complexion
As in every up for cash before
without violating any law.
completed.
Wyoming;” Alexander Harvey writes of
s muddy and assumes
a greasy look;
country, the songs of the people set forth
'Then, too, the city banks have money “Some Types of Egyptian Women;” Zeno
middle age her figure is either of
aide
A. Ragozin, the well-known translatheir sentiments.
In a popular serenade, in plenty, even loaning a goodly sum to
c
tnpole order, or its opposite—the the
tor, deals with “Pushkin and his Work;”
swain tells his Dulcinea New York banks
to
the
Portuguese
recently
help
Charles De Kay, formerly our consul-gen-bag-tied-up-in-the- middle shape. that he writes to her on the
palm of his hard-up banks over some financial difficul- eral to Berlin, gives his impression of the
has “redeeming features.'
Her
hand, his tears are his only ink, and the ties. The banks of the city—Six “Na- German capital; Kiike La Slielle tells
are large and expressive,
her teeth
some entertaining stories of “The Thepen is a fibre from his inmost heart. tional” and four “State”—Sept. 7th had
is
a
and
there
certain
honest
raatrical Advance Agent;” A. V. Williams
.'•■•id,
her reply, sung from behind a ou deposit $12,349,834.19, and Dec. 2d the
Perhaps
Jackson, professor in Columbia Universic in her smile that is
very captivatclosed shutter, is like this:
sum total was increased to
$13,788,071.32 ty, contributes a popular article on “ZorShe dresses richly, but with the
Quango o sovrewo des haga
| —an increase of $1,438,237.13 or 11.7 per oaster, the Magaciau-Priest;” and M. V.
-t mingling of dates and styles, if not
E
o loureiero der cortica
O’Shea, president of the National Childcent.
Giving Seattle a population of 85,- Study Association,
Eutao te amrei, men hem,
whites on “Encouragrs, and her cloths “fit” as if flung
Se nao me der a preguica.
000, the amount on deposit would be ing the Mental Powers of Young Chilcr in a whirlwind.
There is not the
dren.”
Poems
which means, “when the cork tree yields $10.92 to every inhabitant.
The total is
are furnished by Martha
test hint of French chic about her,
bay-berries, and the bay-tree cork, then about 50 per cent, over the deposits of Gilbert Dickinson, Clinton Scollard and
Arthur Ketchum.
the trim appearance of English woperhaps 1 may fall in love with you, if I one year ago. The percentage of gain !
nor the voluptuous attraction of her
The January number of Gunton’s Magacondescend to notice you.”
for the national banks for the past three
zine opens with the customary strong
i.sins, the Spanish Senoras, and beside
Or else she sings: “1 have already five months was 10 1-2, and that of the State
historical review of the month with ediperfectly-dressed husband she looks lovers— three for the morning, two for the
torial discussion, and contains as its leadbanks, 14.3 per cent.
a good brown hen with a bird-of-parafternoon; what time is there left for
Then another good index of a city’s ing article a vigorous statement of “Our
m'.
Is it because the modistes of PortDuty in the Philippines,” by President J.
you?”
progressiveness is found in the real estate G. Schurman of Cornell University, Chair0 ne so inferior to the
tailors? If so,
men
In Portugal
play on the guitar as transfers, as well as the building record. man of the Philippine Commission. H.
surplus dress makers of the world had
naturally as Yankees whistle. The peas- For the’ six months ending Dec. 31st, M. Chance, the well-known miuing and encr tinn their steps that
Whatway.
ants are universally given to the instruSeattle’s transfers will considerably ex- gineering expert, contributes an interest
1 t'h*article on “The Cost of Raw MatePortuguese ladies lack in taste ment,
chiefly as an accompaniment to the ceed four millions of dollars. The actual tiug
rials,” showing the reason for the present
beauty are more than made up by voice. In towns and villages the artisans
as
to
far as possible
ascertain, up high prices of iron and various staple raw
figures,
•11 manifold virtues.
They are model are often expert guitar players and walk to Dec.
20th, were $3,989,585, and during materials. Mi. George L. Rolen, in an
vc-anil mothers,devoted to their famin groups to and from their work,enliventhose mouths 495 transfers simply gave article on “Hawaii and Porto Rico asJCol•s. deeply religious, kind-hearted and
onies,” urges that these islands be not
with
the
music
and
ing
journey
song. the nominal sum of $1.00 as the amount annexed as
teriitories, but governed as
spitable.
The carpenter who conus to your house of transfer. Allowing an average of $250 separate
dependencies. W. F. Edwards,
i here is plenty «'l
female beauty in
to execute a small job brings his guitar for each of these 495 transfers and the former president of Washington Univer■ituual, however, but it is mostly found with
his tools, and the blacksmith is a far total would be $4,113,335.
if the ratio sity, outlines some important reforms in
our system of higher education, especially
The (ial- better
long the peasant classes.
performer on the guitar than the of transfers keeps up for the balance of with reference to the learned professions.
uans, male and female, are generally
When the Portuguese day-laborer the month, the grand total will
anvil.
There
are editorial
articles on the new
aggregate
'•ifeet, physical specimens, and the young
or workman has finished his long day’s
between four and one-quarter and four currency bill, Social Education Congress
at
Editorial Crucible, numerous
•■‘Oiiieu have lovely faces to match their
toil, he does not. hie him to the wine shop and one-half millions dollars for six bookParis,
reviews, including one specially inYou see them by scores at the
glues.
tojsquander the few cents he has earned; he months.
teresting on “The Meaning of Education,”
.iany public fountains, or chafariz, into does not even lean against a post and
Not a bad showing for a far western by Dr. Nicholas Murray Rutler of Colum•vhieh all the water used by the city is
smoke, nor whittle a stick while swapping city, which disclaims all intimations of bia University; besides Letters from Correspondents, Question Box, Civic and
poured from the great aqueduct of
with his fellows.
If he did no
•an
a

Only Three Hours at the Helm in a Voyage of Twenty-Three Days.
Some of the oddities of Capt. Slocum’s
“single-handed” trip around the world
in the sloop Spray are described in this
passage from the January Century:
For several days now the
Spray sailed
west on the parallel of 10° 25’
S., as true
as a hair.
Jf she deviated at all from that,
the
through
day or night—an I this may
have happened—she was back,
strangely
at
enough,
noon, at the same latitude.
Hut the greatest science was in
reckoning
the longitude.
My tin clock and only
timepiece had by this time lost its minutehand, but after 1 boiled her she told the
hours, and that was near enough on a long
stretch.
On the 12th of July, ls<»7, some hundred miles southwest of Christmas
Island,
I saw anti-trade clouds flying up from the
south-west very high over the regularwinds, which weakened now for a few
days, while a swell heavier than usual set
in also from the southwest.
A wintergale was going on in the directon of the
of
Good
Cape
Hope.
Accordingly, 1
steered higher to windward,
allowing
twenty miles a day, while this went on,
for change of current; and it was not too
much, for on that course I made the
Keeling Islands right ahead.
The first
unmistakable sign of the land was a visit
one
from
a
white tern that flutmorning
tered very knowingly about the vessel,
and then took itself off westward with a
businesslike air in its wing. The tern is
called by tire islanders the “pilot of Keeling Cocos.” A little farther on 1 came
among a great number of birds fishing,
and fighting over whatever they
caught.
Springing aloft, I saw from half-way up
the mast cocoanut-trees standing out of
the water ahead.
I expected to see this,
still it thrilled me as an electric shock
might have done. I slid down the mas:,
trembling under the strangest sensations;
and notable to resist the impulse I sat on
deck and gave way to my emotions.
To
folks in a parlor on shore this may seen
weak indeed, but I am telling the
story of
a voyage alone.
I didn’t touch the helm, for with tiie
current and heave of the sea the
sloof
found herself at the end of the ruu absolutely in the channel. You couldn’t have
beaten it in the navy!
Then 1 trimmed
her sails by the wind, took the helm and
her
the
Hogged
up
couple of miles or so
abreast the harbor landing, where I cast
anchor at 3:301\ m., July 17, 1897, twentythree days from Thursday Island.
The
distance run was 2,700 miles as the crow
llies.
This would have been a fair Atlantic voyage.
It was a delightful sail!
During those twenty-three days I had not
spent altogether more than three hours
at the helm, including the time
occupied
in beating into Keeling harbor.
1 just
lashed the helm and let her go; whether
the wind was abeam or dead aft it was all
the same; she always sailed on her course.
No part of the voyage up to this point,
taking it by and large, had been so finished as this.

druggists.

rheumatism: cured in a

day.

Rheumatism and Neu
in 1 to 3 days.
Its ac
the system is remarkable and
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
and the disease immediately disappears. The
first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel-

This aqueduct, by the
\goasteores.
ay, is worthy to rank among the wonders of the world.

It

begins

in the

moun-

tains, twelve miles away, spans the valley
>f Alcantara upon thirty arches, each 107
feet from pier to pier, the point of the
Highest arch towering 264 feet above the
urth.

Thus

pure mountain torrent is
conducted to an immense covered resera

voir, and thence conveyed to hundreds of
fountains, scattered all over Lisbon,
since the

of Joao IV., the public
buildings, hotels, shops and most of the
dwelling houses have been entirely sup-

plied

with

days

water

from

the

chafariz,

boom order.

the

bring his guitar with him,he goes straight
home and gets it, rests and comforts him-

cures

self with the music while supper is

being

O. M. Mooke.

Takes the burn out; heals the wound;
the pain.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
the household remedy.

Educational

Notes, etc.
Altogether, a
strong number; 20 cents a copy; $2.00 per
The Gunton
year.
Company, Union
Square, New York.

In Boston’s Fanenil Hall as recently
renovated there is little remaining of the
original structure, though it is still the
New England forum, recalling memories
of that series of patriotic meetings just
previous to the Kevolution which made
the building famous
throughout the
world as the “Cradle of Liberty.” Its
walls have at different times in its history
echoed the words of many great orators,
and because of its interesting historical
associations public sentiment has been
aroused for its preservation when its destruction has several times been threatened. The opening article in the January

pimple,

a

lump in

or

breast. too small to attract any
notice, until, in many cases, the deadly

disease is fully developed.
Cancer can not be cured by a surgical
operation, because the disease is a virulent
poison in the blood, circulating throughout the system, and although
the sore or ulcer—known as the Cancer—may be cut away, the
poison remains in the blood, and promptly breaks out afresh, with
_

Lure FOUrid 3t L3Sli

renewed violence.
The wonderful success of S. S. S. in curing obstinate, deep-seated
blood diseases which were considered incurable, induced a few despairing sufferers to try it for Cancer, after exhausting the skill of
Much to their delight S. S. S. proved
the physicians without a cure.
eipial to the disease and promptly effected a cure. The glad news
it was soon demonstrated

and

spread rapidly,

doubt that a cure had at last been
found for deadly Cancer. Evidence has accumulated which is incontrovertible, of which
the following is a specimen :

beyond

Cancer is hereditary in our family,
father, a
sister and an aunt having died from this dreadful
disease. My feelings may be imagined when the horrible disease made its appearance on my side. It was
a malignant Cancer, eating inwardly in such a way as
to cause great alarm.
The disease seemed beyond the
skill of the doctors, for their treatment did no good
whatever, the Cancer growing worse all the while
Numerous remedies were used for it but the Cancer
grew steadily worse, until it seemed that I was doomed
n.^_
t.:i..
e.
i__i,.j_Jl
to ronow me otners or rne ianiny. ror 1 Know now ueaaiy uancer is,
especially
I was advised to try Swift's Specific (S. S. S.), which, from the
when inherited
I continued its use until I had taken eighteen
first day, forced out the poison.
bottles, when 1 was cured sound and well, and have had no symptoms of the
dreadful affliction, though many years have elapsed. S. S. S. is the only cure
for Cancer.—Mrs. S. M. Idol. Winston, N. C.
_

—

Our book on Cancer, containing other testimonials and valuable
information, will be sent free to any address by the Swift Specific

Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
W
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Probably you have tried twenty remedies, and are
Lots of so-called cures are born and die every year.
Ours has been in use over 40 years, and is conthe gain.
vou see the point, it cures.
The True “L. F” ATWOOD'S Bilious BITTERS.

better.
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PENNYROYAL PILLS SSSES
--

or

ami banish

“pains

of menstruation.”

They are “LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life

becomes

a

For

$1.00 PICK BOX BY MAIL. Sold
DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CD., Cleveland, Ohio,
by R. H. Moody, Belfast, Maine.

pleasure.

by druggists.
Salt

CHAPMAN’S

GOLDEN

CROWN

*

OIL

#

RANKS AMONG THE BEST FOR

^LUNG

TROUBLES.

23c. BOTTLE.

Chapman's Golden Crown Oil

upon

fast

lull

U1

scratch,

as a mere

A
A

nf Ton

UUl
^<1..!

“Mystic Cure” for
ra'gia radically cures

tion

This fearful disease often first appears

Docilltc Catallu III
in mm
Nino
rauillj

nc&uild

It has been demonstrated repeatedly in
every State in the Union and in many foreign countries that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy is a certain preventive and cure fur
It has become the universal remedy
croup.
for that disease.
M. V Fisher of Liberty.
W. Va., only repeats what has been said
around the globe when he writes:
“1 have
used Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy in mv
family fur several years and always with
perfect success. We believe that it is not
only the best cough remedy, but that it is a
sure cure for croup
It has'saved the lives
of our children a number of times.” This
remedy is for sale by A. A. Howes & Co.,

For Sale

and

by Druggists

Stores.

Country

Ex Postmaster of Promise
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
‘Mystic Cure* for Rheumatism, and two
doses of it did me more good than any other
medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A.
Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.

Anthony,

T. F.

On and after Dec. 4,1899,trains connectingat
Burnham ami Watervilh with through trains for
ami from Bangor, Watenille, Portland and Bos-

$100
K. Detchon’s

Dr.

Auti

Diuretic

May be worth to you more than $100 if you
ha e a child who soils bedding from incontendence of water duriug sleep. Cures old

will

on

run as

follows
FROM BELFAST.

and young alike.

once.

$1.

Druggists,

It arrests the trouble at
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Belfast. Me.
Iyl7

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists,
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.

AM

Steameis leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
and Rockland, at (about) 2.30 P. M., Mondays and

Thursdays.
For

Winterport, via way-landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. m., or upon ar
rival of steamer from Boston.

RETURNING

■

yarns

CANCER IS DEADLY!

\ Uniformly

Delicious

mince fies made from our mince
Its the quantity we make
that is one reason for this, for it
enables us to use only the best fresh
beef and perfect green apples. Its
the care and dainty methods we
employ that is another reason.
Then our receipt,—one that made
Maine famous lor her mince pies—
also is part of the secret.
For these reasons
are

meat.

Gold Coin Mince Meat
a delicious product that always
gives satisfactory results to the pie
maker. It comes ready for the

is

]

crust.
So trouble is saved. When
it is used a pie only costs about 4c.,
so money is saved.
Huy a 10 cent
package and see that this is all so.

2

Your Grocer sells it.

3

Prepared by Thorndike & Hix, Rockland, Me. I
■Vinrnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnmriri

3

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.
From Bueksport, Mondays and ‘Thursdays
1100 a.m.

m.
at

FRED W. BOTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Geu’l Manager, Boston.
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Portland..11 00
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A

Waterville.

PRESIDENT <>F THE

Multipathic

Bangor.

Medical Co.,Limited.

SPECIALIST IN

Chicnic

Diseases.

Diseases <>t the Lungs,
Throat ami Air passages, in
eluding all catarrhal states
quickly relieved and permanently cured by the use of Dr
Mitchell's Multipathie Remedies.
The Lung (.'apsides.
Cough Tablets and (ieneral
Tonic have (TRKD MANY
CASKS TH AT \V< RE CON
SIDERED
HOPE LKSSLY
WITH
CON
AFFLICTED
All

\l I **1*11

*V

Tin*

oil 1

Mill.

dies failed to relieve. All should have a bottle at
hand. The NAMES AN1> ADDRESSES OF CONSUMPTIVE AND OTHER CASES who have been
cured b\ these Remedies furnished on application.
SEND FOR LECTURE ON COUGHS,
Etc.
The LUNG CAPSULES, Cough Tablets,
General Tonic. La Grippe Specific sent by mail
postage paid for 50c. and $1.00 a bottle. CONSULTATION FREE.
Treatment by the month at
reasonable rates. The diseases peculiar'to women
cured by a new anti practically infallible line of
treatment and entirely new remedies.
LABORATORY, 3 Howard Place. Roxbury,
Mass.
MEDICAL OFFICE. 218 Tremont Street, Union
Savings Bank Building, next to Hotel Touraine,
2ml*
Boston, Mass.

5 PER CENT.
JOSHUA BROWN & CO.,
BANKERS,
St., Boston.

A

r.

M
8 50
9 09
9 19
9 25
9 41
* 9 52

M

depart. lo-jo
Unity. 10 55

11 20
Thorndike.
Knox. .11135
Brooks.. 12 12
Waldo. 12 8o
City Point. tl2 50
1 05
Belfast, arrive

Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

P M

A

Burnham,

*

4 30
1 35

2o
7 15

9 20
A

M

;l"o4
lo lo

arc

now

5 o5
5 22
s*3l
to 38
5 52
0 “8
of 14
0 20

sold

at

$n 00 from Belfast and all static 1 on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North

west, via all routes, for sale In I. W. Ckokof
UFo. F. f VANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Manager.
Viee President ami ilenci
F. F, Booth BY. (Jen’l Pa-s. and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 21, 1899.

ini ini ■.
Established in

U3t.

CAPITAL STOCK, $ 1 50,000

$33,000

SURPLUS,

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
deposit boxes lor

Sale

#8
Our
and

new

vault is

reni at
a

unequaled

UNEXCELLED

$3,

$5 $6.50 and

year.

in

in

Eastern .Value

security against

tire

burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
and

vaults.

Gold Guaranteed Ponds of the Columbus, Marshall & Northeastern It. It. for sale at par and
accrued interest. Send for list of safe investments yielding 4 per cent, aud upwards.

80 State

M

1 25
5 57

PM

PIN WORM

is the best worm remedy made.
It has been In use wince IM51,
is purely vegetable, harmless and effectualWhere no worms are present it acts as a Tonic, |
and corrects the condition of the raucous mem- g
brane of tho stomach and bowels. A positive 2
cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a val- §
uable remedy in all the common complaints of 5
\ oilildren. Price 35c. Ask your druggist for it. 5
Or. J. F. TUFF A CO.. Nuburn, Me.
£
l
meat for TapeWorm* Write for free pamphlet. S
Rp*claltraa(
j

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.—

r>

SI

Petite:

15
2o
30

Boston,

tipatliic Grip specific lias cured hundreds and
saved them from tlie rcmplications following La
Grippe, such as pneumonia, when all ott er reme-

Hundreds of Children and adults have worm' g
but are treated for other diseases. The symp- 2
toms are
indigestion, with a variable ap- §
foul tongue, offensive breath hard and §
till belly with occasional gripings and paine |
about the navel; heat ami itching sensation in c
tiie rectum and about the anus eyes heavy and f
dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; g
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsion*.

l*M

7
Belfast, depart
Citv l’oiut.*7
Waldo.?7
7
Brooks.
7
Knox
Thorndike. 8

Im51

TO RENT.
desirable tenement up stairs at 25
Miller Street, Belfast.
DK. F. A. KNOWBTON,
A

tfl

Fairfield,

Me.

A Plea for the Rural Schools.

[BE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
|
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNIM. BY THE

CHARLES

,,

4

Subscription krm>. in advance,.® 2.00 a year,
$1.(«) lor six months: f>o cents for three months
Advertising Terms. F«*r me square. one hull
length in colnmn,75cents for one week, and 2r5
cents for each subsequent insertion.
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burning and itching would begin.
night I would lie awake all uightand
a box of
Sp& scratch and almost go wild. 1 ofgotCdticuka
Cdticuba Ointment, a bottle
Resolvent, and gave them a thorough trial,
■,y and after a few applications I noticed the red___j
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the old school,

f

money question.

Iciilest'-n News and Courier, tiie
newspaperin Smith Caro'na
and
staunch Democratic journal,
di ;aies that the *‘brains,
money and pout’ tl intcgrt
of the Demociatio
1

mi,

most

..

party
lot
been sent othe t ear, its organization
being Populistic t<( the core. The only
■

'•'•siblv ciianw of its success in the next
i'tesidvir.ial sliuggie, savs the News and
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“New

Brunswick,
singular slip of
Huberts, we believe, is a
This is

a

Frederickton, New Brunswick.

Lug land Magazine
a more

serious

consider

an

for

January
-or, at least,

error-

error.

In

an

article

Northampton by L. K. Bridgman,
speaking ol Sylvester Judd, it is said:
‘11 is son Sylvester Judd, Jr., gave to the
world, Man* a let, a Tale of the Ideal and
die Leal, the scene of the
story being in
Ham] shire county.” We read this book
it the time it was
published, or soon after,
and have always believed the scene of the
story to have been in Maine. Alden’s
Cyclopedia of Literature says of the auii

thor

:

Born in Westhampton, Mass., in 1813,
died at Augusta, Me., in 1853. He
graduated at } ale in 1830, at the Harvard DiSchool
in
vinity
1840, and became pastor
of a Unitarian church at
Augusta, Me.
In 1845 he published “Margaret, a Tale of
the Ideal and the Beal,” remarkable for
its delineations of New
England scenes
and characters.
Williamson’s

Bibliography

of

Maine

says that Judd was pastor of the church
in Augusta from 1840 to
1853, the year of
his death, and that Margaret was first
published in Boston in 1848, anonymously, and later an edition in two volumes,
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been in Northern Nova S >tia one week,
and the winter climate !m> been a surprise
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do not teach

ing.”

arithmetic and spellthough the “three
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for

writers on educational topics aro unanimous in favor of a more practical educa-

The

neglected now-a-days;

tion, and reform in this direction will
come in good time.
It would seem better
that the young people of this country
should be able to write and speak their
own language correctly before attempting
to attain a smattering of Greek; and that
the
be

of their

history
preferred

one

year

enough

stock-remnants,

to

satisfy,

short

and stacks of

fact most

lengths-pieces
new

everything that

housewife at unheard of prices.

goods
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at remnan

is of interest to
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HAKE IT A POINT TO VISI

OUR STORE DURING THIS HARK DOWN SALE.

Our counters

crowded with merchandise at prices far below
your lowest guess,
trouble for us to show goods, that s what we are here for

will

b

fruit’s
*7?

n

-ii

business trip to Port-

Notions, Etc.
No <luM

(lays here.

attractive

as

to

Dress Goods.
Novelties

We make
prevent

purchased direct from 1i
mills, exclusive styles at lowest
prices.

prices so
dullness.

Read carefully.

Table Damask.
BLEACHED DAMASK, ill» in, wide,
in remnants, worth 25c. at.

I6kpy?.r,.d
BLEACHED DAMASK, 57 in. wide.

19C Pyard
BLEACHED UNION DAMASK, 58
in wide.
per

yard

BLEACHED DAMASK, all linen, 58
in. wide.

SOr
Ol

p,r

yard

Irish

linen, 70 in. wide, worth $1 00
yard, handsome patterns at..

per

S7‘,'

dur

33
Wide, latest styles, worth
per yard, at.

42
>1.25 CREPON at.

75.

15c.(}c
Hairpins, per box.;5c
Baby Bings (50c quality)
.IBc
10c Quality Hat Pi ns.2c

jI

and $1.25

English Silesias,
remnants, (2 to 10 yards) good alue
to-day at 12c and 15c, during this
sale only.
nt

7<c

BAR-

iucli HOMESPI N
SKIRTING
PL \IDS, worth >1 25, at.

50

75

Wool, 20c quality.5c
Leather Belts (left from summer
stock)
20c and 25c quality.5c
Children’s Pompadour Combs, 2 for lo
Best Witch Hazel, per bottle. 1 tc

^

In

a

Ice

Tooth Powder.5c
Best Machine Oil.
7c
Petroleum .Telly....
4c
Rose Water and Glycerine.
<)c
Tooth Brushes. 15c quality. <><*
Alluminum Thimbles..2c
Colored Darning Cotton, per do/,.
4c

21c, 25c 42c ^

few DRESS PATTERNS at
GAIN.

■'

Best Cold Cream.Be
Leighton’s Royal Cream.2oc
Borated Talcum Powder.5c

RED DAMASK, fast color, at.

A

~0
20c and 2.x*

per
yard

BLEACHED DAMASK, finest Irish
linen, very vride, beautiful patterns,
worth SI 50 and SI 75 per yard, at

$1.00

ini-lies wide, g.1 \ alur rtt. r>0,‘
ti ti 11ns sale.

10 ill.dies

Braid. 4c
Hooks and Eyes (Humps).2c
Hooks and Eyes, common, per card.. le
Queen Corset Clasp, (French Sateen

Bone Hair Pins

O

pure

i

■»

worth

?C('

DAMASK,

Stays. 1 .V quality.7c «loz
Marquise Stays. j)(.
Fibre Bones, 15c quality.Nameless Stays, K)c quality.(>e
Classique Stays .•
Fancy Hose Supporters.12 1 2c
Safety Pins ... .,‘{c
Bla« k Brush

(not remnants)..

BLEACHED

;>8

Elite Dress

cl 37 PI.A.1D3.

871

Wool

Waists.

It your size is here

you’ve got the

price.
SI 50 WOOL W AI STS... .$

OS

1.25

1.0S
2 SO

100

Page Writing Tablets.5c
Box 21 Sheets Paper,
Envelopes to
match.
Sc
Box 24 Sheets Paper, pure linen, En-

oo
o

velopes to match.1 <)c
Box 4<S Sheets Nice Paper, Envelopes

1.50

..

*•

1

OS

2.00

75

Flannelette

to

match..17c
Envelopes, per bunch.5c
Linen Thread.5c spool

Wrappers

Silk Mittens, worth b2c .45c
\VK ARK AGENTS FOR THE

Genuine Tuxedo
Dress

Shawls.
We have

Facing.

on 1 v a

few of

these si 7.1 and

8- <>0 Shawls left, at

$ 1.29

each

Towels.
PRICKS THAT J1KAX A SAVING

10c

Quality Outings,

6'c.

Checked Cup Towels, each.

4c
Job Lot Bleached Turkish
worth 15c. at.

Towels,

t Lot White Domett Flannel 3c w.

10c
25

i Case Ladies’ Fleeced Lined

doz. 22x45 Turkish Towels, would
be cheap at 17c, at.

Extra

large Fancy Cotton

Hack

Towels

10c
A few dozen Odd Damask Towels,
good values at 21c, at.

10 doz. All Linen Towels, sizes 19x
42, worth 33c., at.

Outing Flannel Night
98c.
Robes, wmtV-.

are

in

NOW.

We

choose from

buy than
good line to
prices we will

Cameo Corsets.
this

1 to
1.1*2

aud KOc

98c~75c

FEW SIZES IN.

fluslin Underwear

Crash Remnants,W.5>c. J

need of Blankets there

regular price, during

••

■*

Jj»l f>2
l 39
1.19

Regular
price.

guarantee the...
LOWEST TO BE FOUND.

75c.

1.50
1.37
1.25

Flannelette Dressing Sacques, 49c.

better time to

have a
and the

1.62

each

Blankets.
never was a

1 75

Gent’s

A

17c

Flannelette Wrappers...

$2.25

15c

If you

We make wrappers a specialty. Our
prices are always at the bottom.
(£J^**PIease read carefully.

14c,

Vests,

25cp«ir

sale.

39i:
wTRY THE

La Reine Corset,

Unbleached Crash per yd.,

3c.

All Linen Remnants,

6c,

Pillow

Slips,

Night Robes
I

*•
....

••

1

1 .-m

1 71

I •_>(>

A CLEAN UP FOR STOCK TAKING
I

Vogue

12'c.

Petticoats.

$1.25, $1.50,
1.75,

Black Percaline Lining,

2.00.

____I

worth 12 l-2c per yard, at.

11*8 RUST PROOF.

Musliu

During
this sale
.8 (59
1 ;d
98

8c

Bargains

in Muslin Curtains.

that excellent semi-monthly

publication, Farm
tion

were

of

1 iud this week.

but

K’s”

Reports from along tlio Maine coast
show that every port is open. The sharp
weather of the present week did not close
a single harbor.
The coastwise business
is as brisk as ever, and very few schooners
have laid up for the winter.
[Portland
special to Boston Globe.
This despatch gives a very wrong im-

simple

It does look

account

help the sale along, in

to

economical

Brooks.

elaborate array of statisThe reeenr snow started up business ami
tic s was presented to show that it costs
to me.
While Maine is snowed in and has the teams aiv now busy.
more to-< ay to educate a iess number of
to
C. F. Bessev is in the eastern part of tlie
children than it did some years ago. That ; been enjoying a temperature of from 15
M-V below zero, here we have barely State on business this week.
was readdy c onceded, and a teacher
aptly
below
snow for sleighing and 1J
The Good Templar’s Lodge is
remarked tnat some years hence the cost enough
prospering
is the lowest temperature of which I hav*
finely now. and there are excellent enterwould in* creator still. For this increased
I known. The last three days have been tainments.
cost we h ive better facilities for educaand the snow has melted conA. R. Stantial is in Nova Scotia on’ a
tion; beiiei buildings, better instructors. very tine,
wherever exposed to the ravs of
lengthy trip in the interest of the E. Frank
siderably
I his is true ol the ciiv schools
generally; the sun. This section is underlaid
by an 1 Coe Fertilizer Co.
but in many places there is room for imThe friends of Miss Vashti Fogg, the well
immense bed of coal, and many mines
provement.
are operated.
I spent one night in West- known milliner,are glad to see lier.out again
As to
the condition «»t the country
after several weeks illness.
near Pictou, where are located two
schoolhouses we fearthatour correspond- ville,
There is to he a lyceum at South Brooks
mines of the Acadia C'oal Co., L9d. From
I
ent speaks only too truly, and it is a dismy hotel could be heard the throbbing of to-morro .v. Friday, evening, under the digrace to the communities in which such
! the great engines that are ceaselessly rection of Mr. Bragg, the teacher.
buildings are found that it should be so.
Harold Merrithew.wlio has been sick with
air into and pumping foul
1 be cost of putting these schoolhouses in forcing pure
air out of the mines.
One shaft is said to
typhoid fever for several weeks, is now in a
would
be
trivial
in
most
repair
cases, and
| be over 4,000 feet in depth. Coal is sold very critical condition and shows but little
a new
building where needed would not at the mines at
about $1.75 per ton. There sigus of improvement.
appreciably increase the tax. Are not are
William A. Brackett, who for some time
also gold deposits in this regiou, and
the lives of the children of some value?
the rich Caribou mines are located within has been located iu Worcester, Mass., as
It the statistics of those whose lives have
agent for a large sewing machine company,
miles of Truro.
My landlord has is
been sacrificed to illy-warmed, lighted forty
visiting his father, Rev. D. Brackett.
and ventilated schoolhouses, or who have just shown me a gold brick that a guest
Sheriif Leathers has a fine driving
Deputy
been made invalids by unsanitary sur- deposited with him for safe-keeping,
horse, well bred, weight about 1050 pounds,
which weighs over eighty ounces, and is
perfectly kind, a woman can drive him, a
soundiugs, could be given in detail the
worth some $1,500.
This is tlie real artiroadster,one of tlie kind for which Brooks is
figures would be appalling. But to recle, and not the traditional gold brick oc- noted. He has more horses than lie wants,
turn to “An
who
closes
his
Observer,”
casionally purchased by the unsuspecting and this one is for sale.
Aetter as follows:
The country around here is
The new pews are in place in the church
Prior to the enactment of the present granger.
school law tLe supporters of the law ! comparatively level, with but few’ high and the building is now practically comclaimed that 't would be a great help to hills. The forests have been pretty well plete. Thoj are heavy oak of a handsome
the rural school,
lias it been much help cut
and harmonize with the liuisb of the
away, and wood and timber are not design
thus far? The law is all right so far as it
The forest trees are very similar interior. The church is a Hue one in every
plentiful.
but
does
nor
far
goes,
go
enough. A law
i respect, an ornament and a credit to the
compelling tow ns to combine .nd employ to those of Waldo county. The lowlands town
a superintendent who will have
are covered
or
with
thirty
spruce, fir, pine, hemDr. X R. Cook was married Jan. 3d at
forty schools under his care rather than lock.
etc., and tlie higher ground with
live or six is the only law which can
Livermore Falls to Miss Mabel Judkins, a
help white and yellow birches,
j
the rural schools to any extent. Then,
poplar, maple,
and accomplished young lady of that
with our schoolhouses repaired and a sup- etc,, while the banks of the brooks are | popular
place. The many friends of the genial docerintendent who can spend all his time lined with the ever
present alder.
tor are glad to Know that he begins the new
working for the schools and receive good
The farmers,as a rule, seem comfortable
so auspiciously.
Dr. and Mrs. Cook will for
pay for his services, better teachers can
and
contented.
Their wants are few, and the
he secured.
We must remember that
present board at Mrs. Fogg’s*.
from the inral schools haw (ometlie best their cash sales of farm products can not
Geo. G. Davis, W. R. C
held their instalscholars we have evei had; that is, I be
Potatoes at present sell for M0 ’atiou Jan O'.h
large.
The following otlicers were i
mean they make a better mark in life as a
cents pei bushel and eggs Is cents
per doz- installed by Past President Mary M. Hobbs:
general thing than the hoy 01 girl from
en.
1 should judge that hogs are not President. Mrs. Mildred Cilley ; S. V. Pres.,
the city.
So we should try and do
everything possible to make school life in the grown to a large size here, having seen Delpliiua Stimpson; J. V. Pres., Abbie Cilrural district more enjoyable and more
ley ; Secretary. Mary M. Hobbs; Treasurer,
numbers of slaughtered ones in the marprofitable, and this can be done by giving
AtHe M. Godding; Chaplaiu, Susan Briggs;
kets that would weigh no more than 100
them better schoolhouses, better
superConductor. Sophia Rowe; Guard, Meiviua
vision and better teachers.
Barns are generally some disGive them pounds.
Dickey. A supper was served after instalschoolhouses which will he the pride of tance from the
farmhouses.
In Antithe town latlier than the reverse.
lation, and was much enjoyed by the Post
small Hocks of fine looking and
rl he Journal invites correspondence gonish county,
Corps.
sheep were noticed on many farms. In
from all w ho are interested in school matof
coal
are
seen
in
farmmany places piles
$100 Reward $100.
ters.
house yards, in the place of the familiar
The readers of this paper will be pleased
woodpile.
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
it is the purpose of the Democrat to
The war in South Africa is the absorb- disease that science has been able to cure
in
tell all the local news, but it might be even
of conversation, and the people all its stages, aud that is Catarrh. Hall’s
more interesting if we were to
go a step i ing topic
farther and include the sources of informa- are intensely loyal to Great Britain.
Yes- Catarrh Cur« is the only positive cure kuown
tion,
Then the local column would read
Catarrh being a
train from Cape Breton brought to the medical fraternity.
terday’s
something like this; ‘Uncle' John Mar- a detachment of soldiers who are to
constitutional disease, requires a constitujoin
tin says that George Cliffoid is
tional treatment.
trying to
Hall's Catarrh Cure is
crowd him off the temperance platform. the Second Canadian Contingent, which
taken internally acting directly upon the
John
sails
from
Halifax
for Cape Town, Jan.
Superintendent
Emeley says that
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
Lee Dunham has harvested his betin poles
18th.
Crowds assembled at every station
and is working them up into junks for
thereby destroying the fouudUion of the
to bid them God speed.
British
Hags disease, and giving the patient strength by
burning. Kegister of Deeds, J. Hastings
Lean, says Whit Stuart lias built an addi- were everywhere displayed, and at several building up the constitution aud assisting
nature in doing its work.
The proprietors
tion to his house on Western Avenue to towns brass bands were in evidence.
At have so mu h faith in its curative
powers,
keep his wheelbarrow in.” [Oxford Dem- New
that
an
offer
immense crowd had
Oue Hundred Dollars for any
they
Glasgow
ocrat.
case that it fails to cure.
Send
for
lists of
collected.
The square by the railroad
Guess you do not mean to “tell all the
testimonials.
station was solidly packed with people,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Aildress,
local news.” There is not a
weekly news- who cheered themselves hoarse as the 5;JP”Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
paper in the country that could, even if it
4w52
train drew in.
The Hotel Vendome was
would, tell all the news of the community
decked
with
and
Our
and
Clubbing
Offers. The New York
flags
bunting,
in which it is published. Very many things gaily
a band met the soldier
boys and escorted Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, tilled
come to the
knowledge of an editor that them thither for dinner. The enthusiasm with general news and matter of interest
he does not publish, and it is often matter
and value in every home. The subscription
was so great that several soldiers
were
which would be considered legitimate
is $i a year.
We have a contract with
carried on people’s shoulders from the price
news in a
the publishers of Tlie Tribune by which we
city daily. But the country train to the
a
distance
of
or
hotel,
eight
can furnish that
editor realizes fully that “the truth
paper free to all who pay for
ten rods.
Poor boys! I could but think
The Republican Journal oue year in advauce.
should not be spoken at all times;” and
that this leave-taking will be the pleas- The Journal
gives all the local news and is
when no possible good can result from
antest part of their experience, and that an earnest
advocate of local interests, and
publishing details w hich are common gos- ere
long Boer bullets will be singing a The Tribune is one of the best, if not. the
sip, while they may grieve some and per- different tune in their ears.
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
reflect
haps
upon tne community, they
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
A. B. Stantial.
are rigidly excluded. Of course it is some| has given satisfaction in every case. Send
times necessary to give news which may
Director Merriam of the Census Bureau ; in your names.
be unpalatable to a few, while the public says that lifty per cent, of the applicants i The New York Tri-Weekly Tribune,
good demands that it should appear. It for position under him fail because they j which takes the place of a daily, is publisliis much more pleasant to say good words cannot spell correctly or solve ordinary | ed at $1.50 a year. We can furnish The Republican Journal aud the Tri-Weekly Tribof the place and the people, and no op- problems in arithmetic.
“Something une, each one
year, for $2 50, cash in adof
that
kind
must
be
will
be
with
our
overlooked
portunity
radically wrong
system vauce. There can be no deviation from
“Our public these terms.
by the conscientious country editor. He of education,” he says.
rarely gets credit, however, for the un- schools teach botany and physiology and
To those who pay for The Republican
pleasant things he suppresses that might sewing and molding, but apparently they Journal one year in advauce we furnish free
in

published. Williamson pression. It is unusual for Maine harpublished writ- bors to be closed at any time daring the a knowledge of
ings, books, sermons, etc., all appearing winter. The rivers, of coarse, freeze up, country should
while he was a resident of Augusta.
but the harbors rarely.
history.
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plication. but, unfortunately, they will
apply generally. Every community has
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I believe that they are diminishing in numhers as enlightenment on educational and
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BAD COMPLEXIONS, pimples, blotches, blackheads, red, rough, oily skin,
red, rough hands with shapeless nails, dry, thin, and falling hair, with itching, scaly,
irritated scalps, prevented by Cuticura Medicinal and Toilet Soap, the most
effective skin purifying and beautifying soap in the world, as well as purest and
sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery. Two soaps combined in one at one price, 25a

j

Key

T

assert

Complete External and Internal Treatment for Every Humor,
consisting of Cuticura Soap (25c.), to cleanse the skin of crusts and scales and soften
the thickened cuticle, Cl'TirrRA Ointment (50c.). tu allav itching, irritation, and inflammation, and soothe and heal, ami Cuticura Resolvent (50c.), to cool and cleanse the blood.
A .-ingle set is often sullieient to cure the most torturing, disfiguring skin and scalp huand children,
mors, rashes, itchiugs, and irritations, with lose, id hair, especially of infants
when the best phy sicians and all other remedies fail. Sold throughout the world. l’OTTER
How
to
Cure
Boston.
Drug and Ciiku. Cokp., Sole Props.,
Eveiy Humor,” free.
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CUTICURA THE SET $1.25
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I can truthfully
used one box there was not a sign
that |2.00 worth of Cuticura Remedies cured me.
J. D. PORTE, 428 4th Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
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warm, the
Night after
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On the inside of the upper part of
both my limbs, great red blotches, not unlike
hives, would appear, and as soon as I became

of our young
people drop into earlj
graves; that these schoolhouses are un
lor the purpose ot selecting six candidates for
electors d President .md Vice President of the I suitable even for cattle to live in.
And
United States, and ton: delegates at large and
! further:
font alternate.' to attend the National Republican
Conventior t<- be held m Philadelphia, Penusyl“Why don’t the parents complain?” ]
.1111 h,
Tuesday, June IP. liMuy and transact ! hear some one
What good will it dc
say.
that may properly come be*ny oilier
to
fore it.
complain? They have been complainI lie basis oi representation will be as follows: I ing for the past ten years, and what has
Kaoii i'it>,Tow'i .mo Plantation will be entitled been the
result? They have been defeatto
ue dt legate, and lor each st.vei.iy-tive votes j
ed everytime by a class of people who
as: for the Republican caminiare tor Governor in j
op1 8'.*4. and an additional delegate, and forafiaepose everything which would make our
n o of i-.rty votes in excess
seventy live v »tes, J schoolhouses more
When a
respectable.
in additional
delegate
V'a. ■Hide.- in the delega*i"ii f any City, Town new schoolhouse is proposed, or repairs
Ph.ntation can only be 'i u-d by a resident of are called for, they say,
“Oh! the old
uniy m thirl. rim a.-alcv exists
schoolhouse was good enough for me
it state
;.imin*
u:
in session in tne rewhen
1
went
to
and
i guess the
1
ro.
::
lie
Till at lime o'.-,.;ch
school,
u
til©
i•
:
'i_
v
children of to-day .tie no better than
iot the pu.se ,,f rethey
redeni tins ■: d.-legates. I». legates in
mg t in"ere then.”
Do they stop for a moment
O'
I. !e
.:
ij.a?e .n ;h-. cor.veil- !<• consider the
u.
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.-M-.-teii
i.e dale of
-|- t-i.t to
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s, under
a
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mb! not be •■!» oied to
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a
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and would become inflamed; little white
blisters at first would appear, then they would
peel off, leaving a red, smooth surface which
would burn like fire, and itch; w’ell, there is no

ered,

drive across tin

er

will
| education,

I9()0,

II,

a

eight years from that most distressing of all diseases,
I tried some of the best physicians in the country, but they did me
little wood.
The nalms nf mv Viands were eov-

and note the condition of a greatpart of the schoolhouses. into which
I children are obliged to go if they get ar

LKWISTON,
APkiL

win will take

Eczema.

! country

!

WILL I K HELD !N
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I was a sufferer for

!

speak from persona
knowledge of the condition of the schoolhouses of Waldo county,
lie says that
to

assumes
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One of Pittsburg’s Most Estimable Business
Men Certifies to the Wonderful
Efficacy of Cuticura.

I consigned to the waste baskef, the usua!
procedure in such cases, because it dis
! cussed, a matter of general interest.
Tin

K''R"r an.l
j Business
Manager

l'lLSECUY,

A

I quirement of all well regulated newspt
! pers by giving his name, and the lettei
j was not published. It was not, however,

Journal Pub, Co.

Republican

WILD WITH ECZEMA

Some weeks ago we received a com
munication signed “An Observer,’’ bui
the writer did not comply with the re
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and

Home,

price of which is 50 cents
McCall’s fashion magazine

Republican Journal

one

the
a

subscrip-

year.

one

year

year and
for $2.10.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

own

to ancient

Formerly A.

P. Mansfield,

Masonic

Temple.

NEWS OF BELFAST.

THE

Belfast in 1899, The Journal’s review of
past year, on 2nd page.

ASH YOUR

he

shipped
Belfast Saturday.

E. Freeman

Ualph

it tie from

car-load of

a

DOCTOR!

There will be a rehearsal of the kopera of
iiafore at the band room to-day,{Thursday,

■’

: :5U |».

t

m.

street

Polar

George

to

who will

Bartlett of

W.

in next

move

spring.

*eph Williamson. Esq paid Islesboro
.•s last week, over $(>,000 for land bought
The
trties for summer cottage lots.
$1,000 per

was

acre.

dance was got.teu up in
Jan. U, and held that evenat the house of El ward H. Davis,
:i s Mills.
Twenty persons were pres-

neighborhood

\

lfternoon of

girl who was arrested recently while
aerading in male attire left last Thurs•r
Boston.
She received help from
here and in Boston to

ifiit

persons
passage to that city.

,-r

1 tkms.

Judge

Sell.

Low arrived

Portland with oil for John
Sch. Senator arrived Sunday

from

trip for the season
n & McDonald, for whom she has
ng supplies and lumber to Dark

fth and final

i.-ment have made extensive imin
their cooking department.
>r .i
i up the cook room with
-rn down the old ice house,
? iff
i*c t>r storage.
They have
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National Banks. The annual meetings of the stock-holders of the National
Banks of this city were held Tuesday and
the old boards of directors and officers reelected, as follows: Belfast National Bank
Directors, J. G. Brooks, A. A. Howes, W.
B. Swan, T. W. Pitcher, C. B. Hazeltine.
Dr. Brooks was elected president and C. W.
Wescott, cashier. Peoples National BankDirectors, R. F Dunton, C. E Knowlton, C.
N. Black, F. R. Wiggin, C. P. Hazeltine,
James Pattee, Calvin Austin. Mr. Dunton
was elected president and Mr. Knowlton
vice president.
—

A 1' AIK IN BELFAST.

1110

Wall 10

UOUTlty

Agricultural Society held its annual meeting
last Saturday afternoon and voted to hold a
fair in Belfast the coming fall. Daniel L.
Pitcher was elected President; Joseph
Townsend, Belfast; Joseph Ellis, Brooks;
Vice Presidents; James W. Kuight. Sec re"
tary; Giles G. Abbott,Treasurer. Directors—
W. H. Clifford, Belfast; Charles Morrell,
Belmont; Fred Griffin, Belfast; M. I. Stevens, Belfast; Charles Piper, Belfast; James
Clark, Belfast; Howard Murphy, Belfast;
Edward Cunningham, Belfast; George O.
Holmes; Wm. H. Beckwith, Belfast; W. G.
Preston, East Belfast; Frank Gray, Morrill.
;

:

)|!»e

Sheriff Norton’s deputies for 1900 will be
same as in 1899, with the exception of A.
A. Brown of Liberty, who has resigned.

Harness," was
Morrison & McDonald have work well adsente. 1 .i; Belfast Opera House last Fri! vauced on four large cottages at Dark Harbefore
a
small
house.
The
matiy evening
hor, and have a large crew of men at work.
the .troupe on seeing the smallness j
The Journal has received from James
uudienc* refused to raise the curtain,
Pattee & Son some convenient calendars isviolating his contract. The managers
sued by the insurance companies they repreh*- (jpera House, rather than

New Advertisements. Burkett announces
this week his grand annual mark down and
clearance sale. wrhich is always an event in
shopping annals. People generally have
not found out that goods in all lines have
advanced in price and are still advancing.
Now is the time to buy_Cail at
Clarks, Phenix Row, and see the

Wm. A.

suits,

offered at manufacturers sale. Suits to order,
SI2-Mr. aud Mrs. Albion Bird, Etta
Dickey and Velora Flanders publish a card
of thanks.Chas. B. Sampson, Freedom,
has a double-runner delivery pung for sale,
cheap for cabs.W. C. Marshall, Belfast,
offers for sale a second-hand sleigh, and a
large safe.
Secret

Eve,

inaugurated

|

disap-

sent.

patrons, made a compromise with
giving him much more than the con>

The lecture by John It. Dunton, Esq., in

percentage. The play was presented, ! the Teacher's Course will he postponed
from to-morrow night, Friday, to Friday,
the credit of the company, was given
Jan. 19th, on account of the week of prayer.
g«" i style.

|

Notes.

vMek

The

Penobscot

was

de-

getting to Boston on her first trip last
left that port on her return Wed-

i in

uj-1

»y afternoon at

M

Thursday.

in

the

ami returned

o’clock, arriving
She went to
same

here

Winter-

day_The

Cas-

Mats opposite Lewis’
aground
last Thursday morning, when re-

v

on

g fmm the

the

Knights

of

Pythias

excur-

Camden. She went on at about 4
t he tide being about half ebb
The
caused bv the thick vapor, the
r>f the boat not, being able to see half
.I s length.
The passengers,
in
•it was

put ashore in a small boat,
hi- steamer came off uninjured on the
were

"■•I Tide.

Henry W. Staples cut his left
peculiar way last Fridiy. He

ipknts.
i’ll* in

a

with a handsaw in
mill, and it slipped from
hoard as he pushed downward. The
cut into the joint nearly severing the
;ib from the hand... .Miss Helen E. Dil’th injured her right hand while sliding
ntly Two arteries were severed aud
wound required several stitches. She
-bably hit the thumb against a sharp
■ecc, of ice, as her mitten was torn aud she
1 not know she was hurt until one of her
ay mates spoke of the blood. The hand
•'as benumbed so that she did not notice it
is more than a slight blow.Mrs. Thomas
Bartlett fell on the sidewalk near Dr.
Kilgore’s residence yesterday forenoon aud
broke her left wrist.Mrs. A. J. Condon
had her left thumb crushed in a machine in
Thompson & Foster's clothing factory Tues-

cutting

hews

board

a

Bros.’

day.
Shamrock.

flower-lover of this city is
treasuring with the greatest care a pot of
this interesting little plant.
It was brought
A

tirectly

from Ireland

aptain

and

by a Stockton Springs
friend of its present owner
solicited for her a few small pieces last summer, which have developed into a pretty
plant. It is prized, not because it is the national flower of Ireland or from any of the
association of that country, but for its intrinsic qualities to please one who is interested in the study of plant life. This specimen is the three-leafed plant, the Trifolium
The original shamrock of Ireland
repens.
was claimed by many to have been the Oxalis acetosella, or wood sorrel, ami many of
the so-called shamrocks are the common
oxalis. The Trifolium repens has a medicinal property and acts as an anodyne in the
treatment of cattle. Its foliage is very pretty,
but

a

a

blossom is

eagerly

awaited.

Fatally Burned.
Parker Pettengill, youngest child of N. G and the
<

mild

late

Lizzie

morning
the day
and

Petteugill,

died

last

Saturday

from the effects of burns received
before.
He was two years old,
in

the

chamber

playing with
his sister’s dolls, the doll’s bed, etc.
Miss
Mabel Grady, who is employed in the
family, heard the boy cry out as if in pain,
was

hurried up stairs.
She found little
Parker standing upon the doll’s bed envelShe at once wrapped her
oped in dames.
skirts about him, to smother the tire, and
then took him down stairs and applied water freely. Dr. E. Small was sent for and
everything done for the little sufferer, but
without avail.
A card of five matches,
partly burned, was found in the room, but it
is not known where he got them, as the
family was very careful to keep matches out
of his reach. The attending physician reports that more than a third of the surface
and

of the

body

It looks as though wre shall have two new'
vessels built here this spring. Good! Give
us
some
extra job printing by the Sea
Breeze.
Call, near ti e Belfast National
Bank, at No. 10 Main street, up stairs.

Champion

The

Hunter.
The
Bangor papers recently told of a hunter in
one of the neighboring towns who had killed
JO skunks this winter.
Everett S. Morse of
Belmont claims to have distanced the Penobscot

ki nk

champion by kdling

minks, and
The

S

some

70 skunks, 11
other small game.

January meeting

Nature Club
was held in the High school room last Monday evening. F. S. Brick gave a lecture on
salt. The interest, in the work of this club
is good, and regular meetings will be continued through the winter months until outdoor work and new members are added in
the spring.
of the

The Unitarian parish supper will be given
Memorial hall this, Thursday, evening.
Supper will be served at six o’clock, followed by the operetta, Four and
Twenty Black
in

Birds, repeated by request. Whist will be
played at 8.30. Supper for the members of
Parish 25 cents, after which the public is
invited to the operetta and whist for 25 cents
admission.

the

The authorities of Maine have
finally released to Boston girl who was arrested for
in
masquerading
hoy’s clothing down there.
Presumably, they consulted the fashion
plates and found that she was right up to
date with her masculine rig.
[Boston Herald.
The “authorities of Maine” had “nothing
to do with the case.”

entirely.

The

sulted.

*

It

was a

fashion plates

Belfast affair

were

not

con-

Belfast business man recently had a
singular experience. Needing a large safe
be bought a second-hand one of the
post office department. He moved it to his place
of business, put his hooks in it aud closed the
door.
When he tried to open it it occurred
to him that he had neglected to learn the
combination. He applied to the post oflice
and there learned that the only person who
knew the combination had recently died.
A

The rip-roaring farce comedy “Corner
Grocery,” presenting Daisy Chaplinas the
“bad kid,” will be the attraction at the Belfast Opera House Saturday evening, Jan.
13th. This is the comedy which has made
millions laugh. The plot is simply a thread
to string a lot of funny incidents on, and the
audience is kept in one continual round of
laughter from start to finish. Miss Chaplin
as Patsie is the lif* of the
play. She plays
pranks on everyone she meets and especially on the Dutch grocery man, “Budweiser.”
She is never out of mischief, and her inventive genius keeps the neighborhood she
lives iD a state of turmoil. Up-to-date musical specialties are introduced by the whole

GREAT REDUCTION in price to close

folks.

King Solomon Council, Royal and Select
Masters, has elected the following officers:
T. I. M., S. A. Parker, D. M., J. H. Howes;
P. C. of W
W. C. Libby; Treas., Robert
Burgess; Rec., C. E. Johnson; C. of G., F.
O. Smith; C. of C., H. J. Chaples; S., H. L.
Partridge; Sent., H. W. Marriner.
Clias. H. Dill, District Deputy, will install
officers of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U

the

W., this, Thursday, evening in Knights of
Pythias Hall. The lodge will opeu at 7
o’clock and the installation will begin al
7.30, the latter to be public to members ol
the order and

ladies.

Refreshments will be

Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., elect
ed the following officers Jan 4th: W. M.,
James H. Howes; S. W., Hiram L. Partridge; J. W., John W. Knight; Treas,
Geo. A. Quimby; Sec., Chas. E. Johnson;
S. D., F. R. Woodcock; J. D E. H. Haney;
Trustee, Robert
Blodgett.

P.

Chase;

Tyler, Alvin

The officers of Aurora Rebekah Lodge
were installed Tuesday
evening by Mrs.
Samuel Adams, District Deputy, assisted by

following acting grand officers: Miss
Grace E. Walton, Marshal; Miss Bertha I.
Bird, Warden; Mrs. C. A. Hubbard,Secretary ;
Mrs. W. R. Keene, Treasurer. Supper was
served at 6 o’clock, and ices and cake after
the installation.
the

In its report of the Knights of Pythias
school of instruction held in Camden Jan. 3d
the Rockland Opinion said:
The feature of the occasion was the exhibition drill by the Belfast company of the Uniformed Rank of the order. This was held in
the opera house,and was open to the public.
A large number of people witnessed it, and
all agree that it was the finest exhibition of
military discipline and drill ever seen in
Camden. The handsome uniforms of the
rank set off the company of fine looking soldierly men to great advantage, and the
movements and sword exercise were simply

perfection.

The Camden Herald was no less complimentary. It said:
At 7 30 o’clock the Belfast Uniform Rank
No. 2, gave a public drill in the opera house.
The drill was well nigh perfect. The Knights
wore

their handsome uniforms and

they

per-

formed the most intricate figures with absolute precision. They showed clearly that they
have the right to claim to be one of the best
drilled companies in the State. Their evolutions called forth great applause. At 8 30 the
ranks of Page ami Esquire were conferred
by the Camden Lodge, and later in the evening Gen. Berry Lodge of Rockland conferred
the Rank of Knight in long form and Silver
Cross Lodge of Belfast conferred the same
rank in short form, using the Uniform rank.
A ll the lodges performed the work in a way
to do credit to themselves,introducing interesting individual features of the floor work.

part of the Dutch grocer. The rest of
the company are all competent artists, and
will render
tbejr respective parts in clever

the

rants.

Fine

COLLARETTES,

A second-hand sleigh, cost $125.00 when new.
Also an alum patent safe, large and roomy for
books. Will be sold at a bargain.
WM. C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, Jan. 10,1U00—2tf

quality,

*1,000 for Tabling and Napkins July last and have held them for

worth

SCARFS and MUFFS,

Fancy Trimmed Uats $5.50,

now

2.00

Wings and Birds cheap.

One lot Children’s Caps 50c.,

now

quality worth 12
1,000 yds Ginghams,

Silks at

25c.

$2.00,

now

.75

for this sale, only 25c.

on

now

only

“

White Flannel,

1

Case,

__117

Jersey

worth

T~"V

20c.,

Case,

worth

5c

will meet with

a

1

•100 Paper Covered

BIG CUT in prices-

BASKETS

Novels,

CURTAINS,

and TOYS

OIL
worth 25c.,

Sola

CLOTHS,

Sc

“

15c
all

covered,

Shopping Bags,

Gc

gc
££c

Crash,

and MATTINGS

now

Pillows,

Flannelette
Worth

5c

now

30

DRESS GOODS.

$2.00

Our BARGAINS in this

Qg

be

must

000, 1 yd. long Remnant All Wool
Carpeting only
25c per yd.

94:C

are

pay to replace them, the savings
almost incalculable.

MACKINTOSHES.

Hassocks, only

50c

10 Mackintoshes worth 88.50,

Rugs,-Smyrna Rugs,
It

department must
In view o£ the great
in wholesale cost that we

appreciated.

advance

CARPETING.

Fur

Case, 81x90, only

DRESS SKIRTS.
A very large assortment on hand that will
be closed at BARGAIN PRICES.

1.50

f)Sc 10 doz.

the

Wrappers.

$2.50,

17c

Buy before
pending takes place.

advance

25c.

Undervests.

now

To be sold CHEAP.

25c

Shawls at 2-3 their value.

3c

10c

CARPETINGS,

Berage Veiling,

5c

worth 25c.,
now

Decorated China Ware.

8c

now

$1.25,

other prominent authors.

Cloths, Laundry Bags,

SHE ITS.

now

Goods,

Etc.,

MARSEILLES QUILTS.
1

and Wool

worth 17c,

prices.

Cut Work and Doylies, Table Covers, Tray

4c per yd.
4c

Brown Linen

Ladies’

department will be found RichCarvel, Knighthood was in
F/ower, David Haram, Dumas’
Works, Lord Lytton’s Works,
Jane Austin, George
Sand,
Charles Lever, Classics, Roys’
Rooks, Doyle, Cooyer, and many
ard

Net,

100

counters

5 l-2c.

1,000 yds. Cotton

Shirting Prints, only

1 Case 9 4“

1

In this

Lace Curtains.

All the goods left from
Christmas to be
sold LESS than
cost, including

1 Case 4 4 Bleached Cotton,
2 Bales 40 in. Brown
Cotton,
2 Bales 4-4

2,000 yds. OUTING.
10c. quality

Art

6C

1 Case Dark Prints only
1 Case 1 yd. wide
Percale,
1 Case 27 inch Percale,

Websters, Unabridged Dictionaries,
large size, only
9Sc.

44 in. wide, fish
net weave, worth
25c., now
15c

1-2c to-day, now 10c

1 Case Cotton Twill

REMNANT DRESS GOODS.
placed

10 pcs. Curtain

BLEACHED COTTON.

$1.50

1.25,

10

500 pairs, valued from 50e. to
$5.00, to be
sold at GREATLY reduced

make

Best

2 Cases

measured and to be sold

15 Pcs. All Wool Dress Goods.

Bought

Nottingham

Oc.

now

A. F. C. GINGHAMS.

Crapon Dress Gaods.

5 pieces worth
2

15c.,

and sell at
entire stock of

these goods.

PRINTS.

less than cost.

Black

1.50

BOOKS.

big display,

VERY LOW PRICES our

25c.

FANCY SILKS.

1,000 yds. Japanese

3.50

special low prices on
Piques, Dimities, Organdies, Muslins.

$2.50

4.00,

All remnants

We shall make a

WHITE GOODS.
shall

MILLINERY GOODS.

Feathers,

$3.50

now

only lOc.

We

to ^

COTTON UNDERWEAR.

$7.50,
4.50,
2.00,

1.000 yds. Figured Satines

SOLD REGARDLESS OF COST.

$4.50

TUXUEDO CANVASS
I

BARGAIN PRICES.

now

—

At LOWEST PRICES in the

---

city....

sramweBSSssaaRSBy6**1*
GEORGE W.
BURKETT,

OASTORIA.
Bears the
_Kind You Have Always Bought

Why

.

F MANUFACTURER'S SALE.”

We

are indebted to F. W.
Augier of Dentravelling passenger agent of the Union
Pacific railroad, for the Denver
I he Churches.
Sunday Post
of Dec. 31st, a
32-page paper, handsomely
illustrated and filled with interesting matter,
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor’s
Under the above caption the Post
Mills next Sunday afternoon at2 o’clock.
publishes
a number of letters from
The Rockland District Ministerial Associclergymen, and

will be held at North Waldoboro Feb.
12-14. A fine program has been
arranged.

Meetings will be held at tbe Peoples’ Mission, 58 High street, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
o’clock.
are

and

Sunday evening
Bible study Sunday at 5 p. in.

at

7

All

welcome.

A meeting of the Unitarian
parish was
held Jan. 4th, and Wm. H.
Quimby was
elected trustee of the bequests of the late
Paul R. Hazeltine and Mary E. Southworth
in place of John H. Quimby, deceased.

There will be the usual services at the

Baptist church Sunday. All young men
who attend no Sunday school are
cordially
invited to join the pastor’s Bible class. The
subject to be studied for the coming months
is the

Life of Christ.

The Methodist Sunday school elected the

following officer^ Monday evening: Supt.,
Chas. F. Ginn; Asst., Edwin Frost;
Sec.,
Emma Frost; Treae., James Deenng; Librarian, Milly Sanborn; Asst., Nettie Follett;
chorister, Cleora K. Haney. The old board
of teachers

was

re-elected.

The Baptist Y. P. S. C. E. held
missionary
meetings every month during the past year.
This arrangement will be continued
during
the year 1900. The second Sunday
evening
in each

month is devoted to this purpose.
Next Sunday evening the topic will be the
life of Dr. Cyrus Hamlin. All are invited.
Time of meeting 0.30 o’clock.
Rev. G. E. Edgett will give the third of
his series of sermons on “Revivals” at the
Methodist church next Sunday forenoon;
subject: “Some lessons learned from famous
battle-fields.”
His lecture in the evening
will be “Essential elements of
good citizenship.” A chorus choir is being organized
for service in tbe Sunday evening meetings.

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows:
Preaching
by the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith, at 10.45 A.
m.; Young People’s meeting at 0.15; lecture
on James Russell Lowell at 7 30
p. m. This
lecture will be the first of aseries, the others
be
to
as follows:
January 28th, Walt Whit-

religion

will

abide, having

its

Fifty suits, of which the sizes are
broken, go on sale to-morrow morning. They are first-class in every
respect, sizes from ft breast measure
To close them out quickly
you ma\' have your choice for $5.00
Alteration charges at cost.
per suit
to 50.

Mr. Kibble will take
showing you through
whether you wish to

Beliast

Opera

Wouldn’t
Praise Comfort Powder for giving a sick
baby sweet sleep. Miss E. I. Burroughs,
Trained Nurse, Ploughkeepsie, N. Y., says:
“It worked like a charm on a baby with
badly irritated shin, allaying aud curing the
trouble.”

pkEsent,no

fore.

|
|

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER,
Phenix

AW

XHh

UP-TO-DATE

Grocery
as

KID.”

THE FUNNY DUTCHMAN.
THE HAPPY TRAMP.
the silent POLICE1TAN.

NOTHING BUT FUN.
Prices,
Reserved seats

36 and 60 Cents.
on

sale at

5

IS OUR LADIES’

Mixer’s.

I

TAILORING DEPARTMENT,

The huiies of Belfast
evidently appreciate the line work and styles we are -ivino
”f °r<lers we are
receiving. We are now in position where we
eon till
can
orders more promptly.

Hit

UTbel'

LADIES’ COATS AXI) SKIRTS A SPECIALTY.
BysATlSF ACTION GUARANTEED
We make old garments into
nobby modern style ones.
Ladies’
!

AI.L KINDS OF

Jacket Sleeves
Remodeled, $1.00. Shortened, 50c.
Jackets Cleaned and Pressed, 50c.
REPAIRING AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Mr. and Mrs. HARRY W.
Room in McCliutock

Ix

CLARK,

Block, (over Moody’s drug store) Cor. High and Main Sts

NOTICE.

sparkling

DAISY CHAPLIN,

WBsla

Row, Belfast.

An Unusual Success

BKIOMT

“THE BAD

j
]

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

|

Houae,

Artiste,

or

8@“The suits which we make to
for $12.00 are wonderful
values and sell faster than ever be-

Famously Funny Comedy

The Clever Little

stock,

purchase

secure

Saturday Evening, Jan. 13,1900

Corner

the

measure

BRAY & MAXFIELD, MANAGERS,

The

pleasure in

net.

foundation in the nature of men and the nature of things.
Great changes, hotvever,
The churches are to lose their
impend.
educated constituency and their great intiuence, unless it is possible for them to adapt
themselves to tlie expression and work of
that natural religious faith that the educated man of the coming century can still
hold.
David Utter,
Unity Church.

man—“He is a man furnished for the highest
of all enterprises, that of being the poet of
his age.”—Carlyle. February 11th. Oliver
Wendell Holmes—The Last Leaf. February 25th The Poetry of Rudyard Kipling—
The Uncrowned Poet-Laureate of England.
Special music wil I be furnished. A cordial
invitation is extended to all.

Howes drug store guarantees every
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
will refund the money to any one who is not
satisfied after using two-third of the contents. This is the best remedy in the world
for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough and is pleasant and Bate to
take. It prevents any tendency of a cold to
lesnlt in pneumonia. 1ms,

FIVE DOLLARS PER SUIT.

among them one from Rev. David Utter as
follows:
There is just one reason back of all tin
thousands of excuses that people make, ami
that is lack of interest.
The headaches, the lack of
clothes, the
weather, that tired feeling after the busy
week, tije bicycle, the desire for country air
are mere exruses.
Dues the business man
plead any of these things as reasons for not
going to his office on Saturday or Monday?
Does tlie teacher stay away from school, or
the pupil, for such reasons?
Then it is insincere to give any such excuses as reasons
for not going to church, unless one is
ready
to admit that he considers churches of less
importance thau business aud education
I hold it as an established fact that men in
general do consider churches of less importance than anything else to which
they set
their hands.
Church subscriptions are last
made, most unwillingly made, bear least
relation to the giver’s ability and are least
collectable of all subscriptions. But one interpretation is possible—indifference to all
that churches stand for.
This indifference is nothing new. It is
not possible for us to say whether it is
greater now than a century ago or than ten
centuries ago, but the prevailing
impression
is that it is greater, and that of late
years it
has been increasing very rapidly,
if there
19, as I believe, increasing lack of interest in
churches I count it equivalent to decreasing
faith in that for which the churches stand—
not tiie charities and the social
communion,
but the ceremonies and the "divine service”
expressive of faith in a divine revelation.
That faith in a supernatural revelation,either
in the Bible or through the
church, is rapidly
waning and disappearing among the educated people of America, seems to be almost
unquestionable. Supernaturalism is doomed
by the spread of scientific knowledge, but

natural

Odd Fellows' Block.

.

Don’t You Go to Church?

ver,

A. A.

FOR SALE.

cash

2.000 yds. Pampas Cloths,

JACKETS, CAPES,

Who

“Daddy Nolan;” Billy Bowers, the funny
Dutchman (late of Side Tracked Co.) plays

Waists worth

Worsted

ation

served.

Silk

FUR GOODS,

O. O.

Marshal.

paid in

Sale^&

Napkin
sharp’

Velvet

the whole lot.

ing.
officers of Penobscot Encampment, I.
F., were installed Jan. 2nd, by District Deputy E. H. Haney assisted by L. F.
Stephenson as Grand Junior Warden.

We

WAISTS.

for immediate sale at low rmcES.

The

Satin Damask and

cheap goods among the lot, prices range from 30c
open them THURSDAY MORNING, at 9 o’clock

JACKETS and CAPES.

meeting of Phcenix Lodge, F.
M., will be held next Monday even-

company, which is above the average.
James Nesbitt plays the bad girl’s father,

burned, principally on the style. Special scenery is carried for the
right side. One side of the face, the greater production, which is one of the best on the
part of the trunk, one arm and one leg road. Reserved seats now on sale at
Mixer’s,
down to the knee were badly burned.
Par
Main street. Ames orchestra of six pieces
ker was a smart, intelligent, lovable child* from the
Belfast band will furnish music for
and was a general favorite with the little this show and
hereafter if the business warwas

No

Tlie annual
and A.

Past Grand I. T. Clough installed the ofFogg & Brown had in their market Tuesficers of Waldo Lodge, 1. OOF, Jan. 5th,
day the largest lamb they ever handled. It
from the District
was dropped
last April, and
dressed »>1 by special dispensation
who was unable to be present. He
pounds. They bought it of John Rowe of Deputy,
was assisted by M. C. Murch,
acting Grand
Morrill.

The steamer Castine is hauled up at Belfast for the winter. Her owners intend to
run her next season the same as last, as an
excursion boat and for general work on the
bay and river.
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Thursday evening, Jan. 18th.

will be

bills allowed by the County Commissioners at the January term are payable at
the County Treasurer’s office.

Friday.

and
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front
few decrees liiglier than those farther
l'h.
weather
moderated rapidly
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The
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12° above at

heavy vapor

was a

••

next

and

year

The. mercury stood at from 10° to
zero in exposed places at 7 o’clock

morning,

Washington Hose Co. is having a large
sale of tickets to the annual tiremeu’s ball,
which will be given in Belfast
House

hypo-

lal.en away, the oil itself has been
pertly digested, and the most sensitive stomach objects to it rarely.
Not one in ten can take and digest
slain oil. Nine out of ter. can
iL: SCOTTS EMULSION ar.d dip’s! it. That’s why it cures so
many cases of early consumption,
ven i-i advanced cases it
brings
comfort and greatly prolongs life.

Harriman; Treaa.,
•ii. Librarian, Tilestou Wad\\ illiamsim, ib F Duuton and

g

p

Prt

James

i>

i

Waldo Bar As•’■Land the follow-

f the

meeting

v, n

evening.

tor all affections of the throat
and lungs.
The bad taste and odor have been

Seal Har-

at

city

this

■

L

Progressive C. L. S. C. had for the lesson
the last meeting “A reading journey

through France." The next meeting will
be with Mrs. Mary Whitmore, next Monday

phosphites. Although that
was nearly twenty-five
years
ago, yet it stands alone today the one great remedy

■'

■

at

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

Islesboro.

The first of the series of six concerts bj
the Belfast Band was given in the Opers
House last evening.

The ladies of T. H. Marshall Relief Corps
will meet with Mrs. Ruth Staples, 71 Church
street, next Thursday afternoon, to sew.
Please come prepared to work.

j
j
|

M. Paul has sold her house at

Mrs. Annie

;

The regular meeting of the Parlor Musical
Society will be held at the Universalist vestry next Tuesday evening.

Ask your physician this question, “What is the one great
remedy for consumption?”
He wiii answer, “Cod-liver
£ oil.”
Nine out of ten will
answer the same
way.
Yet when persons have
I consumption they loathe all
fatly foods, yet fat is necesfor their recovery and
: sary
cannot
take plain codthey
liver oil. The plain oil disturbs the stomach and takes
away the appetite. The disagreeable fishy odor and
taste make it almost unen|[ durable. What is
to be done ?
This question was ans: wered when we
first made

T. U. will meet this, Thursday,
riKHin, at2.1>0 o’clock with Mrs Eli Cook
diaries street.
VV. C.

Advertised list of letters remaining in tin
Belfast post office Jan. 9: Ladies—Mrs. Harriet Heath.

Supreae Judicial Court,
)
lx Equity.
(
January 5. 1900.
)
Edgar F. Hanson, Janies W. Wallace and Franklin A. Greer in Equity, vs. Cream
Publishinge
th b.

Company.

In the above entitled case, Frank I.
Wilson, the
receiver, having filed his first report, it is ordered
that the case be set for hearing
upon the acceptance of the report on
February Rules, viz: Febru
ary 6th, A. D. 1900, at 10 o’clock a. m., at the
Court House in Belfast, in said
County.
And it is further ordered that said receiver
give
nonce of the time and
place of said hearing bv
causing an attested copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in The
Republican
Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, the last publication to be ten days at
least before the time appointed for said
hearing,
that all persons and corporations interested
may
appear and show cause, if any they have, why said
report should not be accepted and approved.
AttestTILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
A true copy of order.
3w2
AttestTILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

A. CLEMENT
Specially calls your attention to

Picture Framing
Mats

and

Glass

CUT TO ORDER.

NO. II MAIN
SUBSCRIBE

STREET.up8TAIR8.

PUR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

street

BELFAST IN 1899.

was

burned Dec. 14th.

furniture, etc., was saved.
$600; insured.

Most of the
The loss was

estimated at

CITY MATTERS.

The administration of city affairs continued under practically the same management as in 1898, Clarence O. Poor, formerly Alderman from Ward 1, and chairman of the Finance Committee, succeeding
John M. Fletcher as Mayor at the March
election. A citizens’ caucus nominated
Sewall B. Fletcher for Mayor, but he
received only 61 votes in a total of 396.
There was no opposition on ward officers,
and but few changes from the Board of
the previous year. A new office, that of
Auditor, was created, and Frank R. Woodcock was elected.
The total appropriations were $38,000 against $41,000 in 1898,
and the tax rate was reduced from 38 1-2
mills to 17 mills. The sewer system was
extended 1766 feet at a cost of about $2,An addition of 3 4 acre was made to
000.
The
the Head of the Tide cemetery.

t

The

Journal’s

Annual
the

According

usual custom

Review of
Past Year.

Local

Events

of

on Main street in January.—
with present The Journal readers with a Sidney Kalisb closed out in January bis
which he had successreview of the local events of the past clothing business,
tuRy conducted for more than 33 years,
a
review
in
which
are
to
be
found selling liis stock to Walter H. Richards,
year,
who moved from Phomix Row to the
many signs of encouragement, despite a
few items that would seem to point other- Kalish store ou Main street in February,
and added new departments to the busiwise.
ness, making it a regular department
LOCAL
INDUSTRIES.
stole.—8. ft. Small opened a carpentry
on lower Main street in February.—
Critcbett, Sibley & Co. kept up the us- shop
ual amount of w ork in their shoe factory Lancaster A West opened a sale stable on
Beaver street in February.-Elmer S.
throughout the year. There was a disa- Whitehead
bought out the teaming busigreement between the firm and some of ness of
Capt. S. R. Cottrell iu February.
the employes in July, in regard to wages,
—In March Wm. H. Hall, Jr. bought a
put it w as amicably adjusted and the bands half iuterest iu the hardware
business of
all returned to work.
From that time to
to Geo. A. Baithe end of the year the factory continued W. A. Mason, successor
is Mason A Hall.—John B.
as usual.
It shut down Dec. 30 to take ley. The firm
Harris re-opened his bakery at liis home
account of stock and repairs, to start up
on
High street, April 1st. Herbert J.
Jan. 8th, 1000, on large orders.
Morrison and II. E. McDonald formed a
Mathews Bros, still continue to do a
as contractors and builders,
thriving business. The quality of the partnership
the-name of Morrison &. McDonald,
work by which the firm made and has under
in
April. They built a few bouses
held its high reputation in the market early
in Belfast and are now at work on cottages
was maintained and the mill was worked!
at Dark Harbor, lslesboro.—Miss E. IL.
to its full ca pacit> all the time. The firm
Batch opened anew millinery store at No.
was incoporated Feb.
10th with a capital
<50 High street, Apr. 1 -4tb.—8. A. Littlestock of >’>0,000.
liehl moved iiis boot, shoe and clothing
Thompson A Fostei steadily increased stoic from .*>8 to (52
High street in April
the amount <>f their business, manufacand closed iu November.
Andrew L.
now
overalls,
etc.,
and
!_'•’•
turing
employ
Kicwhon’s bakery in the Peirce block
hands in the!i factory in the Dana buildwas be.rued out in February, and later he
ing <>a Fiont street.
His father,
a bakery in Castine.
M. id Lawlence arid \Y. \Y. Cates, w o bought
.James W. Knovlton, built a baker;, near
-an\
on sepaiate
departments of wie ids house on Union stlet;? and the younger
manufacture of bieycle suits in the Co’d-j
miu,; George, re-opened the business in
setmt buil ling on Main street, employ to- ,
dune.—The F. G. White Co., corporation
her
about
100
bands
the
get
greater part | w as re-incoi po»ated in May as the Belfast
of the year.
Find and Hay Co.—Mrs. R. A. Clifford
li. O. ]) -dge outgrew the store lie •>-.•- i
closed her restaurant No. 1 ID Phooeix
cujiied on High street and moved in De- Bow in August, and Clues. II.
Crosby soon
cembei to tlie .J
H. Perkins store on I
a restaurant in the same
at,,r opened
His business is man ;
upper Ilicli stieet.
and
A
fancy goods
place. VVelis
Co., dry
utaeturiug clothing b\ putting out the 1 dealers, assigned to B. F. Wells in Octolie sells principally to retail
sewing.
ber. anti the business was closed in Destores.
cember-—The H. A. Starrett dry goods
8. L. Dodge continued the manufacture I
sron*
was closed in
December.—E. E.
of clothing, sending out work from his |
Billsbury, foreman of the Age job departhouse on Nortiiport avenue.
ment started a job printing office at No.
The Belfast Machine At Foundry Co.
14 Main street after the Age wras burned
kept steadily on through the year. Their I out and has since continued
in that place,
wo
has been making to order vessel !
lie publishes a small paper called Twiana
their
and
trry machinery, plows
light. Orrin J. Dickey suspended the
parts, and general jobbing.
of The Recruit, a monthly
The < u. don Manufacturing Co. was re- ; publication
devoted to the Sons of Veterans,
organized n January and moved to the paper
when the Age office was burned.—Dr. E.
H. II
Johnson store on High street.
A. Wilson, junior member of the drug
manufacture
the
‘new-metbod I
They
firm of Kilgore A Wilson, and a graduate
rolls” and a rotary brush, both invented j
of the University of Vermont, began
by A. T. Condon. w hich are sold to shoo I
practice in Belfast in January.—Dr. John
factories.
Stevens closed his < ffice iu ibis city early
Sherman A Co. kept their three leatherin (he summer, and went to Chicago to
board mills busy except for a short time I
take a special course on the eyes, ear,
in surnmei.
when they partially shut
He returned in August
throat and nose.
down for lack of water.
They have lil- and resumed
practice.—II. M. Stevens set
ted up their former axe factoi y building
his lunch car ou the corner of Church and
for the nianufaeture of shot1-counters, and
It. was at
Franklin streets in November.
have kept it in steady operation since it
North port Campground during the sumwas started April 1st.
Kwoi (Chinese) sold
I’aul ( arnes el<..sed his cigar factory in mer.— Charlie Goon
his laundry to Goon Loie and returned to
East Belfast ir January and went to
China. —A new Chinese laundry wTas
Massachusetts with most of his help.
opened in the Wells building on High
hey returned, however, a; d he re-estab- street
in December.—F. G. Mixer bought
lished the bus;ness here in November.
the stock of books and stationery of A.
A new eigai factory was established
Clement, and moved his confectionery
at <
\ point, by V. M. Bailey and others,
under tu< film named' the Standard Cigar business from The Journal building on
Co.
l in y make several brands of cigars, Church street to the Clement store on
Main street. The business was established
some of
which are having" a large sale.
Mr. Clem1 he company known as the Belfast by John 8. Caldwell in 1837.
banns ( 'renmei v suspended business eai'ly ent retained his picture frame business,
which he moved t,» the upper room.
m i-ebruai,).
-.wing the farmers a large
amend l'or encun.
This privet: a severe
simuii/n.niNu.
haidsl.•}.' to muuv wlyj had bought cows
vessel
was built in Carter A: Co.'s
One
m order t<>
Later,
supply the cicam.
however. :ln pi ne of the defunct firm yard, the 1 masted schooner Pendleton
Hrot hers, ot 702 tons net, owned by the
was supplied by two well-known
firms,the
She
Emerson ('ivetm-iy o! Buckspori and Gerry Pendleton Brothers of lsiesboro.
was launched Oct. 19.
V f o
*f Dexuu The former
oj cued busi
George A. Gilchrest had a large run of
ness ju
tic Id.<! If building near the railroad s' at ion. a nd the latter in the basement work on the marine railway during the
season, and w hen work in that line slackof the Dana building.
Mr. Wilson, man
ed up in the winter lie began on a new
agei U the Eimr-m creamery, bought out
tin- business in .lie summer,ami went into schooner of 527 tons for the T\lcQuesti<-u
of Boston.
Brothers
She will be built on
insolva ney soon after.
The patrons trai.>- 1
fei red theii" tiade to the Gerry cteanieiy, * the cradle of the railway and will be
launched in April, before next season’s
whic 11 is now doing a good business.
'1 he Belfast Light A Power Co. during 1 repairing begins.
Early in December Capt. Fields -V Penthe yeai improved the lights, both «• a ctries and gas. A steam boiler was put in ;t dleton bought M rs 11. A. Carter’s iuteivst
in
Carter A- Co.’s ship-yard.
the gas works for heating the office and
storehouse and some minor improv« tm nts 1
SHI 1't’l MO ITEMS.
nnn'e.
The company cut, put up and |
Sch. Flora Condon, partially owned
sold last winter about 1200 Ions <»f ice
here, and which was dismasted at Vinefi"in ihe j-ond at the mouth oi Goose
yard Haven during the gate of Nov. 2(5,
lliver.
I
’98, was repaired in Dyer’s dock. 1 he
h. A. Howard A Sun had a good
year, I spars of sch. A. 13. Perry, which went
manufacturing tlieir patent siuc.v drivers ashore at Northport in the same gale, were
and the rolls for the London Manufacturj bought and placed in the Condon.
ing Co.
►Solis. Henry ii. Tilton and Sadie WillThe Dalton Saisapaiillu ('< was sold cutt dismasted in the November
j
gale, w ere
out to i*. A. Greer and
others, win) le- \ towed here and jepaired on the marine
organized the company.
railway. The latter was bought when
Mayo, \\ bite A Carter report an excel- wiecked and added to the Pendleton
lent year’s business in bottling and
selling Bins.* licet,
summer drinks and
making and selling j Sch. Faiiy Forest, 39 tons owned by
confectionery. Tlieir b siness increases ! Capt. «J. L Smith of Belfast, went ashore
steadily from year to year.
at Petit Manan and became a total loss,
J. (. Durham s wood working factory
together with her cargo of herring, which
had a profitable years work.
Mr. Dur- was owned by the captain.
The captain
ham makes the wooden
cases
for
and two men were saved, with their perpacking
ritehett. Sibley A Co., the cases for sonal effects and the vessel’s
nets.
packing evaported apples, etc., for other
Capt. Wallace W. Turner bought the
parties, and does general job work.
sch. Gazelle in August and placed her in
The local egg dealers, \V E. Marsh, (’. command of
Capt. Fred Harford.
V
La.nea.stei and W. E. Mitchell filled
Capt. Alzo M. Carter sold his interest
tlieir coolers as usual.
in sell. Joel F. Sheppard in October and
Ihc Belfast Livery Co. was incorporated retired from
her command, soon after
Api:! fith. with s(>.000 capital. This c«m- taking command of the
big 4-masted
ceru
has been in continuous business in schooner Sarah W.
Lawrence.
Belfast since is;’.7, and is one of the oldest
Eleven vessels went ashore near Cape
in the city.
Dana B Southworth is pres- Hatteras
Aug. 20th in a gale which exideut, Ralph D. Southworth, treasurer tended from Porto Kico to the North
and clerk.
Atlantic coast, and among them was the
in March Geo. A. Gilchrest bought barkentine
Priscilla, built at Belfast in
aud assumed control of the merchants’
1880, which became a total wreck. Capmaiin
railway. He had an excellent tain Springstein and ten men were saved,
season’s work.
but his wife, two sons and one passenger
Willis E. Hamilton began early in the were lost.
year putting up a line of soaps called
Sch. Yale was wrecked by a gale and
“Relief Soaps,” for laundry, toilet, scour- collision Oct.
30, while on a passage from
ing. ham -sses, and for use on plants. ; Savannah to
Washington. Capt. Coombs
The latter is au insecticide.
He put a and the crew were saved
by sch. Jose
team on the road aud soon worked
up a Olaveni.
The Yale was of 021 tons and
large sale.
built iu Belfast in 1884.
Geo. T. Read had large orders for roller
Capt. S. C. llich bought sch. Banner in
bushings for Gloucester parties, and a April and afterwards
sold her and bought
good run on steam heating and general sch. Senator.
i
job work.
VAC 11TS AND BOATS.
Ihe granite and marble workers had an
The yachting season of 180!) was of
excellent year,
ilutchins Bros, enlarged
their buildings and added to their machin- average duration and interest. The local
ery.
Harrison, Wood A Co. did a large fleet had some additions and the usual
business throughout the year and begin changes. The Decrow sloop Glide was
the new year with large orders on hand. giveu some light sails and had her cabin
Mark Wood A Son seut out some hue remodeled and made more convenient for
jobs of cemetery work in marble and had cruising. The Edna came out in a fishera good run m ordered work.
i man’s rig, dispensing with topmast and
The Marjorie was given a
Hatch Bios, of the Head of the Tide gafftopsail.
a
did
good business in manufacturing fish thorough overhauling and had new standand pork barrels, etc.
ing rigging, new sails of the cross-cut
The Jeanette was in her usual
The saw mills of R. A. Gurney and style, etc.
trim.
1. W. Parker’s Wave was lengthenRankin & Co., had a busy season.
ed on the water line and raised amidship.
BUSINESS 1 CHANGES.
The Alice 15. was chartered for the season
Herbert E. Bradman opened a grocery to Mr. Dodworth of
New York, a summer
store on High street in
January; but resident of Nortbport.. Mr. Grceschner’s
closed out later.
John M. & C.
A. steam
Idalette
and
and
yachts
Stevens fitted up a hand laundry on the Decrow’s steam launchGuinevere,
Orca were in
Church street, nearly opposite The Jour- commission
during the season. Sch. Litnal office,in January. The former retired tle
Kate, Capt. Scwall PattersOD, was
from the firm in August, C. A. Stevens
sold to up-river parties. Sch. Clara,
J. M. Stevens built
continuing the business.
by F. H. Hoag, and sold by him to
went to Pittsfield to take charge of a
pho- E. H. Colby of Watertown, Mass., had a
tographic studio.—Cbas. O’Connell opened successful fishing season, manned by Mr.
Colby and his son Miller, who took this
To Cure Constipation in One Week
way of spending a vacation. Two new
and very pretty knockabouts were added
,To Purify the Blood in One Week
to the fleet, the Irene by W. A. Kimball,
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
and the Bess by L. E. McMahan. At the
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
close of the season Mr. Kimball sold the
Irene and she was taken to Dexter. C. R.
Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea Coombs bought the sloop yacht Eflie of
25c. trial size free. If it fails to cure Capt. F. S. Pendleton of Islesboro and
later sold her to W. H. Folwell, a sumA. A. mer resident of
your money will be refunded.
Islesboro, who changed
Howes & Co.
her name to Yiking. Mr. Coombs’ yacht

to
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Begole.
of Ypsilanti,
Micli., a sister-in-law of Mr. Joshua Begole, who was governor of Michigan, in
Mrs. Harriet

Harriet

Mrs.

i

Begole,

is the excellent authority for a
which i9 regarded in Michigan a9

1883 -4,
cure

almost

a

miracle.

In 1886 /

She says:

suffered from

a severe

ill-

ness : during which my voice left me
and I did not speak above a whisper for
nearly 13 years.
/ was treated by five local physicians
and afterward consulted leading specialists of N. Y. They diagnosed my
case as partial paralysis, staling that
the left side of my throat was entirely
paralyzed, the right side partially so.
For nearly eight years I have suffered
from a severe stomach disorder and
about a year ago I decided to try Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
My stomach trouble was relieved,
my general health became greatly improved and to my surprise 1 regained
I have
control of my vocal organ's.
used five boxes of the pills and last
November I spoke aloud for the first
time in almost 13 years. I am now 71
years of age and have full control of my
voice.:
(Signed) Mrs. Harriet A. Begole.

j

—

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
19th day of May, 1899, Ypsilanti, Midi.
John JP. Kjluk, Notary Public.

1

At (lriigRlnts or direct from
Medicine Co.. Schenectady
6(J cents per box, S boxes $2.50.

Dr.WllllaruB

N, Y,

—

|

—
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Eagle was wieckeil in the fall while on a
fishing trip down the bay. Some of her

Air. Dodworth of New
saved.
York, who had chartered the Alice 15. for
two seasons, bought the Bucksport sloop
Annie E. Spencer, and she was brought
here.
W. H. Quimby bought a naphtha
launch and placed it in Pitchers Pond. The
fin keel Palos, owned by Capt. E. O. Patterson, was brought herefrom Charleston,
S. C\, during the summer, but did not go
into commission.
A sign was placed on the Passagasswaukeag Yacht Club house in Carter’s
yard, and this was made a Rudder Station, with Walter J. Clifford as captain.
The regular station llag was displayed
during the season.
Among the visiting yachts were steam
yacht Avanel of Boston; Giralda of Port
Jefferson, N.*Y.; Alia of Bangor; Malay,
Dr. C. G. Weld, a summer resident of
North Haven; Courier of Boston; schooners Thelma, South Boston Yacht Club;
Diana, OnoLe, Frolic and Priscilla of
Boston; Lorlei of Ellsworth; sloops Quero
and knockabout Ouanauictie, of Dark
Harbor.
The most interesting event of the year
j was the yacht race on the 4tli of July. It
was got up on short notice and under
I
I many disadvantages, but it made a pretty
| sight for the spectators. The Glide and
the Yiking sailed in the first class and
were very equally matched, the latter tak
I ing first prize. There were five starters
J in the second class, but two dropped out
before the first leg was sailed, leaving
I the race to the knockabouts Irene, Bess
i and Gondola. The latter did not, come to
the starting point and was ruled out. The
Bess had only been in the water a day or
two and was not lit for racing.
The
| Irene won handsomely.
The usual number of row boats were
j built, and a new craft was introduced
! here, a yacht tender and sailing dinghy
combined, built by Henry A. Davidson of
Calais.
This is a boat easy to row, specially adapted for landing in shoal water,
and a roomy, comtortable and speedy
sailboat—just the thing for use on the
bay or ponds. One was received here in
the spring to use on the harbor, and F.
• II.
Francis ordered one for Swan Like,
j The boats have given perfect satisfaction.
Following are the dimensions: 12 feet
; long, 4 feet 4 inches beam, depth 18
inches, JO inches wide at stern. She has
; two thwarts, double-kneed, forward decking with mast hole, seat in stern with
gear

was

j

backboard, rudder, tiller, rowlocks,
j

The material is

as

follows: Oak

etc.

topstreak,

lower

bridge

was

ments
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TEMPERANCE

given general repairs

BENEVOLENT

SOCIE-

TIES.

during the summer, the draw rebuilt and
the frame and planking in other parts re-

Digestion,Cheerful-

The various societies for work along tern
Promotes
perance and humane lines continued about
ness and Rest.Contains neither
The
was
improved
in
its
own
its
work
upper
placed.
bridge
as usual, each doing
j
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
by grading and widening the approach to way and doing much good of which the :
Not Narcotic.
the western end, and by a general overhears.
never
general public
hauling. New concrete walk was laid on
The W. C. T. U. celebrated the 25th ;
Main street between High and Washington.
anniversary of its organization by a meet- !
The hearse was sold by the city to James ing and
Hmpe of Old DrSAMUELPITCHER
supper at the home of Miss Ellen j
F. Fernald, and thus became private iu- i I*.
March
on
J\anpkui Seed
street,
High
Frothingliam
\
Alx. Senna
stead of city property.
New sleds for the : 30th.
\
/fodjulle SAis
fire department apparatus was provided
jI
its
Alliance
held
lield
The Non-Partisan
Anise Seed
j
last winter.
>
During the epidemic of day at the home of Mrs. «J. li. Mears in
Jippemu/it
i
5
Jh Carbonate Soda
small pox iu the State in January the city
[
dinner
was
A
June
30th.
Morrill,
picnic
1
flvnn Seed
physician vaccinated all citizens free of served and the annual business meeting
Clarified Sugar
hihtnyreen flavor
charge.
held.
J
THE SCHOOLS.
Belfast has two lodges of Good Temfor
Aperfect Remedy
ConstipaThe Belfast schools have been kept up plars. Belfast Lodge, which meets in the
the hall over the High school room, has
tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
to their usual excellence in all respects,
than
been
in
continuous
existence
more
Worms .Convulsions,Feverishaud advance made in some particulars.
Waldo Lodge at the Head of
Extensive and much needed repairs were 30 years.
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
in
tho
Tide
w7as
and
has
1808
re-organized
made to the South Primary building, in- ;
lacSimile Signature of
|
eluding excavating for the cellar, new cel- j had a rapid increase in membership. The
met with the latter Aug.
District
Lodge
of
the
new
take
lar
furnace
to
!
place
wall,
i the stoves, improved ventilation aud 12th. Both lodges are in nourishing conNEW YORK.
plumbing, etc. A new platform was built j dition and each lodge has a Juvenile TemTwo school- ; ple.
Sunlight Temple meets in the hall
at tlie High school building.
of
Belfast
afternoons
when
Lodge Monday
houses in which the schools were permaneatly discontinued were sold, the Per- the public schools are in session.
The
Girls’
Home was eminently sucA school
kins and Hassell school houses.
for delinquent pupils iu the primary and cessful in its work, taking in a goodly
number of girls and keeping them until
grammar grades was conducted during
EXACT COPT OF WRAPPER,
There were 40 good homes could be secured for them.
the summer vacation.
pupils, and good results were reported. The average number for w hom homes are
The sum of $3,093.83 was received from found is about 12 per year.
The Humane Society suffered a loss in
the State school fund against $3,055.98 iu
the death of i s agent, J. W. Knowitou,
1898. There was a gain in pupils from 1
244 to 1.250. A training class for teachers whose faithful discharge of his duties reduced to a minimum the necessity for
was organized and four youug ladies are
such work by inculcating a w holesome re- ed away on other business, and the term
now in training tor practical work in the
Owen G. White was was finished by Chief Justice Peters; 18
school-room. Changes were made in the spect for the law.
appointed Mr. Knowdton’s successor, but indictments were found; '1 divorces detext books iu adopting the Normal Speller
has
since
to
California for his health. creed; a term of
days.
gone
and the Coller & Daniel method iu Latin.
The sewing school of 1808 0 had 50
THE VETERANS ANI) THEIR HELPERS.
A few maps, a globe and other accessories
and
held
22
sessions.
The
school
were
made
pupils
Several changes
weie added.
The associations of veterans of the civil
of the present winter has 41 pupils aud is
in the force of teachers in the lower grades
war consist of Thomas II. Marshall Post,
The teachers organiz- doing good w'ork. The city council allows G. A.
and rural schools.
R.; Thomas H. Marshall Relief
the school the free use on Saturday after- I
ed a society called the Belfast Teachers’
Corps; Sheridan F. Miller Command, U.
! V.
Club,for improvement and mental culture, nouns of the common council room,
U.; A. E. Clark Camp, S. of V., and
and arranged for a course of lectures to be
NEW BUILDINGS.
A. E. Clark Camp, Ladies’ Aid Society.
The
given in the High school room.
In the review of 1898 it was said: “There Memorial Day was observed as usual, with
j
first was given Nov. 24. by Rev, W. H
were more new houses built here
during the evening address in Belfast Opera
Woude of Castine on “John Ruskin and the
The Methan
for
several
year
years past.’’ j House by Rev. A. A. Smith.
bis mission,” and tlie second Dec. 15, by The same
advance continued during 1899, morial Sunday services were at the BapRev. J. M. Leighton on “Books and their and
our city has been
by a num- tist church by Rev. li. T. Capen.
| uses.” The course will be continued ber of handsome andimproved
The Sons of Veterans held a reception
substantial resithrough the winter.
dences, while many old buildings have to Col. Leighton of the Maine Division
A class of 19 graduated from the High
been remodelled.
A. E. Hutchins rebuilt May 3d.
school, one of largest in the history of the two houses, one at the corner of Miller
THE FOURTH OF .JULY.
school. The exercises were in Belfast
and Uniou streets, and the other on Union
Belfast celebrated the Fourth of July
June
16th.
The
Belfast
Opera House,
street.
A new carriage house was built at by the greatest demonstration held here
Band was in attendance.
The Baccalauthe Revere House stable.
Mis. Geo. W. since 1873.
The weather was perfect and
| reate sermon was at the Unitarian church Cottrell fin shed her residence on Race St. the
city was thronged with people. The
by Rev. J. M. Leighton.
W. 11 Arnold is building a residence on exercises included sunrise salute; tire deThe School Committee organized for
North port avenue. Capt. E. O. Patterson ] partment trials; foot races, etc.; a
yacht
R. Howaid as
: the year by choice of \Y.
remodelled his house on Church street. L. 1 race, base bail game and fire works, with
In August Mr. Howard re- :
chairman.
F. Harmon remodelled his stable on Peach ! music by Belfast, Brooks and Lincolnville
signed from the committee aud was elect- I street and converted it
into a modern style [ Bands.
A Canton of Odd Fellows from
ed principal of the High school, to sucWood built a modern 1 Skowliegau and companies of the Uniform
ceed H. D. McLellan. Clias. A. Pilsbury dwelling. Llewellyn
residence on Cedar street near Elm.
Ls- ! Rank, K. of P., from Waterville and Skowwas then elected Chairman, and the City
forest L. Robbins built a handsome two- i began were present.
Council filled the vacancy on the Board
story residence on Miller street, between!
by electing Clias. II. Twombly.
Church and High.
Hiram Michaels built
Two 1’. S. wai vessels visited the barTHE CHI'KCHKS.
a neat residence on Waldo avenue.
M. L.
bur in August, the converted cruiser
There were few changes or important Mitchell built a modern house on Franklin
Prairie
and the battleship Texstreet.
events in the churches during the year.
By order of the Supreme Court 1 as from Aug. 9th,
Aug. 1 lib to the 18 It. The Texas
Rev. R. T. Capen continued as pastor of an extension of 30 feet was begun on the
was in command of Capt. Sigsbee,
who
the Baptist church.
The meetings were eastern end of the Court House to provide !
well attended aud all the departments of tire-proof vaults for the county records, -!j commanded the Maine when she was
The
The brick walls are up and work is being blown up in the harbor of Havana.
church work, and the work of the auxiii
usual courtesies passed between the city
The church has forwarded as fast as possible.
J. 8. Ran- j|
ary societies, prospered.
officials and the officers of the Texas; our
dall of Portland is contractor.
a youug men’s society and a home SunSheriff
i citizens were received on board every day
day school dep.jx uuent. The music is by Norton bought the Oidway place in the
! during the ship's stay in the harbor, and a
| a quartette at tin morning service and by Perkins neighborhood and rebuilt the ;
I a large chorus in the evening, with E. S. house. B. L. Davis lias the foundation band concert was given, at which Capt.
and his officers were honored
ready for a house on Waldo avenue, and j Sigsbee
Pitcher, leader.
The vessel and her officers were
i
Rev. Fr. Kealv held services on alter- John W. Nash is getting ready to build on guests.
also heartily received by the residents aud
nate
Sundays at St. Francis Catholic his lot near Gurney’s Mills. J. F. Shel- ! summer
visitors at North port, and adbuilt a house on his farm ou the Poor’s |I
| church m this city and in Yassalboro, don
Mills road.
E. It. Conner built an addi- dresses were made at a public meeting
with special services on Easter Sunday.
The 40-hours devotion was held at the tion 20x10 feet to his storehouse on Front there by Capt. Sigsbee, Senator Frye and
others.
street.
Christmas season.
e
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SECBET SOCIETIES.

TUe various secret societies had a
prosperous year, all making gains in membership. Belfast has fourteen bodies of the
so-called secret orders, as follows:

applied

Masonic—Palestine Commandery, King

Solomon

Chapter,
Lodge.

Council,
Phoenix

Corinthian Royal Arch
Lodge, Timothy Chase

Odd Fellows—Canton Pallas, Penobscot
Waldo Lodge, Aurora Kebekali Lodge.
Knights of Pythias—Belfast Company,
Silver Cross Lodge.
Improved Order of Red Men—Tarratine
|
Tribe.
Ancient Order United Workmen—En- I

Encampment,

terprise Lodge.

New England Order of Protection—Belfast Lodge.
There are two Granges, Seaside and
Equity, and two Good Templar Lodges,
Belfast and Waldo.
The Knights of Pythias held their
twelfth annual ball on the 20th of February, and the Uniform Rank attended the
Field Day in Calais.
The Great Council of Maine, I. O. R.
M., met here April 27th and was handsomely entertained by the local tribe.
The tribe held a memorial to
Washington
in Odd Fellows’ Hall, Dec. 14th.
Jan. 17th, Capt. F. II. Welch was presented with a Supreme Lodge jewel from
the Maine Batalliou, U. R., K. of
I’., and
on the same evening Belfast
Company presented a fine base drum to the Belfast
Band, which is the Second Regiment Band
of the Order.
THE

COURTS.

At the January term of S. J. Court
Judge Whitehouse presided; 5 indictments were found by the Grand
Jury; 10
divorces were decreed; a term of 8 days.
At the April term Judge Strout presided; 20 indictments were found; 0 divorces
were decreed; a term of 9 days.
The September term was opened by
J udge Emery, who was subsequently call-

held fortnightly.

CITY.

patent.

a

T1IE

WE ATI IKK.

very cold spell began late in Jauuary
and terminated Feb. 11th in a severe gale,
and snow storm.
The roads were badly
drifted, travel by rail delayed, and by
teams nearly suspended.
Considerable
ice made in the Bay, but not enough to
stop the Boston steamers, and the smallei
boats laid off but one day.
A snow storm
March loth, followed by sleet, made the
best sleighing of the winter, which lasted
several days.
April was the warmest in
40 years with the exception of April
1889.
There was a drouth from April 1st
to May 20th, when there was a » old rain.
The snow went off without rain and by
May 1st farmers were plowing in lields
where two weeks before the snow was two
feet deep.
The season was very favorable
for planting.
June was considerably
warmer than the average.
There was a
heavy rain storm with thunder and lightning the night of July 0th. The rain-fall
was 1.44 inches and one peal of thunder
caused a jar that resembled an earthquake
shock.
The season as a whole was too*
dry for the best results for the bay crop,
A very severe thunder shower passed over
this section July 21st, and lightning did
considerable damage.
The house of W.
L. Hall on High street was struck and one
chimney demolished. The min full in Au
gust was the smallest in 8 years, 1 2 inch.
There were two very light falls of snowin October.
A wild north-easter with
snow' set in November 11th and continued
through the night and next day. The
snow-fall was from 10 to 12 iuchcs and
badly drifted. The ground was bare of
snow at Christmas, but there was a
light
fall the night following, and several times
the
during
week, but too liuhi to make
A

MISCELLANEOUS AND PERSONAL.

are

YORK

K. Munson is fitting up in Minneapolis a store that will be when completed tlie largest and best appointed retail
| hardware store in the United States.
I
Bray A Maxlield succeded F. E. ( oitrel*
as managers of the Belfast Opeia House,
and made many improvements, iue miing
I a raised floor, repaintirg, impilovmeuts
i in the lighting, el.
A. T. Condon was granted a patent on a
;
j rotary brusii, manufactured by the ('on! don Manufacturing Co
Bonds of tin* Belfast A- Mo<«sehead E ake
!
B. B. Co. to the amount of sn.mOO a.-.ereI deemed dining the year, lea vine the lends
now outstanding > 1 22.r>tit).
W. B. Snow, formerly of Belfast, uov\
; U. s. post (►flier Inspeetoi. witii hradj quarters in New Jersey is (hem. a goo.
! (leal of effective detective work.
He re
centlv caused the arrest of t wa n,»i •hm’’
n
min
several
lei>.
swindlers,besides
Clifton M. Gray was onl > i.
a I mtai
iau minister in Boston Jam- v, b« i »n- he
was called to a parish.
He is a giaduate
of Meadville, Pa
Tln-.dogh ai school,
after which lie took a year at Ilarvanl.
He is now pastor of the Unitarian h ucL
in Mill bury, Mass.
Arthur 1. Brown took charge of the Belfast Post Oflice Jan. 1st, with Fiank E.
Field as assistant.
'the A. W. Johnson fund was used t«,
the extent of s-ffctS, and the B. P. Hazeltine fund $250, to help the deserving poor
during the winter of lS'JS-O.

MUSICAL AND LITERARY.

Meetings

tor

W.

The Belfast Band maintained its high
reputation and had a prosperous year.
Several out of doors concerts were given
and a few musicial entertainments for the
benefit of the Band.
The Band’s services were in demand both at home aud
abroad.
The Belfast chorus took a prominent
part at the Bangor music festival, aud the
leader, Mr. F S. Pitcher, was subsequently honored by appointment as
leader of the Bangor chorus for 1900.
Rev. W. H. Woude of Castine gave
readings from Sh kespeare at the Unitarian church in February.
Gen. John B. Gordon lectured in Belfast Opera House Jan. 5Hst on “The Last
Days of the Confederacy.”
Dr James Hedley lectured in Belfast
Opera House Feb. 22d on “Wisdom’s
Jewelled Ring.”
The Belfast Free Library increased in
patronage and influence and some new’
features were added.
A branch library
was established at Citypoint.
The Belfast Library has become connected with
the Library Art Club of Cambridge,
Mass., by which it has the use of the pictures of the Club.
A new system of
classifying books has been adopted in
some of the departments.
Dr. W. L. West, V. 8., was elected
President of the Maine Veterinary Medical Association held in Augusta Jan 11th.
lion. Joseph Williamson was made aD
honorary member of the Maine Genealogical Society Jan. 19th.
A reduction of lo per cent, was made
on insurance rates in Belfast Jan. 1, 1899.
A city directory was published in July
by Henry O Archibald.
Paintings by H. L. Woodcock were
placed “on tlie line”—the place of honor
—at the exhibition of
the Boston Art
Club in April.
Mr. W. took several first
at
the
Eastern
State fair in Banpremiums
gor.
R. C. Baukiu had classes in dancing in
Memorial Hall during the summer.
The kindergarten had a successful season under the instruction of Miss Weeks.
Walter Cooper was granted a patent on
a type-writer attachment.
At the classification of post offices in
June, the Belfast office was changed from
thesecond to the third-class, and the postmaster’s salary reduced from $2,000 to
$1,900, with reduced allowance for clerk
hire.
Miss Charlotte B. Frost graduated from
the Wesleyan University at Middletown,
Ct., in June.
Miss Annie Leuora Barr graduated from
W'ellesley College in June.
The Belfast exchange of the New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. has 7!)
subscribes 10 public pay stations.
Capt. Seth M. Milliken was made a staff
officer in the comissary department in the
Philippines early in the season.
Paintings owned by Mrs. W. B. Briggs
of Brockton received high praise from the
the press and people of that city when
placed on exhibition there. They were
the work of P. A. Sanborn of Belfast.
The physicians of Waldo county organized the Waldo Clinical Club Oct. 3.

COMPANY. NEW

Two societies for the study of natural
science were organized in the spring. The
Belfast Nature Club is composed of adults
and holds monthly meetings, with addresses by the members. The
Agassiz Association is composed of school children. Meetings were held during the spring term but
were suspended in
vacation.
They will
be resumed with the advent of flowers and
buttei flies.
Fred W Pote succeeded Chas. E. .Johnson as agent of the
Bangor A Boston S. fc.
Co. in < > 'tober.
A history of the 2tkh Maine Begiment
was published in October.
Bussell G. Dyei was appointed dramr
Secretary of the Maine Grand lodge of
odd Fellows after the death of Joshua
Davis.
The live years’ close time uu deer in
Waldo County ended Oct. 1st, and many
were killed in this vicinity.
James and John N. Stewart invented an
apparatus for raising sunken vessels and

■

Belfast maintained a local nine during
the season of 1899, with the exception of
one man,
Newmgham, who pitched a few
games towards the end of the season. The
team played 24 games, of which it won
17,
a larger
percentage than any league team
has had in winning a peuant. Belfast won
as follows: From
Rockland, 4; Searsport,
3; Camden, Newport and E. M. C. Seminary, 2 each; Rock port, Oakland, Kennebec, U. S. S. Texas, 1 each. Belfast lost
as follows: To
Rockland, 2; to Castine,
Kennebec, Thomaston, Newport and Port1
each.
land,
Two teams called the 'Footers and Hooters played a few
games “for fun” during
the season.
The Tooters are musicians
and the Hooters professional men of various callings.
The Belfast Band gave concerts on the grounds, the gate
receipts
were
satisfactory to all concerned, and the
were
spectators
given a variety of entertainment, good music, good ball playing
and some ball playing that would
hardly
merit that adjective.
There were a few games by other local
teams, including the Belfast Juniors, the
High School nine, the “Postoflice” nine
and the Head of the Tide nine.

Bought.

iQASTDBIA
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The North
church, Congregational,
! bottom-board, transom, timbers, gununder the pastorate of Rev.
wales and thwarts; backmetack stem, prospered
j
Mills.
The Waldo County Conbreastliook and knees; clear cedar plauk- GeorgeS.
ference met iu this church June 15th and
finished bright in
( ing; copper fastening;
10th. The meetings during the year were
The sail is cross cut in
I oil and varnish.
well attended, not only the preaching serthe latest style and rigged with a sprit,
; vices but the Sunday school and other
hut a gaff may be used instead, if desired.
! services. The music is by a choir and
The spars are very neat and the workmanchorus, led by C. M. Craig.
ship throughout of the best.
At the meeting of the East Maine Methodist Episcopal Conference in May Rev.
STEAM Eli NOTES.
G. G. Winslow,pastor in Belfast, was electThe Boston & Bangor S. S. Co. did a
ed field agent of the E. M. C. Seminary and
good business with the steamers City of Iiev. G. E. Ed get t was assigned
to the
Bangor and Penobscot. During the sum- Belfast church. There has beeu an increase
mer season the boats made six round
trips in the average attendance at all the serviper week, leaving the river to return to ces. The
pastor has also preached in East
Boston on the day of arrival.
Work
Belfast, Poor’s Mills, and other places ocon a new- steamer for this line is now well
on
Sunday afternoons. The
under way. Capt. Otis Ingraham com- casionally
church voted to enteitaiu the East Maine
manded the City of Bangor and Capt.
Conference next May.
Marcus Pierce the Penobscot.
The Universalists had a profitable year
The M. & M., Capt. W. D. Bennett, did
with Rev. Ashley A. Smith as pastor.
a
good business between Camden and The
meetings were well attended and the
Bucksport, making six round trips per interest iu all departments well sustainweek throughout the year.
She was ed.
The Sunday school and Young Peolengthened 20 feet during the winter of
Christian Union had a successful
98-9 and came on the route January 12th ples’
year.
of last year.
Rev. J. M. Leighton, pastor of the UniThe Silver Star, Capt. C. W. Smallidge,
tarian church, gave many discourses of
continued on the Brooksville, Castine,
marked ability and his labors have been
Islesboro and Belfast line throughout the
year, making twelve round trips per
week during the summer and six the remainder of the year. She carries the Isles! boro mail.
! The Castine, Capt. L. W. Coombs, had
her headquarters here and did a good
business as an excursion boat, with an
occasional job of towing or freighting.
She took a number of fishing parties down
the bay during the season.
The Metropolitan line between New
York and Bangor, which was suspended
by the loss of t he Pentagoet in the gale of
Nov. 20-27, 1898, was resumed in March,
1899, with the steamer H. E. Runnels, 094
I tons.
She made but one trip.
Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles InciThe Silver Star and Castine each had
dent to a bilious state of the system, such as
numerous
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
excursion days when they
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
brought people from across the bay to
remarkable success has been shown in curing
I Belfast to do shopping. The fares were
very low* and their excursions proved a
great convenience to the people along the
route and a benefit to our merchants.
Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pill* are
HUES.
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing thisannoyingcomplaint.while they also
I The most destructive fire of the year,
correct all disorders of the s tomach.stimulate the
and in fact, since tlie burning of the Crosby
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“
Inn, Jan. 4, 1800, was the total destruction of tbe John Peirce block at the corner of Church and Franklin streets, Feb.
10th.
The lower part contained three
Ache they would be almost
to those who
large stores, occupied, respectively, by ■uffer from this distressingpriceless
complaint; but fortuThomas Haugh, restaurant; A. L. Ednately their goodness does notend here.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuwards, billiaids; and A. L. Knowlton,
able in so many ways that they will not be wilbaker.
Tbe second story was occupied
ling to do without them. But after all sick head
by the Belfast Age Pub. Co. None of the
Mr.
occupants resumed business here.
Knowlton afterwards bought a bakery in
but
closed out in tbe winter.
Castine,
lathe bane of so many lives that here Is where
Tbe building was owned by Mr. Haugb.
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
His loss was estimated at $5,500, tbe Age
Others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
Pub. Co. at $5,000; Mr. Edwards, $650;
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
Mr. Knowlton, $500. Tbe property was
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
insured.
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vialeat 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
Tbe dwelling of F. L. Harmon on Cedar
fey druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.
street was burned Mar. 24, with nearly
CARTER MEDICINE CO., New YoHu
all its contents. The house was insured
for $800 and the contents for $600.
The dwelling of N. E. Brown on Allyn

j

Some improvemade to the church, including
the
outside.
painting
The ninth annual convention of the
Waldo County Christian Endeavor Union
was held in the Baptist church in this
city June 30th. Nineteen societies were
represented by 04 delegates. Addresses
R. Boardman of
were made by Xiev. J.
Hallowell, Rev. H. W. Kimball of Skowhegan, Rev. Geo. S. Mills of Belfast and
Rev. J. K. Wilson of Boston, and many
questions of interest to Christian workers
were discussed.
The East Belfast C. E. Society has begun work on a new chapel, 24x30 feet,
near the Union schoolhouse, so-called.
Meetings have been held regularly Sundays and three evenings per week at the
Gospel Mission rooms on High street.
Rev. D. F. Atherton of Brunswick supplied at the Head of the Tide during the

appreciated by his people.

I sleighing.

Temperature
Months.

=*

47
| January
February-47
March.

|

.40

Apnl.00
May.78

June.82

j July.83

August.83
September.. .70
October.72
November
.53
December—53
..

^

Snow

i

X
—12 20.20
5 20 13
0
7 2033 lf>
20 47.40
3
40 50.on
50
05.70
55 08.17
57 07.73
43 55.88
33 50.40
2
18
30.01
2
1 30.00
0

—

•Precipitation, rain and melted
t Very slight.

Ham—,

=

a

17
20
3

t>
2
4
0

12
12
14
s
o
8

lo
0

7
10

3.73*
2.70*
5.X0*
1.70*
2.25
2.00
4.73
.50
4.80
3.03*
2.04*
2.00*

snow,

MARRIAGES.

We record one marriage solemnized in
181)8, after the previous review was printed, both parties of Belfast. Of the marriages in 1899 our record shows 48, of
which 30 were solemnized here and 12
elsewhere. In 31 both bride and bride, groom belonged in Belfast; in 10 the bride
wat of Belfast and the
bridegroom of elsewhere; and in 7 the bridegroom belonged
here and his bride elsewhere. By months

[continued

on page seven.

]i

BELFAST

f

[CONTINUED

IN

1899.

FROM PAGE

Mar. 14.
15
22.

SIX-1

were as follows:
January, Apr. 20
February, 3; March, 3; April, 7; May,
25.
June, 5; July, 2; August, 0;September,
October, 3; November, 5; December, 3.
20.
Dec. 31.
Arthur W. Kutuney and j
May 0.
!.• G Wood.

the marriages

j
j
M

i June 8.

Frank A. Tuttle and ClemJan. 3.
11 Howell of Castine.
1"
In Pittsfield, Eugene L Dunton
Mae Dunton of Burnham.
George L. Bean and Jennie L.

■

\

July

.■

g '•

Aug.

|

In Boston. Dr. Ames W. Slate of
U and Carrie Kobbius, formerly of

8.
18.
25.

Oct.

i*.
—

Robert T.

Ai

Nov.

7.

7.

na

Dec

14
1
10.
21
28.
24.

Harry P. Bagley

In Globe.
tnd Laurietta E.

and

Ariz.,

1

j

Augusta, Wm. H. Hartshorn. .7C
Brunswick, Nancy B. Mace_08
Northport. Edw. G. Crabtre...OO
Islesboro, Catherine Bagiev_80
DIARY

OF EVENTS.

grain of wheat
j W fff inEvery
Rob
Roy Flour is aj \i
In/fl
honest grain— V )
'yfy\}
fYW represents
cents
d*e dollar in wheat
\CLW
WV?/
«rL\W value. It is selected fW/<
from the best grown
YjrUj
■y/y! winter wheat, milled i ty-L
scientifically

JANUARY.

A.
Coombs,formerly of

2. Triple installation of Grand
Army,
Suns of Veterans and Ladies’ Aid Society.
....Annual meeting of Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter.
3.
Annual meeting of King Solomon

Sarah E

Tliomaston, Frank Hanscotn.
of Belfast ami Louise La Praik,
'leii, Mass.
Leslie
Robbins and Lizzie
In

Council.
5.
Annual

meeting

Lodge.

of

roo

°n

tlie'ig'

It? latest and best pro- 77/
^ cess in the finest of / /(
( f modern mills. The L
desires
Jy,
\Glaik h°usewlfewho
the whitest, nicest, P
most
nutritious batch
I\JJ' J
of bread it is possible wY
to bake should use fv/ : 1

a),

[
Y/
fTlV

VlVyT

yPQqJ

Timothy Chase

0
Winter term of schools began
10
Meeting of the Agricultural Societies
Fred W. Byers and Ora Sheldon,
of Waldo county; Joseph Ellis of Brooks
Melvin Dickey and Grace E
elected member of the State Board of Agriculture-Annual meetings of the Belfast
ury D Clark and Carrie VV.
! and People’s National Banks,
11.
Installation Palestine Commandery.
Thomas Fortune and Millie j
12.
Public installation, A. O. U. W.
13.
Public installation Waido Lodge, I.
Eugene Wood and Man E
O.O. E.
lb.
Public
installation. 1. t). R. M ...InFred
\V.
Frisbee
Northport,
stallation and supper, U. V l'.
a ait*.-man of
Northport.
17.
Home
Department rai!\ Baptist Suniig H. Colcord and Mary 0

j

A Ufe and Death
Sight.
Mr. W. A. Hines ot Manchester, la. writ,
ing of his almost miraculous escape’ from
death says: "Exposure after measles induced serious lung trouble, which ended in
Consumption. I had frequent hemorrhages
and coughed night and day. All
my doctors
said I must soon die. Then I began to use
Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption
which completely cured me. I would not
be without it even if it cost $5 00 a butt I ■.
Hundreds have used it on my reccommendatiou and all say it never fails to cure
Throat,
Chest and Lung troubles.”
Regular size
50c and SI 00
Trial bottle free at R. H.
Moody’s Drug Store.
Register

an

U\
Ovj

Eva A.

Samuel

<. nas. >i. Krewsterana

$1.00
by

D^vis

1

Fuller.40
West Somerville, Mass
Mary
Olivia (Fuller) Kendall... .'.50
Bangor,Erva (Miller) Hubbard.2i!
Searsport, Roydeu Peterson .17
Jacksonville, Fla Capt. Pres!
cott H. Mason.74
Iiocklaud, Martha J. Millburn .54
Thorndike, Lovina M. Monroe. .24
Tombstone, Ariz., Dauiel J
Carter.
Northport, Charles E. Moody..Ill
Germany, David L Peavey...
Middletown, Ot., Fletcher U. j
Russ.22
Swanvilie, Horatio Spicer.7.'!
Herrnou, Sarah A. Wetherbee. 04
New bury port, Mass
John F.

Hall.."..Of:

Greenlaw and Ada

In Montville, Merton G. NorCarrie W. Linscott of Palermo.
Dr. Hubert A. Holland of Calais
K Pi 11sbury.
Bertrand L.
and Mary E

\!

B.

—

In Brunswick, Fred Philbrick of
and Susan E. Howe.
Richard O. Emmons and

Vinalhaven, Joseph Sanborn,. .81
Union, Joshua Brackett.81
Francisco, Cal Emily F.
(Perry) Pendleton.52
West Somerville, Mass Hattie

San

| ROB I
I ROY I

irLOURl

of

Deep
SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
New York Sept 15 for Hiogo;
spoken Oct 28,
lat 9 N, Ion 27 W.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
New York July 29 for San
Francisco;
sailed from Stanley, F I, Oct 30.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, cleared from
Pkila Oct 28 for Nagasaki.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 18 for New York.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
Port Elizabeth Dec 18 for
NSW.
E B Sutton, E L Carver,
for
San Francisco; spoken, Sept 12, lat 9 S. Ion
34 W.
Emily F Whitney, A S
arrived
at Manila Dec 27 from Newcastle, NSW,
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
Singapore Dec 11 for Hong Kong.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong
Kong Oct 8 for New York; at St Helona
prior to Dec 23.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord,sailed from
Norfolk Sept 7 for Honolulu; at Valparaiso
Dec 26, with cargo on fire.
.losepnus, P R Gil key, cleared from
Hong Koug Oct 31 for New York; passed
Anjer Nov 28.

Newcastle,
Philadelphia
Pendleton,

Mary L Cushing, F I Pendleton, at Hong
Kong Nov 11 for Hiogo and New York.
May Flint, sailed from Hong Kong Nov 13

——--

■<

«

<

1

■

Cough Remedy.

The

1

-.

Nature has

Searsport Library.

which will cure them.

TANGIN is nature’s
cure for diseases of
women.

..

send you a free samwith a
medical book on the

ple together

diseases of women.
A. M.BININGER& CO.’S

Successors,
New York.

April

1.
Following is the list:
American Lands and Letters, Mitchell.
Story of the Iliad, Church.
Magellou, Towle.
Rivers of North America, Russell.
Philippine Islands, Foreman.
Politics for Young America, Nordhuff.
Debit and Credit, Frey tag.
Rustic Life in France, Theuriet.
How to Know the Wild Flowers,
Dana.
85. Every-day Butterflies, Scudder.
2<5.
27.
28.
29
80.
•81
•82.
.8.8
84.

•85.
87.
88.
89.
40
41.
42
48.
44
15.
45.
47.
48
49.
50.

Life of

Christ,

Farrar.

Conduct of Life, Emerson.
Mind of the Master, Watson.
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.
Don Quixote.

It Has Stood the Test of Time !

Penelope’s Progress, Wiggiu.
Pathfinder, Cooper.
Light of Asia, Arnold.
Harold, Lytton
Waterhabies, Kingsley.
Hugh Wynne, Mitchell.

The

Three

good

reasons

1st.

Fairy Tales, Grimm.
Tale of Two Cities, Dickens.
Cathedral Days, Dodd.

Senator Vest of Missouri has a grandson
he is very proud of.
The other night his
mother weut to the nursery to kiss .lira
good night. “I have come to hear iou
say your prayers, Harry.”
“I’ve done
said’em, mamma.” “Why you can’t say
them by yourself.”
“Yes I can. I said,
’God bless grandpa and make him well and
fat again; God bless mamma and
papa and
mnke’em give me everything I want. And
please, God, bless and take care of yourself, for you are the boss of us!” [Brooklyn Life.

It is the best made.
2d. it is made by Union Labor.
3d. It is not made by a Trust.

We also make the

following brands for chewing: “Autumn,”
Kentucky.” Also “Our Flag” sliced
cut plug for smoking.
Do you believe in Trusts and Monopolies ?
Ask your dealer if the brand you are using is made by a Trust.
Tobaccos made by us are not.
“Burr Oak” and “Old

HARRY WEISSINGER TOBACCO CO.
(NOT

To Cure

a

Gough in One Bay

To Cure

a

Cold in One

That satisfies, that makes your breakfast the delightful meal of the day, ask your grocer for

Day
Day

Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25 cents
Trial size free.
If it fails to cure, you,
money will be refunded. A. A. Howes
& Co.

WINSLOW, RAND & WATSON'S
“HIGH LIFE.’’

14.

g-

0.
1.
227.
9.
15.
13.
21.
22.
50.
51
5.
7.
11.
14
18.
30.
4.
7.
_'4.
7.
15.
18
8.
IF
12
13
14
23.
28
5.
8.

12.
14.
14
11
25
25.
27.
29.
10.
12.
17.
17.
18.
20.
27.
29.
30
2.
7.
8.
23.

H Hayes. .57
W\ man C. Berry...19
Nancy P\ Hallowell.72
Mary L. McCrillis.30
Ruth M. Batchclder.21
Marion E. Stephenson. *
Charlie Bobbins. 2

Daniel Lane.82
Pal ward M. Mowe.20
Jacob VVT. Eastman.82
Capt John Moore.80
Marion D. Whitney.10
Olive Colburn.
84

Jerry O’Leary.90

Emma P\ Perkins.54
Emily E, Peirce.72
Thus. K. Ellis.. .08
Beuj. Miller.80
Nathan W. Pettee.00
Joseph A. Gilmore.00
Darius N. Royal.74
Mary M. Whitcomb.20
Walter K. Baker. 1
Almira A. Hicks.07
Lavinia S. Brown..52
Ella L. Hall.41
George Preston.79
John M. Fletcher.53
Emery Boardman..50
John W.

Young.

Gladys Robbins.

*
*

*
Walters Packard.
Martha E. WThite.57
Emmie E. Staples.38
J. Watson Knowlton.01
Mary S. Brown.75
Pamelia B Putnam.90
Andrew W Johnson.50
Jonathan Knowles.00
Lewis H. VV hitmore.78
Adeline W. Cobbett.89
Margaret M. Hazeltine.80
Nathaniel Simmons..01
Thomas Knowlton.73
Capt. Robt. T. Emery.70

Lois K. Gilkey.88
Jane R. Laurau.74
Martin C.Dilworth Jr.19
Capt. Elbridge J. Rolerson.37
Sands P’risbee.70
Abigail C. Pilsbury.82
Isaac D. Mixer.
52
Capt. James S. Sylvester.80
John H. Quimby.70

Capt. Joseph S. Thombs.05
James L. Colcord.04
Fe<
Christiana F\ Morison.74
Capt. John Hassell.77
Hannah E. Dustin.94
Stephen A. Estes.52
27.
David L. Cook.52
30.
Capt. Geo. T. Ranlett.50
The following named former residents of
Belfast have died elsewhere:
1

"V-'O.

Dec. 21.
31.

Dawson City, Yukon, Frank
I. Brown.56
Melrose, Mass., Eliza A. Stet-

18.

Phcenix, Ariz., David Hodgdon.51

8.

Newton, Mass., Jacob Q. Cook.72
Rockland, Mahala Wyman.67
Lowell, Mass,, Wm. O. Thomp-

In

son.—

1899.
Jan.

13.
14.

son.35

.31.
Feb.

5.
8.

22.

Memphis, Tenn, Maggie (Doe)
Mendenhall.26
Salem, Mass., Alice I. Barker..—
Bangor, Charlotte Nash.18
Roxbary, Mass., Jas.H. Spring.78

you in
cents.
Howes

AUGUST.

2. Methodist Sunday school excursion to
White Head.
3
Belfast Band excursion to Bangor to
fireman’s master.
b-10.
“Idyll of the Mill” in Belfast Opera
House by the Universalists.
15.
Baptist Sunday school excursion to
Cape Rozier.
17. “Lone Pine Claim,” at Belfast Opera
House for the benefit of the Girls’ Home.
28. Closing party of R. C. Rankin’s dancing school.
31. Belfast Band excursion to Bangor to
Eastern State Fair.

& Co.

10
A.

80.

Perils of Commercial Life—“Henry came
home furious last night.” What was the
matter, daughter!”
Why, mamma, I had
put two eggs in his luncheon and forgot to
cook them.” [Detroit Free Press.

The Grippe. This can be avoided by
taking teaspoonful doses of Pain-Killer in

hot water sweetened, as well as by external
applications, full directions are on each bottle. A bottle of the Pain-Killer kept in the
house will prove valuable not only for the
Grippe, but for ordinary coughs and colds.
Avoid substitutes, there is but one PainKiller, Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.

SEPTEMBER.

Herrick family reunion,
Fall term of schools opened.... Anniversary of Children’s Aid Society.
22. Equity Grange entertained Tranquillity Grange of Lincolnville.
27. Aurore Rebekah Lodge visited Cam5.
11.

den.
28.
“Smoke
O. U. W.

effects—carry
your vest pocket—18 in a box,
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A.

Retrospective—“Harry!” “What is it,
Dorothy?” “Did you give me that parlor
lamp last Christmas, or did I give it to you ?”
[Indianapolis Journal.

A.
talk,” Enterprise
Lodge.
^
*

been fully demonstrated that
Balm is a specific for Nasal
Catarrh and cold in the head. This distinction has been achieved only as the result of
continued successful use. A morbid condition of the membrane in the nasal passages
can be cured by this purifying and healing
treatment. Sold by druggists or it will be
mailed for 50 cents by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Stre.et, New York.
It spreads over the
membrane, is absorbed aud relief is immediate.
It

has

Ely’s Cream

OCTOBER.
8.
North chureh Sunday school rally.
10.
Rally, roll-call and annual supper by
the Baptist church.
18.
Concert aud recital by Misses Johnson and Burrows in Belfast Opera House.
lb.
Anuual fair of Seaside Grange.
2b. Inspection of A. E. Clark Ladies’ Aid

Society.

NOVEMBER.
3.
Annual meeting of the Non-Partisan
Al liance.... Belfast Band went to
Stonington to welcome Columbia’s crew.
20.
Belfast Company, U. R., K. of P., visited Pittsfield.
22.
Sous of Veterans visited Rockland.
24.
Rev. W. H. Woude spoke in the
Teachers’ Lecture Course, subject, “John
Ruskiu.”-Rev. T. F. Jones spoke in the
Methodist church on “The Life of Christ.”
30. Thanksgiving Day, observed as
usual,
services at the Baptist church, sermon
by
Rev. A. A. Smith.
2b.
Congregational council in the North
church to act on the resignation of Rev. F.
S. Dolliff of Jackson.

Little Edgar: “Pa, what’s a lineal descendant?” Pa: “He is generally some one who
is trying to get through the world on reputation somebody made before he was born.”
[Chicago Times-Herald.
Relief

in

Six

Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by "Mew Great South
American Kidney Cure.”
It is a great
surprise on accouut of its exceeding prompt- I
ness in
in

The Weather for

December.

Abstract of meteorological observations
taken at the Maiue Agricultural Experiment Station, for the month of December.

1899.
Eat. 44° 54' 2" N, Lon. (58° 40' 11" W.
Altitude above the sea 150 feet.
Highest barometer, Dec. 17,.30 37 inches
Lowest barometer, Dec. 4.29 03
Average baro ueter.29 §4
Number oi clear days.
10
Number of fair days.
4
Number of cloudy days.
17
Total precipitation as water.3 01 inches
Average for December for 31
years. 3 76 inches
Total snow fall.6 5
Average for December for 31
years.16 9
Total rainfall including melted
snow, for the year 1899. 34 29 inches
Average for 31 years.44 94
Total movement of wind.5,489 miles
Average daily movement of wind.177 1
4

TEMPERATURE.

for the month.
for December for 31
years.
December
13..
Highest,
Highest for December for 31
years.

Average
Average

Lowest, December 28.

Lowest

for

December

for

28°.04
20°.71
57°
60° 6
—9°

years.
warmest day, Dec. 13.
coldest day, Dec. 28..

Annual meeting of Seaside and Equity

Not

a

Recommendation.

The island of

Porto

Post.
ment, I. 0. O. F.
27. Annual meeting, Silver Cross Lodge,
The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
K. of P.
i Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly
29. Annual meeting, Waldo
I.
O.
harmless; positive cure for coughs, colds,
Lodge,
O. F.
bronchitis, asthma.

ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS.
Is sold under positive Written Guarantee,
by authorized agents only, to cure Weak

Rand &

Watson’s

Memory,
Dizziness, Wakefulness, Fits, Hysteria, QuickWight Losses, Evil Dreams, Lack of Confidence, Nervousness, Lassitude, all Drains, Youthful Errors, or Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium,
or Liquor, which leads to
Misery, Consumption,
Insanity and Death. At store or by mail, $1 a
box; six for $5; with written guarantee to
cure or reffcind
money. Sample package, containing five days’ treatment, with full
instructions, 25 cents. One sample only so1'' *r
At storo or by inuil.
xE=& "rd Label Special A
Extra Strength.
I
p
7 For Impotency, Loss of vjp;
Power, Lost Mauhood, ^
Sterility or Barrenness.^.
Ifc$l a box; si s for $5, with*.

MONDAY,

NEW
~

WEDNESDAY,

YORK

mn.vv.
PRACTICALLY

(^written

trnnpnnfuo^

V
a-Tl-tii-to cure in 3Qda.8. At stornrMt
BEFORE..r hvTOii,
»FTER
R. H. MOODY, Sole Alien, Belfast, Me.

LIVERITA
THE UP-TO-DATE

LITTLE LIVER PILL

TRI-WEEKLY

a

A

daily.

AND THE
CII E A PEST KNOWN.

TDlDlllir
I
D

KI

U IN E

and remarkably attractive publication, profusely illustrated with portraits and half tones; contains all the
striking news features of The Daily Tribune. Special War Despatches, Domestic and Foreign Correspondence, Short
Stories, Humorous Illustrations, Industrial Information, Fashion Notes, Agricultural Matters carefully treated, and
Comprehensive and Reliable Financial and
Market Reports.
It is mailed at the same
hour as the daily edition, reaches a large
proportion of subscribers on date of issue,
and each edition is a thoroughly up-todate daily family newspaper for busy

people.

$1.50

Constipation,
Dyspepsia,

Sick-Head
ache and Liver

per

We furnish it with The Journal for

$2.50
(('ash

Belfast, He.

DDAiin

DVlAND.

in

per

TRIBUNE
ment

fifty-eight years
Family Paper
vi,,agers’

f7 farrc7 “?

whose

readers have repre-

of

our

country population.

It gives all important

news

the Nation

of

and World, the most reliable Market Re-

ports, Fascinating Short Stories,

an

un-

excelled Agricultural Department, Scientific anti Mechanical Information, Fashion
Articles for the Women, Humorous Illustrations for old and young.
It is “The
People’s Paper” for the entire United

Regular subscription price,
$1.00 per year.
We furnish it with The Journal for
$- 00 per year.

(Cash in advauce.)

advance.)
Republican

Journal

FRED ATWOOD

ors,

i'ub!ishinej Cennpeeny.

'

Winterport,

Me.

BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..^ Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractj Correspondence solicited. | Real estate bought and sold.

Administrators and Trustees,

Birds.

OBR/IAN CHEniCAL CO..
N.

over

National

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

Female piii*.
Mailed to any address on receipt
of price $1.00 per box.
Book Important to Ladles sent
free upon receipt of ac stamp.

Broadway,

a

sented the very best ele-

year.

Send all orders to The

STEAM

The only absolutely
5AFE*SURE mnd reliable

853

For

WEEKLY

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

particulars.

...

YORK

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator lias brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other retftedv known
to medical science, that will so quickly anti
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longestandinostobstinatecascs
are relieved in li days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further
AM letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

PILLS

ON

Till KSDA V.

lielfast, Maine.

For Women.

DQVAI
fiCOUl kl
btnlnAN
F
^
*FFMAI

IM r.LlSHEI)

NEW

COATED.

Sold by all druggists
or sent by mail.
I
Nervita Medical Co., Chicago
Co

't—-

BOSTON

year.

Complaint.

by A. A. Howes &

Watson,

States.

Regular subscription price,

Biliousness,

:br.bo

new

CURES

SUGAR

&

lb. and 1 lb. tin

all tbe leading grocers.

by

ness,

Sold

|

2.

Granges.

Sold

NERVE END B. JN TREETMENT
THE

Newspaper.

Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information, Seattle, Wash., C. M. Moore,
ltf
Secretary.

DECEMBER.

for Winskw,

Winslow, Rand
DR. ■: c. WEST’S

49°
9°

Rico, William, is one vast and fertile
5.
Annual meeting of G. A. R. Post and
garden.” “Well, you can move down there,
Sons of Veterans.
Eliza, if you want to, but I’ll stay right
(i-7. Annual fair by the Universalist socihere.
The weeds in Chicago grow fast
ety in Memorial Hall.
enough to suit me.” [Chicago Record.
11.
Annual meeting of Washington Hose
Co.
Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend
12.
Annual meeting, A. E. Clark Ladies’ to business during the day or sleep during
the night. Itching piles—horrible plague.
Aid Society.
13. Annual meeting, Palestine Comman- Doan’s Ointment cures. Never fails. At
any drug store, 50 cents.
dery.
14.
Momerial service to Washington by
Willing to Demonstrate his Capacity. If
Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R. M.
I give you a quarter,” said the old lady
19. Annual meeting, Aurora Rebekah
kindly, what assurance have I that you
Lodge.
will not immediately go off and get intoxi21. Annual meeting, Entererise Lodge,
cated!” “Madam,” replied the polite tramp,
A O. U. W.
“it would give me the greatest nleasure in
25. Annual meeting, Tarratine Tribe, I.
the world to demonstarte to you that it isn’t
O. K. M.
[Chicago Evening
26. Annual meeting, Penobscot Encamp- enough for the purpose.

relieving pain
bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves retention of water almost immediately.
If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
Sold
A.
A.
Howes
&
remedy.
by
Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8

HP!PC! A

ROYALTY CHOP.

—36°.3

Democrats as well as Republicans recognize the decency, ability and dignity of the
New York Tribune, and opponents of expansion and protection take that newspaper
to a large extent because of these qualities.
The market reports of The Tribune are beyond question of value and its news columns
are strong.
The war cables are regarded by
many contemporaries as among the best, if
not the best, in the country.
Its independence in politics and its refusal to countenance wrong-doing, even among party associates, command the respect of all patriotic
men.
One of the noteworthy features of
The Tribune is its availability for family
reading. To the honor of The Tribune, be
it said, that no man is less useful or influential in his own town or county,because he
reads that newspaper.
On the other hand,
he is likely to be a patriotic and well-informed man. The Weekly Tribune remains,
as for two generations past, one of the best
general newspapers of its class in the United
States.
The Weekly Tribune is sent free to those
who pay for The Republican Journal one
year in advance.

Returnable

cans.

FOR^

Choicest blended Formosa Oolong, in 1
cans.
Returnable it not satisfactory.

While the rainfall for December was
about the average, that of the year was ten
and a half inches under the average for 31
years. The mouth was seven degrees warmer than the average for December.

A Strong

IF YOU WI51

Ask

31

Average of
Average of

Picked in 1 an 1 2 lb. air tight tin
if u<»i satisfactory.

Tigm

j

Henry

TRUST;

A CUP OF COFFEE

Day

To Cure Hoarseness in One

THE

IN

Classified. “He divides tailors into two
classes.”
“What are they?”
“TUose
whom he owes money and those who
wouldn’t trust him.” [Puck.

To Cure Sore Throat in One

it sells better than any other Plug for
w hy you should use it.

why

Smoking, and

...

i.

It goes

straight to the spot,
driving away weakness, pain, inflammation, nervousness;
inducing regularity
and perfect health.
Send us a postal
card, and we will

1

■■

a cure

foreverything. Animals know this, and
instinctively, when
sick, eat the herb

The following is a list of books added- to
Sears public library during the
year 1899:
David Harum, Wescott.
Young Mistley, Merriwan.
Under the Red Robe, S. J. Weyinan.
Paste Jewels, J. K. Bangs.
New Waggings of Old Tales, J. K.
Bangs.
The Enchanted Typewriter, J. K. Bangs.
More Cargoes, W. W. Jacobs.
Bachelor Bluff, O. B. Bunce.
Poets of America, E. C. Stedman.
Familiar Studies of Men and Books, R. L.
Stevenson.
Treasure Island, R. L. Stevenson.
The Dynamiter, R. L. Stevenson.
Kidnapped, R L. Stevenson.
Upper Berth, F. M. Crawford.
In the Midst of Alarms, Robert Barr.
Mr. Dooley in Peace and
War, P. P.
Dunne.
A Duet, Conan Doyle.
Amateur Cracksman, E. W. Horning.
Guy Harris, Harry Castleman.
Windyhaugh, Graham Travers.
Tile Market Place, Harold Frederic.
Jane Field, M. E. Wilkins.
She Loved a Sailor, Amelia Barr.
Janice Meredith, P. L. Ford.
The Honorable Peter Stirling, P L. Ford.
A Brave Little Quakeress, E. P. Roe.
Soldiers of Fortune, R. H. Davis.
The DeWilloughby Claim, F. H. Burnett.
A Tangled Web, Walter Raymond.
A Dasli for a Throne, A. W. Marchmont.
Wlieu Knighthood was in Flower, Edwin
Caskoden.
The Greater Inclination, Edith Wharton.
The Barrya, Shan T. Bullock.
We also have the use of twenty-five books
from tlie State Traveling Library until

•"

•.

Oieat Run on Chamberlain’s

Manager Ms rtin of the Pierson drug store,
informs us that he is having a great run on
Chamberlain’S Cough Remedy.
He sells
five bottles of that medicine to one of
any
other kind, and it gives great satisfaction.
In these days of la grippe there is
nothing
like Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to
stop
the cough, heal up the sore throat and
lungs
and give relief within a very short time.
The sales are growing, and all who
try it are
pleased with its prompt action—South Chicago Daily Calumet.
For sale by A. A.
Howes & Co., druggists.

Mater Vessels,

for Tacoma.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco
Nov 2 for Hull.
day school.
R D Rice, C F Carver, sailed from New
18.
Anuual
meeting, Chauuiug League.
iocs T. Curtis and Evelyn M
Sold
everywhere.
York Aug 20 for Yokohama; spoken, Oct
Ilf
f'i*
10
Washington Hose Co. bill.
II WILLIAM A. COOMBS MILLING CO., E
4, lat 198 Ion 27 W.
23.
Annual meeting. Pluenix L***lge.
II
Cold water, Midi.
p
‘'imago, George Pratt, and
I
of
Anti-adulteration
’.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from San Frau25.
Public
Sdver
Cross
installation,
JVMembers
wltou, formerly of Belfast,
I cisco Nov 18 for Sydney, NSW.
Lodge, K of P
23.
A () l
W memorial day.. .Oxford
j S D Carleton, Amshury, cleared from New
u
1’. Armstrong and Bertha
Musical Club in i’ "pic's Lecture ( urse.
j York Nov 8 for Honolulu,
’! o n t.
i
j St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Yokaliama
FEBUUA KY.
Gasper and Mary Gunlim.
Dec 13 from New York.
Heart Skeptics are convinced in 30
is Gra\ and
J Vila French.
2.
St
Penobscot. Km-ampmeni. 1. O. 0. F., Minutes.—Dr.
arrived at Karluk May 21 from
Agnew’s Cure for the Heart San Nicholas,
i. ivivvard \1< Intyre
•arsp
visited
Francisco.
I
Searsport.
Benson.
gives relief in 30 minutes in most acute
5
S
State
-f
Y
t"
of
H G Curtis, at Hong
the
P.
E
obAtnmersar>
Maine,
eases of Heart Disease.
One dose is all t'.at
liuer B. Willis of Canton, j
served b\ t he I: .!
sNov 11 for New York.
ami C< iiL'regational is needed to
convince the most skeptic -;. Kong
E. Shu to.
i societies.
Tiilie
E Starhuck, Ebeu Curtis, cleared
Thousands of lives have been saved through
II. Perkins and lleuri7
from Philadelphia Aug 25 for Sail Francisco,
In.-ta bi'.wn. I-.*»n‘ampmeut.
its timely use.
It is one of the wonders of
14
Inst.ail.it .ui, Aii"
Reb.kah Lodge.
spoken, Oct 17 lat 15 S, Ion 87 W.
modern medical science. Sold by Kilgore &
arsport, Selvvin A. Bowen I
Wm H Mary, Amsbury, sailed for Port
21
Birt.iid i'.
f Wa.si,ingt"i> and Lincoln
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. 70.
observe l Hi tl e pu i ,c *c i. Mils.
Dec 17 from Vancouver for Delagoa
Angeles
'■ E. M
!■ ;ic-.
f Boston and
2b
M. ii ■; 2
:**• t"
Frances E. WilHe stared at her.
She
had a box- Bay.
lard at Bnptc ci.
h in the \V. T
Wm
H
U.
on
her
left
hand
and
a
hammer
in
Conner, J T Erskine, at Hong
ing-glove
ne R. !■: iis and Isa E
IB 1. !
28.
An.'iiia ue
Masonic Temple Asher right,
M-my dear,” he stammered, Kong Nov 11, unc.
I ist Bom a; JoM-idi B lb bW
u.
J
sin-iati.
wh-what are you going to do?” “Idiot,”
Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, saiied
iia 1
Had ley, formerly of j
she suapped, “I'm going to drive tacks.” from Baltimore Aug 8 for Manila; spoken
MARCH.
Poston
lat 19 48 S, lou 80 41 W, all well.
Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Sept
15,
|
("•' it i'
uni Nora Higgins
Misses Dinsim-re, Johnson
BARKS
i and Lilt lelieh!
Accidents will Happen —Joliu Brown,
f S \\ a .\ 1.«id,
Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at
S N
viaa
VVuht tt-riu <*f m iiools chise.
a
G. A R. veteran, of 2440 Marshall St.,
11
Mend* !-c"i.u
lit*-rtainmeiit by the
Philadelphia, says: “By a mere accident I New York Nov30 from Port Spain, Trinidad.
< 1
lb i- k and 1. //.ie E. ! J’ irlor M tisicai S ciely
Edward May, sailed from Nanaimo Dec 9
came across Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder.
15
Be*at,*i R.
Missus PettrNgill,
Hills I was a great sufferer from that dread mala- for Honolulu.
-:
II arry E Estes and
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from PortThis wonderful remedy efdy—Catarrh.
j amiI1’. Burrows.
1
i'
u
N"itii t-li 11 n 1
by M. E. fected a speedy and permanent cure, and I land Sept 4 for Bahia Bianca; spoken, Nov
1
Mert; nil
E
Dudorth and Blanche
l'lc .Anieriean Highlanders in
have been so thankful that l am willing to
0, lat 13 S, Ion 34 W.
Installation, i'nnothy Chase spend much time in spreading the good
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at P>ueuos Ayres
; tile South
I
•'W :Ido and Hat*
Nov 23 from Portland.
l.-odgo.
news.” Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A.
v W
nt w ort-11.
!7.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
Etitertaii.:m*nt at Pitcher School to A. Howes & Co. 77.
f
W
!u ri 11 aiid JoNew York Nov 25 for Bahia.
buy a bell.
“Tain’t only English people drops their
2b.
Golden welding of Oapt. and Mrs.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
new
teacher.
said
a
little
to
the
b
airdies,”
i
Dr .?
Hi oks an 1 M tiy E. ; David H Libby.
hoy
at Buenos Ayres Dec 7 from Boston.
“1 never heard no American pronounce the
24.
Stinli" s<h oil at Methodist church*
Iolani, McClure, arrived at Nanaimo Dec
|
VV hat is your name!”
S'
!■"
hid win E. t 'oicuni and Hannah
1 from Honolulu.
Anm versa: y of Spiritualism observed aitch in my name.”
asked
little
the
the
said
teacher.
*
Berr\
“Johnny,”
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared
b>
'Meeting at Seaside Grange Hall.
M
rill Abbott of Booth bay and
28.
from Portland Sept 15 for Rosario.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge visited Cas- hoy. | Harper’s Bazai.
M vV.tif-m.
I title.
Matauzas, arrived at New York Dec 20
Those Worrying Piles!—One applica1 'red \Y Thomas and Km <■
;o
Twenty-fifth anniversary of the W. tion of Dr. Agnew’s Ointment will give you from Havana.
G
I’. 1.' observed.
Olive
Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
•nmfort. Applied every night for three to
• RH Robertson an-' Ki-.ra E
Bostou Jan 2 for Feruandina.
six nights ami a cure is effected in the most
APRIL.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Barstubborn cases of Blind, Bleeding, or ItchSpring term of Schools opened,
Wilbur E. Carter ami Soph,a E.
bados Dec 30 for Turk’s Island.
Dr. Agnew’s Ointment cures Ecing Piles.
j lb. Annual meeting Bedfast Savings Bank. zema
Rebecca
Crowell, M G Dow, Great Yardiskin
and
all
Drama
itching and burning
The Iron Hand
Daniel Ingalls ami Nora Seekius.
given at the
mouth for Plymouth, passed Dover Dec 27.
seases. Its acts like magic. 35cts. Sold by KilHead of the Tide by local talent.
Rose
Melvin Colcord, cleared from
Iunis,
DEATHS.
28.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge visited Mon- gore & Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. 78.
New Orleans Dec 8; sld from Port Eads 11
■•Vi *0 deaths in Belfast against On
roe to institute a new lodge.
for
New
York.
“Why have you and Miss Gadthwaite
uid J of Belfast people who died
MAY.
broken off your engagement?” “Because
Sachem, Nichols, sailed from New York
she loves me so.” “That’s a
reason.” Dec 14 for Hong Kong.
igainst 44 in 1-S08. Of the deaths
4.
Meeting of the Central Maine Young “Not at all. She believes iu queer
Thomas
A Goddard,jJ H Park, sailed from
fortune-telling
other places 11 were lost at sea.
Peoples’ Christian Union at the Uuiversalist and when she went to have hers revealed, Bostou Dec 30 for Rosario.
church.
the deaths in Belfast, were as
not long ago, she was informed that she
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
lb. Arbor day, observed by special lessons
would be married three times. That settled
Bostou Nov 21 from Turk’s Island.
.Jan ii-try. 10; February,/! March,
in the public schools.... Welcome to Rev.
She
for
the
at
least.
my
time
case,
being
BRIQS.
May, s; June.G; July, 3; August, C E. Edgett and family at the Methodist
said she was determined that I should not
church.
7. October. 10; November, 0;
J H Monroe, sai led from Brunsencounter the danger of being the first on
Leonora,
12.
Little Miss Nobody" presented in
the list."
wick, Ga. Dec 22 for New Haven.
By ages—Cuder I year. 4; L II Belfast
[Chicago News.
Opera House by Camden talent.
10. 4 20 to 20.4 40 to 40. f»: 40 to
SCHOONERS.
lb.
Belfast Masons
visited Mariner’s
sallow
have
Woman,
Why?—You
1
skin,
14: no to no. 14 : To to 70, 10; -so Lodge, Searsport.
Georgia GiiKey, VY R Gilkey, sailed from
Discolorations.
Eruptions,
Pimples,
Why
17.
and upwards, 4.
Feruandina Jan 3 for New York.
Chapman concert.
resort to cosmetics and powders to hide the
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Brunswick
JINK.
effects? Dr. Agnew’s Liver Piils regulate Dec
30 from New York.
Sara}] Carr.
ii.'i
8
Belfast Band excursion to Bangor to the system and restore to the cheek the
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
healthful rosy bloom aud peach blush of Bath
Forepaugh-Sells circus.
Jan 1 from Savannah.
?
08 ;
iij p Hazeltine.
b.
Testimonial concert’<< Emery F. White youth. Prom one to two pills a dose, will
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
'.’lias C Stephenson. ...50
; at the. Baptist church.
clarity and purify the, complexion in short York Dec 25 from
Fi.zabeth H Harrison.25
Bridgeport.
18.
Odd Fellow*' Sunday observed by a order. 10c. for forty doses. Sold by Kilgore
Sarah 13 Stoddard.15
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Savan& Wilson aud A. A. Howes & Co. 70| meeting in the Baptist-church.
nah Dec 22 for Bucksport.
82
Sally Clark.
25.
Children’s Sunday observed by the
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Satilla
Martha A 1 »avis..
09 | Methodist, Unitarian and
Explained—Spinks: “What did that ‘sto!
Uuiversalist SunDec 27 for New York.
-ii ainla K. M oore.
O.S
ried urn’ of the poet contain, anyhow?”
day schools.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Brims- j
V-sta Monroe..84
“Why, the stuff for an ’animated
Hippup.
JULY.
W in H
Ga, Dec 29 from Portland.
Brown.79
bust,’ of course.”
[Philadelphia North wick,
R W Hopkins, Hichboru, sailed from Sa- !
Mi Inula M. Plnlbru k.05
American.
2.
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P
attended
|
bine
Pass Dec 23 for Philadelphia.
Lizzie 1'. ! )arliug.50
divine worship at the North church.
Better Without a Stomach than with
Sal lie I’Ou, W H West, arrived at San
Samuel Snow.75
4
National holiday celebrated in grand one that’s
got a constant “hurt” to it—espec- Fernando, Tiin. prior to Dec 11.
7
Frank F. Truudv. 3
style.
ially when you have eaten some of the best
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New
Linurida H. Cunningham.81
18.
State Assessors met in Belfast.
things that Providence lias provided to York Dec 15.for Feruandina.
Sarah \V. Bean.05
24
Installation.
Tarratiue
I.
O.
Tribe,
Dr.
“tickle the palate.”
Von Stan’s Pine11
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Hiiratio ihinton.80 R M.
Tablets stimulate the digestive orBrunswick Dec 29 for New York.
Otis Bobbins. 53
2b. North church Sunday school excur- apple
Let one enjoy the good things of life
gans.
Jennie B Lead better.
37
sion to Castine.
and leave no bad
them with

I-

Having a

Y.

Singing Canary, $175: extra singer, $2.00,
$2.60 and $3.00 Any extra singer not suiting
can be changed. Square brass cages, $1 00; larger
$160 and $2.00; all real brass, best quality
Birds and cages safe by express on receipt of
price, Holden’s (new) Book on birds, 136 pages
illustrated, all about singing, maiing, food, care
selecting, and pi ices, by n ail ioi 25 cents, stamps
G. H. HOLDEN, 11 Bowdoin 8q., Boston.
3m43

For Sale
Brick bouse on
Tburlow bouse.

or

Rent.

Congress street, known as the
WX. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, July 6,1899.—27tf

Great Bargain,
Fine farm in Northport, two miles from
Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bills, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold
very low and on
easy terms.
40tf
M. V.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast

A TENEMENT
To rent very cheap.

Enquire of

W. V. MARSHALL.
Belfast, Dec. 14,1899.

SEAKSPORT

Royal S.I

F. M. Harris of Boston spent Sunday in
town.

Fred M. Perkins is visiting friends in Penobscot.

Harry Dpw
cation at

spending

is

two

a

weeks’

va-

borne.

W. E. Grinnell and wife are spending the
week in Boston and vicinity.

Makes the food

W. A. Colson recently slaughtered a
spring pig that weighed 435 pounds.
A delegation of Masons went to Stockton
W ednesday evening to visit Pownal Lodge.

Elias Gove, who has heeD in
Palermo.
trade at Branch Mills for the past few years,
recently sold out and moved away_Frank
Brown of North Palermo recently broke his
leg, while at work in the woods cutting stave
A. tree fell ou him.
lumber.
Fortuuately
he got away and crawled to the house of
Daniel Nutter, about a mile.Cora A.
Goodwin went to Montville and Belfast last

Fred Palmer, who is on the jury at Belfast,
drove over last week and made a call on F.
«J. Bailey and wife.
Fred E. Whitcomb, who has been confined
house for several weeks, was out Tuesday, and is looking much improved.

week, returning home last Saturday.
Elijah Shorey had a bee last Friday, hauling

to the

lire wood to his door.... Watts Nelson and
Elville Parmeter have been cutting and
hauling cord wood to the Branch-George
Black and Elijah Shorey are cutting cord

Murch Encampment, 1. O. O. F.t will probably install their
officers Friday evening. Jan lPtli
C. A.

wood

had a crew on one day l&st
week scraping the snow from the ice fields
preparatory to harvesting his local ice.
W. E. Grinnell

very large catches of smelts
made at the docks the past week.

have

over fifty pounds
mgLl recently.

with

been
F. Wentworth took
hook and line

one

M.

Congregational

received

was

Tuesday

an-

nouncing the death of Mrs. Wilfred V Nichat Brooklyn, IN'. Y. The sympathy of
the whole community goes out to Capt.

Bichols,

and the

a

successful school in

Robinson district last Friday and will
lo v teach a short term in the Weymouth
district.The Grauge had an installation
last Wednesday evening, with Brother F.
A. Grey as installing officer. After installation, all partook of an ideal Grange supper.
the

gational church.
telegram

morning.Herbert

eleven every Sunday
Wood of Knox closed

Conference room.
Sunday evening there
there will be a union service in the CongreA

The

school holds its session from ten to

The

The union meetings will be held for the
remainder of the week in the

.Our citizens

...

need

hut

father and mother of Mrs.

more

are

doing

snow

to

some

cover

lumbering,
the ground

and rocks.
Capt. B. F. Pendleton and wife.
Home Coming Week, next summer, so far
Prospect perry. Miss Lizzie JD. Wilson
as Searsport is concerned, is
an
assured is at home from Bangor for a four weeks’
fact; for the deep interest of her sons ami vacation-Frank E. Harding spent last
daughters can mean nothing else. Every one Suuday at his old home, returning to Brewer
consulted has at once volunteered assistance Monday morning-Miss Ellen Heagan is
and proposed new methods for booming the
visiting Mr. and Mrs. William Smith in
celebration.
Stockton Springs.News was received
Miss Cochrane, one of the lady missionaries here last week that Capt. Frank Harding
NichoL

barge, Belle of Orehip. He is in the hosR. I., and at this writing is doing as well as could be expected....
Mrs. Annie Emerson entertained the Ladies’

associated with the week of prayer services,
lost an umbrella in Belfast last
Friday even-

had fallen

meeting

of the

stockholders

Searsport National

the

Bank, held at
their banking rooms Tuesday
afternoon,
.James G. Pendleton, Geo. F. Sinitii, Win.
C. Pendleton, James P. Butnam and Chas.
F. Gordon

elected directors.

were

out

for the

new

song,
S.

year

liying colors. Past Dept. Inspector,
II. E. Seilers, publicly installed the ollicers
of the post last Thursday evening. The installation services were interspersed with
music, reading and recitations, followed ny
a collation.
Deep regret was manifested by
nounced that the Belief

it

was

Harrimau;

in-

histor-

Vinuie Harrimau: recitation, Rev. K.

Ordway;

song, Miss
music, Nora

Josephine Gray;

in-

strumental
Emerson; song. Mr.
Pierce, the school teacher at the Marsh.
Great credit is due Mrs. Emerson and her
daughter Nora for the pleasant evening.
Refreshments were served at lOo’clock. after
which the young people enjoyed themselves
playing games... .The new bell is hung on
the school house and gives great satisfaction.
Great credit is due Mr. Ordway for tins bell.

re-

with

the members of the Post when

Luke;

quotations, Otis Ginn; song, Miss Josephine Cray; reading. Mrs. Emma Luke;

assistant cashier.

age anil starts

Mrs. Emma

Hattie

ical

Pendleton was chosen president, Chas. F.
Gordon, cashier, and Alexander H. Nichols,

its

music,

strumental

G.

newed

Winnie; reading,

ter

James

Freeman McGilvery Post, No. 30, lias

board bis

Circle last Friday morning. Forty-two were
present, and a very pleasant evening was
Following is the program: Singing
spent.
by the choir; recitation, Rev. Kelsey S. Ordway ; duet, Mrs. A. C. Harrimau and daugh-

post ofice.
At the annual

on

gon, and broken bis
pital at Providence,

ing. somewhere between the railroad station
and the bridge hill, or.between Main street
ami that point.
It has her initials. The
finder may communicate with Searsport

ol

an-

Islesboro.

Corps had decided

|

surrender its charter.

December

The Eastern Star fair held iu

was a success.

gifts from
highly appreci-

With the

Although assured Belfast friends, which were
that the ladies w ould still continue
work
ated, the net. proceeds amounted to 3150.00.
for the best interests of the Post, the veter- j
....The O. E. S. had their installation Jan.
ans could not help regretting that they r'e< 1
were

to

j

invited
fraternity
pleasant evening-The
At the annual
of
Manners'
meeting
j New Years’ hall, which was postponed oil
Lodge, F. and A. M., held Thursday even- account of the storm, came oil' Wmluesday
ing. the following officers were elected for evening with line musi
and a very nice
the ensuing year: J. E. Wentworth, »\ M.; time.
.The I O. of rorest.ers, Court IsiesF. M. Perkins, IS. W .; O. A. W hit-turn, J. W.;
; boro, held a public installation, Jan 5th.
A. B. Ferguson, Treas.; C. E. Adam.-. Sec.;
D. D. Chief Ranger, Fred A. Perkins of
W. W. West, S. D.; W. A. Colson, J. D ; L.
j Cast-ine, instilled the following officers;
M. Sargent. W. M. Parse, C. O. Sawyer,
Chief ranger, Win. F. Keiler; vice chief
F'inance Committee. It was voted to have j
ranger, A. P. Gilkey; financial secretary ami
a public installation jointly with the Chaptreasurer, I). A. Warren; recording secre|
ter, and that an invitation lie extended to
tary, Otis F Dodge; chaplain. G. D. Penthe widows, wives of absent members, and
i dletoti; past chief ranger, L. 1). Pendleton;
all Masons iu town: also voted to have a
senior woodard, John Fields; junior woodpicnic supper at 0.30 i\ m. The committee, ard. Geo. F. Williams; senior beadle, Wathave the matter under consideration and
son Coombs: junior beadle. William Thomas,
decide to
called .upon

to

disband

2.id.

as an

organization.

I

have a sociable iu the afterinstallation of the officers of Mariners’
Lodge at 5 o’clock, supper following, and in-

may

Chapter

in the

wrong with the internal arrange
meuts of the mil tub. and last week the muwas

nicipal officers employed C. H. Monroe to
give her a thorough overhauling, lie- found
everything in order except the packing and

and

beating

her

former

record—

174 feet

joining the
department

company. Supplied as our fire
now is with two perfect work-

ing engines

we can

start in the

village.

NORTH

any

has

Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y.; was
listened to by a large and appreciative audienca in
the Baptist church last Sunday
morning. He returned to his duties Monday, leaving his wife slightly improved.

blaze that may

returned

from

Milli-

.There

nocket.
H.

Robbins

is

in

Belfast serving

Mr. E. A. Mathews of

visiting

bis

Union

parents,

was

in town

Mr.

and

Mrs.
n

F.
of

cases

of scarlet fever

are

Montville, was arraigned
fast,pleaded not guilty, in

Mr. and Mrs.

last

Friday

in Bel-

efaultof bail was
committed for trial, which will be the last'of
the week. Arthur Ritchie, Esq., a well

Win. J. Mathews.

daughter Evel.

two

town at

schools

as

juryman.
last week

are

Joel Pierce’s. The two upper
closed on account of it.
Loren W. Blake of Montville, indicted for
setting fire to the barn of Hollis Howard in
iu

E.

were

starting for Belfast. Help was quickly summoned and the fire was soon extinguished..
Mrs. George N. Stevens is quite sick.A
very able sermon, by Prof. G. R. Berry of

SEARSPORT ITEM8.

Moody

Asher

defy

There

remarks for the

Liberty. Fire was discovered in W. J.
Knowltou’s cooper shop near the Berry mill,
formerly owned by Henry Cook, recently
about one A. m. by A. W. Moody as he was

horizontal piay— by several feet. The boys are very much elated,
and several of the old members are again
was

a

..

setting up of the air chamber, which he attended to thoroughly, and on a trial the old
tub responded like herself, throwing a solid
which

enjoyed

very interesting
good
of the order aud a bountiful repast was
served_Quite a number are on the sick
list._The sad news of the death of Bessie
Folwell, youngest daughter of W. H. Folwell of Philadelphia, reached us this week.
The family have the sympathy of their Islesboro friends-Mrs. Warreu Hibbard and
children are visiting her mother, Mrs. Alonzo
Wyman.... Work on the Riggs’ cottage is
progressing fast, with Geo. F. Williams as
foreman
.O. T. Scott and J. F. Griudle are
attending court in Belfast.

Penobscot Engine Co. celebrated last Saturday what was almost her semi-centennial,
and in a way that did herself great credit.
For some months it has been known some-

stream

The Masonic

a’i

some

evening.

thing

and

physician, Dr. E. D. Williams.

noon,

stallation of the officers of tile

A. Js'icliols and little
Swanville were in town

known aud

d

energetic jouug lawyer of this
last week visiting relatives.
place, is respondent’s counsel-W. H.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Scribner and Mr. and j Lowell returned to Boston
Saturday_
Mrs. Bert Scribner were in Waldo last Sat- Walter N. Cargill resumed his studies at
urday and Sunday and visited Mr. and Mrs. the University of Maine, Friday-A public
Thomas Leonard.
installation of the officers of E. H. Bradstreet Post, G. A. R., was held at their Post
uf
Names.
Speaking
Room, Tuesday, Jan. 2nd. Comrade John
Lane of Searsmont was the installing offiIt is noticed that The Belfast Journal, cer. Notwithstanding the very cold weather
comrather than stagger even its intelligent
There was
a goodly jnumber was present.
positors unnecessarily, fails to properly des- fine
singing by the Grange choir, fine speakignate the river in the following item: “The
river froze over from Beaver Tail upward ing, and a fine supper. Among the speakers
last week, and the smelt-fishers placed their were two
young men from this village,
The fish took the hook
tents forthwith.
ravenously, and large catches were made.” students at college, Ralph I. Morse of
Bro. Pilsbury should insist upon having “the Bates and W. N. Cargill of the University of
river” given its exact appellation—Passaand both acquitted themselves in a
Such Maine,
upon all occasions.
gassawakeag
very pleasing manner....A public installanames should not die. [Bangor Commercial.
tion of the officers of Arbutus Lodge of the
Order of Eastern Star was held last Monday
OABTORIA.
evening and quite a delegation of people
p_the
j»Tli8 Kind You Have Always Bought
from out of town were in attendance....H.
H. Twitchell of Waterville spent Sunday
with his people in this village.T. P.
Nowhere in the State of Maine can the Mathews has a mountain of lime casks on
Keeley Treatment be obtained except in hand ready for shipment, and still they
Portland, Maine. Write lor information.

j

—

Iy37.

Prospect Village. Mr. Clifton Earnes
Olamon with his horses yesterday
to work for a Mr. Howes.Messrs. F. L.
Ward, Al. Mudgett and Everett. Dockham
are in Boston on business-Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Dockham will entertain the S. B. 1. S.
Jan. 18th. ..Mrs. Belle Erskine ot Frankfort
visited Mrs. Fannie Libby and daughter Ora
Jau 4th....Mr. Emery Heagan of Belfast
visited his aunt, Mrs. Sarah Colson, and
family, last Saturday and Sunday. Mr. H.

come.

is

teaching the Ferry school this winter.

age
weeks,
about 80 years. She was an excellent
woman, a devout Christian, and was held in
high esteem by all who knew her.Edward Lowe has been very ill, but is recovering.... Warren Relief Corps gave a public
installation Thursday evening, to which the
Post and some others were invited. The installation ceremony was very pretty aud
effective and the work was finely executed.
After the service a delicious supper was
served c*ud a very pleasant social hour fol-

morning. January 2nd. Mr. Reynolds arose
that morning and went to the wood
house and with a shot gun blew off the top
There is

no

assignable

cause

Mr. Reynolds had alwajs
for his rash act.
been an honest, hard working man, and was
well-to-do farmer, respected by all who
a
The unfortunate man leaves a
knew him.
widow and two children—a son and daughter
The immediate
to mourn their sad loss.
relatives of the deceased have the sympathy of a large circle of friends in their be-

lowed-A
he

<

telephone exchange

is

soon

to

stablished in towu.

muda, to tow sch

William E

(before reported

New York

in

Downes

crochet-cotton, in a square of suitable size.
When you wash them, if you will add a tablespoonful of

Gold Dust

Powder

Washing

the hot water it will cut the grease and clean
them in half the time; dry them out in the sunshine and air.
to

Sent free

The Above in taken from our free booklet
“GOLDEN RULES FOR HOUSEWORK"
on request to
THE N. K. FAIRBANK

Chicago,

Louis,

St.

COMPANY,
[
vork,
Boston.

New

to

distress.)

-

OWING TO A CHANGE*

wick.
Sau

Francisco, Jan 7. Ar, ship E B Sut
ton, Carver, Philadelphia.
Newport News, Jan 8. Ar, sen Lyman M
Law, Portsmouth.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Dec 7
Ar, bark Fred P
Litchfield, Fulton, New York.
Curaeoa, Dec 18. Ar, sch Estelle, Hutchinson, Bangor (and sld 23 for Fernandina.)
Baliia, Dec 22. Ar, bark Frances, Balti-

Ayres,

Buenos

in

business,

our

we

shall close out

...WINTER

j

to her home in Lin*
colnville.... Blinn Stantial of Brooks passed
Sunday at Dr. J. C. Whitney’s....L. S.
Monroe passed Sunday in Lincolnville.

Monroe, has returned

Thorndike Lodge is in a very prosperous
condition, taking in new members at each
m eeting. They have fine programs and good
attendance....F. £i. Vose wasin.Belfast last
week attending court.Harry Rich and
wife of Foxcroft visited relatives and friends
in toWn last week....Mrs. Belle Crosby of
Unity was the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Gordon, last Saturday and Sun-

day. ..H. M. Higgins and Miss Grace passed
Jan. 1st with V. N. Higgins and family.
Robert Hanson of Jackson was in town

on

business last Friday....Last Saturday our
local traders were paying 40cts. per bushel
for potatoes and 24cts. per dozen for eggs.

Milt* NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Jan 9.

P M

Bonney, Burgess, Vinalhav-

en.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Jan 2.
Ar, sch Emma S
Briggs, Osborne, Norfolk; cleared bark New
York (Ital) Bucksport; schs Hattie C Luce,
Mobile; Eliza J Pendleton, Fernandina; 3,
sld, ship Tam O'Shanter, Hong Kong; 4, ar,
sch Austin D Knight, French, Jacksonville;
sld, sch Electa Bailey, Portsmouth, Va.; 5,
sld, bark Matanzas, Havana; ar, schs
Wesley M. Oler, Harriman, Brunswick;
Willie L. Newton, do; Lucia Porter, do; 7,
ar, sch Young Brothers, Boston for Philadelpassed Hell Gate, sch Wm Slater,
few York for Sound port; 8, ar, Bark Rose
Innis, New Orleans, schs Andrew Nebinger,
Bangor; Edward Stewart, Carrabelle; sld,
sch Hattie G Luce, Mobile.
Boston, Jan. 5. Ar, sch Susan N. Pickering, Fernandina; 6, sld, sch, Sarah W Lawrence, Carter, Baltimore; 7, ar sch Laura M
Lunt, Cummings, Brunswick; sld, bark
Olive Thurlow, Fernandina; 7, ar, sch Fannie and Edith, Ryder, South Amboy; cld,
sch Daylight, Baltimore.

Sbia;

Is there anything in the testimony of one’s
friends?
Can reliance be placed upon statements from

people

we

know?

Are the

opinions of local citizens of any greater
moment than those of strangers?
Would you sooner believe people living in some
far-away place than citizens of your own city?
We think not! for home proof can easily be in.
vestigated.
Mr. Ralph Shute of Searsport avenue, shore
road, says: “I was taken with a stitch in my back
and side.

1

was so

bad that I

was

laid up for six

weeks, my back aching constantly, and along with
it I had another kidney weakness which was very
annoying, I saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
and got a box at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. I
found after using them that the pain was lessened; in fact, they helped my kidney trouble in
every way. I will always speak well of Doan’s
Kidney Pills to my friends.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for fifty cents per
box by all dealers or will be mailed on receipt of
price by Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the U. 8.
Remember the name—DO AM’S—and take no
8

ubstitute.

our

entire stock of

GOODS...

REGARDLESS OF COST,

of

Consisting

of_

Men’s and Boys’ Clothing,
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

Caps,
Gloves and Mittens,

Underwear,
Outside Shirts,
Cardigan Jackets,
Hosiery, Etc.

...

Freedom were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Vose last Sunday.Mrs. Etta Harmon was out riding last Sunday. Her friends
are glad to know she is able to be out.
Mrs. Amanda Heal, who has been passing
several weeks with her daughter, Mrs. L. S.

1

POWDIR.

Kitchen cloths must of course be washed daily,
otherwise they harbor grease and odors and
become unhealthy. They should be made of knit-

Shi, bark Manuie
Pascagoula, Dec 24.
Swan, New York.
San Francisco, Jan 5. Ar, ship Tillie E
Starbuck, Curtis, Philadelphia.
Bath, Jan 8. Ar, soli Flora Rogers, Bruns-

A joint installation of the offiMonroe Lodge, No. 136, aud Loyal more.
Ar. bark Sachem,
St Thomas, Jan 4.
Rebekah Lodge, No. 92, 1. O.O. F., took New York, Dec
14, for Hong Kong (put in
A. JCjUgeuo
o W ANTILLE.
here
rudder
at
and
Odd Felleaking badly,
damaged.)
place Friday evening, Jail 5th,
wife returned to Portland last week..Percy
Port Spain, Dec 13.
Ar. sch Sallie i’On,
lows’ Hall.
The officers of the Rebekah
L. Nickerson returned to Orono Wednesday.
San Fernando.
were first installed by Mrs. Annie K
Manz inilla, Dec 30.
Sld, sch Jessie Lena,
.Bert Scribner and w ife of Calais have Lodge
Adams, D. D. G. M., assisted by Grace E. New York.
been visiting in town,but returned to Calais
Kio Janeiro, Jan (i. In port, sch Mabel
Walton as Grand Marshal, Mrs. R. C. Leontbe first of tbe week. ..Rev. Clarence Young
Balano, for Philadelphia.
ard as Grand Warden and Treasurer and .Jordan,
will speak at tbe cburcb Jan. 21st at 2 p. m.
Hong Kong, Nov 24. In port, ships Mary
Mrs. F. L. Palmer as Grand Secretary. The L Cushing, Pendleton, and State of Maine,
_Mrs. Elzada Nealy of Monroe is visiting
officers are as follows: Noble Grand, Mrs. Col cord, for New York; Win H Connor,
in town.A farmer*’ institute was held
Bertha Nealley; Vice Grand, Mrs. Roscoe Erskine.
afterlast
Hall
Monday
at Comet Grange
Manila, Jan (J. Ar, ship William J Rotch,
Clements; Sec’y, Mrs.FI. A. Holt; Fin. Sec'y, Baltimore.
a
very profitable
noon and evening, and was
Mrs.
Mrs. Geo. Palmer; Chaplain,
Lewis
MARINE MISCELLANY.
as weil as entertaining meeting.Jewell
Pitcher; Warden, Evie Nye. A bounteous
Plymouth, Jan 2. The sloop Venus, Capt
Dowling has returned to Malden.Mrs. collation wTas then served in the
banquet
Dench of Gloucester, is ashore on White fail,
Wallace Cunningham, Mrs. Ida Pierce and
hall. Repairing to the lodge room the offi- with part of her rigging gone. She struck
Mrs. R. R. Marden will entertain the sociaon Beach point yesterday in the snowstorm
cers of Monroe Lodge were installed by
and was pulled off and went on to the Mat.
ble at the Grange Hall this, Thursday .evenJohn J5. Nealley, D. D. G. M., assisted by
This is the sloop on which Kipling wrote his
ing. Picnic supper.
Samuel Adams, as Grand Marshal, R. C. book ‘‘Captains Courageous.”
Freedom. The many friends here of Capt.
Sch W Wallace
Leonard as Grand Warden and Treasurer,
Philadelphia, Jan 4.
Geo. T. Ranlett were very much grieved at Fred Putnam as Grand Sec’y. The officers Ward, Kelsey, Port Tampa for Carteret, N
J, was abandoned Jan 2, lat 33 15, Ion 75 55,
bis sudden death. He was beloved and rewere as follows: Noble Grand, A. F. Durwaterlogged. Crew rescued by steamer
spected by the citizens of his native village. ham ; Vice Grand, Franklin Chase; Rec. Themis (Nor), from Cape Haytien, which
and
arrived here
The vessel was set on
.The members of Beacon Light Club
Sec’y, George A. Palmer: Fin. Sec’y, A. H. tire after the to-day.
crew was rescued.
their husbands held their annual meeting
Mayo; Treas., F. L Palmer; R. S. N. G.
Jan 3
Sch Fannie Brown, which
Boston,
with Mrs. M. A. and J. Bay ward of ThornIsaac W. Curtis; L. S. N. G., Louis Ritchie; was sunk Dec 2<> by sch Margaret B Roper,
dike. A sumptuous dinner was served.... R. S. V. G., Wilder Parker; L. S. V. G., H. was insured in a local agency the day of the
disaster. A question is involved as to the
Dana B. Carter Post, G. A. R., installed A. Holt; Warden, Edward
Billings; Con., responsibility of the underwriter. If sunk
their officers Friday morning, Jan. 5th. Din- A. Colcord ;
Chap., Joseph Pattee; I. G., F. before noon the company will not be obliged
ner was served, and the officers of the W. S.
pay the policy, but will if sunk in the
Nye; O. G ; F. A. Stevens. After the in- to
afternoon.
R. C. w-ere installed in the afternoon-The stallation instructive remarks were
given by
Bath, Jan 4. The keel just stretched in
spring term of the Academy will begin Tues- Brothers Adams and Leonard.Thursday the McDonald yard by Percy & Small, is
day, Feb. 27th. The same excellent teachers eveniug.Jan. 4th,Guiding Star Lodge,N. E. 0 for the five-masted sch to be built for Capt
Mitehel Reed, of sch Geo E Walcott. The
will be employed and the prospect is flatter- P held a
public installation of officers. They craft will be 270 feet oil keel, 4<> feet w ide, 22
were installed by Dist. Deputy J. Dearborn
ing for an excellent school... .The Christian
feet deep, and will measure about 2,500 tons,
Endeavor Society will give a social Saturday
of Beacon Light Lodge, Newburg
The offi- or 4,000 tons capacity.
Stoningtou, January 5. Schooner Geo D
evening, Jan. 13th, at G. A. R. hail. A fine cers installed were: Warden, F. A. Stevens;
Berry, Captain Tuttle, of and for Rockland
program is being prepared and a good time
Vice Warden, Clarence Stevens; Sec’y, H. with cargo of coal, lost her mainmast and
is anticipated.. .Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Fow- ! A. Holt; F.
Sec’y, Mrs. Mary Jenkins; foremast head off Cape Elizabeth Monday
and lias been drifting along the oast
ler are visiting Dr. A. J. Billings and G. Bel
Treas., Edwin Jenkins; Chap., F. A. Put- night
until this morning where vessels were anlows_Rev. Mr. Richmond will preach at man; Guide, Geneva
Thompson; I. Guard, chored near Isle an Haut, where she was
the Congregationalist church Jau. 14th.... A
Mrs M. A. Ritchie. An oyster stew was seen by the captain of fishing steamer Grace
In response to a telegram the tug
few days ago a tire was discovered iu the
served after the ceremonies_Monroe, for Morgan.
Somers W. Smith came from Rock laud this
Lake House, and had it not been for the
a small town, is well
supplied with secret afternoon ami the wreck will he towed there
chemical tire extinguisher the village might societies.
We have now six societies—the to-night
Capt Turtle froze his feet and
have had a serious fire, as high winds were
Odd Fellows, Rebekahs, G. A. R. Post, Re- face badly. The crew' were all safe. fSch
arrived at Rockland Jan G, in tow.j
that
the
rumor
proprietors
lief Corps, N. E. O. IJ. and Grange, besides
prevailing_The
of Hotel Maine were going to remove to two ladies’ sewing circles and a brass band
;
BORN.
Waterville is entirely without foundation. ! and more than all.it is the home of the MonDoiige. In Ellsworth, December 28, to Mr. ami
The correspondent, who wrote
They receive good patronage, are well j roe Fair.
Mrs. Herbert C. Dodge, a daughter.
that we were a sleepy little town nestling at
liked, and have come to stay.
Gkindlk. In Biuehill, December 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roscoe Grindle, a daughter.
the
foot
of
Dixmont
would
find
us
hills,
Stockton Springs. Ray Bowdoin has
Mitcheli.. In Union, December 29, to Mr. and
sufficiently recovered his health to return, very much awake if he would come here Mis, Joshua E. Mitchell, a son.
Pekry. In Appleton, December 24, to Mr. and
now... Wednesday, Jan. 3d, the E. M.
last week, to his employment in Massachu- just
Mrs. Charles A. Berry, a son.
Simpson. In Bucksport, December 29, to Mr.
setts.Mrs. Robert Hichborn, who has Billings Post, ami Relief Corps held a public
installation and supper, and a campfire in and .Mrs. Eugene Simpson, a son.
been very seriously ill for the past month,
the evening. The old officers were all reis now sluw ly improving.. .Mrs. Margaret
MARRIED.
Ames, who has been ill at the Hotel for elected aud installed and the program was
nearlj two months, now has with her Mrs. very fine. It was as follows: Singing by
Aldus-Thomas
In Belfast, January 4, by Geo.
Robert Ross, as nurse... .The Grange gave a the choir; singing by Mrs. Billings; rec., J. Grotton, Esq., Samuel 1\ Aldus and Miss Bessie
otli
of
Thomas,
Belfast.
Amy Staples; reading, Mrs. Cooper; readHarvest Feast at it’s hall last Friday evenBartlett-Winters. In Belfast, January 3,
ing_At the annual meeting of the Masomo ing, Mrs. Belle J. Palmer; rec., Miss Bea- by Rev. G. E. Edgett, Frank L. Bartlett of Waldo
and Miss Elvira Winters of Belfast.
Block Association Dec. 27th, a dividend of 4 trice Billings aud Miss Lufkin; instruCondon-Raymond. In Rockland, January 4,
mental music, Isaac Cook; remarks by H. Charles W. Condon and Mildred Raymond, both
per cent, was declared to stockholders.
of Rockland.
< R.
wTho
installed
tbe
officers
of
the
Dawson,
Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M., at its annual
Melvin-Buzz ell. In Camden, December 30,
Henry V. Mel vim and Carrie E. Buzzell, both of
meeting, elected (fficers for the ensuing Post. The reading by Mrs. Cooper was very Camden.
line
and she was heartily applauded. The
year.E. F. Staples recently bought the
Speak-Stone. In West Rockport, January 3,
Keiler house cn Church street, and it is re- instrumental music by Adjt. Cook took the Elmer E. Spear and Mies Jessie K. F. Stone, both
of Warren
W kntworn ii—Payson.
ported that he has now sold it to Will Smith Post and public by surprise, as they had no
In Hope, .January 1,
of this village... .Mrs. Caroline Berry went idea that Comrade Cook was so tine a musi- Samuel E. Wentwoith of Hope and Mrs. Ida F.
son of Union.
Pay
cian. The silk quilt was drawn by ticket 99,
to Bangor Jan. 3d to spend the winter with
Woodman-Saunders.
In Orland, December
held by Mrs. F. L. Palmer.. .Mrs. C. E. Dur- 22, Ernest G. Woodman of Orrington and Mrs.
her daughter, Mrs. Olivia Ryder. Mrs. E.
Bernice B. Saunders of Orland.
ham
is
better.Mr.
Elvin
has
had
F. West accompanied her mother to B., rc
Dickey
turning last Friday.Edward Harrimau quite a serious time with whooping cough.
DIED.
-The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. George
and wife entertained quite a company of
friends Monday evening, with euchre. Re- Parker has been quite sick.Mrs. Fred
Cottrell. In Belfast, January 5, Capt. Simeon
freshments were served, and the occasion Coffin has been on the sick list lately... .Mrs. Riley Cottrell, aged 70 years and 11 months.
Carr. In
Susan Mitchell died Jan. 3d, after a long Carr of Deer Chelsea, Mass., December 23, John
was an enjoyable one to all....One lone
Isle, aged 6S years, 5 months and 5
illness.
She
had
been
at
the
home
of
Mr.
R.
days.
robin is report*d as still with us, brave
Carroll. In Bucksport, December 27, Daniel
the
W.
last
fow
and
Mayo
months,
passed Carroll aged 55 years.
enough to face the winter’s cold, instead of
Frost. In Belfast, January 9, Moses Warren
there. The remains were takeu to
taking the southward flight with his feather- away
aged 64 years, 2 months and 14 days.
her
former residence, and laid be- Frost,
Dixmont,
ed friends.
Gray. In Sedgwick, December 29, Mrs. Loviuia
side her husband, the late Seward Mitchell, Gray, aged 63 years.
1 hokndikk.
Cars were loaded the past
Kirk. In San Francisco, Calif., October 5,
who was well known all over the county as Terese
(Graffam), wife ot Samuel Kirk, a native of
week with hay by Blaisdell of Clinton and
a wool buyer.
An obituary will be given Caind n, aged 60 years, 9 months and 11 days.
C. B. Sampson of Freedom; with potatoes by
Pettingill.
In
January 6, Parker,
later_Mr. Henry Wingate is thought to son of N. G. and the Belfast,
late Lizzie Pettingill, aged 2
O. J. Farwell & Sons; with wood by
have an abscess on the liver, and that with a years and 11 days.
Charles Ward and Irving Thompson of
Pitcher. In Belfast, January 1, Mary J. Pitchof other diseases makes his er, aged 67 years.
Knox.H. L. Wing, assisted by Benj. complication
Phillips. In Rockland, January 4, Mary Jane,
case quite serious.
widow of George H. Phillips, a native of Buck;-Ames, installed the officers of Harvest Moon
sport,
aged 77 >ears and 11 months.
Grange last Saturday.Miss Evelyn C.
The Journal’s 71st Birthday.
Small. In Boston. December 24, Frederick C.
Small, formerly of Deer Isle, aged 40 years, 10
Higgins, who has had employmont in MasThe Belfast Republican Journal, one of months and 19 days.
sachusetts for the past 18 months, has been
Torrey. In Deer Isle, Decembei 29, Mark Torbest weekly publications in New England,
visiting relatives in town. She returned to was 71 years old last week, and naturally rey, aged 64 years, 11 months and 17 days.
Wioht. In Bucksport, December 29, Daniel E.
Brookline, Mass., Jan. 11th... .Charles Vose that publication takes a little just pride in Wight,
aged 69 years. 4 months and 14 days.
Unlike some popular family State
its age.
and wife passed last week with their daughWkhster. In Bluehill, December31, Mrs. Emily
papers there is nothing of the “good Lord, G. Webster.
Linwood
Vose.Master
Mrs.
Jennie
ter,
good devil” policy about its management.
Thompson of Belfast spent last week with A clean and wholesome sheet. May the
Journal
N.
..V
enioy many happy returns of its
his aunt, Mrs. B. A. Gowen.
Higgins
and wife attended the Veterans’ meeting in birthday. [Hallowed Register.
Another of our newspaper neighbors had
S wanville Jan. 4tli... .The baby boy of Mr.
This was The
an anniversary last week.
and Mrs. W’illiam Towle died last Sunday Belfast Journal, which
completed it’s 71st
in
this
feel
The
volume.
The
one
of the oldest Belfast People are Respectfully Asked
Journal
is
vicinity
people
morning.
weeklies in Maine, and one of the very best,
to Aus\v«r these Questions.
great sympathy for them-Several Masons
for that matter. As the only “home paper”
from town attended the fuDeral services of in Waldo
county The Journal has a responsiIs there anything in the evidence of one’s
their brother, Llewellyn Kinney, in Knox ble task to perform and it has never yet
senses?
Jan. 7th.Clarence Johnson and wife of failed. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Monroe.

cers

reavement.

WASHING

Dish Cloths

Washing

Funeral services

of

DUST

ffaewmkishariwoAwithout Gold Dusf)| 1

Siner, New York.
were held at his
Perth Amboy, N J, Jan 4. Ar, sch Jose
Monday afternoon, conducted by Olaverri, Hewitt, Savannah; 8, ar, sch
Rev. D. H. Piper.Mrs. Maliala Young Wesley M Oler, Brunswick, Ga.
Norfolk, Jan 4 Cld, sch Kit Carsou, New
passed away Monday morning after an illYork; 7, sld, tug O W Morse, Chase, Beruess of several
at the advanced
tives.

This community was greatly
Burnham.
shocked to learn the sad news of the suicide
of one of our most, respected citizens, Mr.
Jackson Reynolds, which occurred Tuesday

of his head.

GOLD

late home

early

Morrill Sunday school reorganized last Sunday .making choice of the
following officers; Dr. T. N. Pearson, Supt.;
Mrs. Oscar Meader, Asst. Supt.; Georgia
Grey, Sec’y.; Laforest White, Treas.; Chas.
Meader, Librarian; Mrs. T N. Pearson,
Organist. The retiring superintendent, J.
E. Mears, has held the office for the past
eight years, and may well be proud of the
success of the school under his leadership.

teaching.

Some

for John Black.

Morrill.

Blanche and Grace W hittum left for
Berlin, K. H., last Friday. Miss Grace is to
take a first, second and third grade training
for

CO., MEW YORK;___

went to

noon.

ami

delicious and wholesome

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

Congregational Ladies’ Missionary reading
with Mrs. Koulston to-morrow, Friday, after-

Lodge

more

WOVAL BAKIMO POWOER

Levi D. Cook of Brewer has been putting
the pianos in tune about town the past week.

Sears

Rockport. Raymond Piper, the flve-yearBaltimore, Jan 6. Sld, bark Josephine,
old Bon of Capt. Wm. Piper, was drowned Rio Janeiro.
Bucksport, Me, Jan 7. Ar, bark New York
Saturday afternoon, while playing with (Ital), from New York (to load for Messina);
some other children around the Rockport
sch Mary A Hall, Savannah; sld,sch Arthur
Ice Co.’s wharf. Just how the accident oc- Clifford, Boston.
Savannah, Jan 2. Ar, sch A B Sherman,
curred is not known. The children with Baltimore.
whom the boy had been playing appeared to
Salem, Jan 2. Sld, sch David 8 Siner,
be in ignorance when questioned. The lad’s Frankfort.
Jacksonville, Jan 2. Ar, schs Maud
overcoat acted as a buoy and prevented him
Snare, Lowell, New York; Penobscot, Philfrom sinking, although there was no life in
brook, do.; 4, sld, schs Susie P Oliver, Winsthe b.dy when George Kennedy found it
low, New York; Oliver T Whittier, WhitPhiladelphia.
floating on the waves some time after he fell tier,
Brunswick, Ga, Jan 3. Cld, schs Mary L
in. The youth was the pride of the commuCrosby, Trim, New York; R Bowers,
T
nity and the parents are about heartbroken Young, New London; sld, sch Charlotte
Sibley, Satilla; 5, ar, schs D D Haskell,
over the accident.
New York; Anna Peudleton, do; 8, sld, schs
Winterport. Leslie Simpson, eldest son S G Haskell, Richardson, Boston; Florence
New London; Anna Penof Frank Simpson, died of consumption on Leland, Pickering,
dleton, Patterson, Satilla.
Friday night, after a lingering illness of
3.
Cid, sch Win H SumFernandina, Jan
ner, Pendleton, New York ; 4, cld, sch S M
many months. He was a fine young man,
Bird, Veazie, New York; sld, sch J Man24 years of age, and his early death is a
chester Haynes, Matthews, Portland; ar,
blow to the grandmother who brought him sch Gen Adelbert Ames, Dodge, New York.
Frankfort, Me, Jan 4. Ar, sch David S
up, as well as to the father and other rela-

LOCALS.

“

“

this is

li^»Rememher

a

genuine clearance sale.

STAPLES & COTTRELL,
Main Street.

IS
Belfast

Brice (

ui

feel ill and want to

rent.

COKHKOTKO W !vKK LY FOlt THE JOURNAL.
• 'rices Paid Producer.
Produce Market..
8 00« 12 00
50aB0‘ Hay, p ton.
Apples, p bu,
Oati 1-2
dried, p lb, 4a5 Hides, p lt>,

215

Beans, pea,

medium,

12

Lamb, p lb,

15j Lamb Skins.
2.15; Mutton, p lb.
20a221 bits, p bu, 32 lb,
2

yel’weyes,
Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, .fc> Mi,
Calr Skins,
Duck, p tb,
E^s, p doz,
Fowl, %> If'Geese, p lb,

you
IF get
well,

0aoi Potatoes,
40a 45| Round H:>g,
l'< Straw, p ton,
lu rurkey, p lb,

POOR & SON'S

2d@35
0
25 a30

35to40
5

6

1*0a! Ot
lo«17

1 1-2 a 3
50a75; rallow,
0«7
14a 15, Veal, p lb.
17
22 Wool, unwashed,
3 50a5 00
10a 11 Wood, hard,
3 50^.4 00
13(a 15 Wood, soft,
Retail Market
Retail Price.

90.^100
Beef, corned, p lb. 8a 10 Lime, p bbl,
4a5
Butter salt, 14 lb, 18(a20 )at Meal, p lb,
3
50 )nions, p lb,
Corn, p bu,
Crack' d Corn, p bu, 50 >il, kerosene, gal, 14 al5
50 Pollock, p lb,
Corn Meal, P bu,
4@4 12
I4al'> Pork, p lb
7(§;8
Cheese, p lb,
1 13
Cotton Seed, P cut, 1 30 Plaster. p,bbl,
5
5(a8 Rye Meal, P th
Codfish, dry, p lb
a
1 05
1
00
Carnberries, p (it, J*a8 Shorts, P cwt,
5 l-2@6
Clover seed.
10^ 11 Sugar, p It),
32
4 50va4 75 Salt, T. L, p bu,
Flour, p bbl,
2 1-2
(4. H. Seed, bu. 1 50i&2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
8I&9 Wheat Meal,
Lard, p p,

MEDICINES
will help you, because they are made
from the PUREST mateiials and prepared

by

the most careful

## Another

druggists.

Advantage

:

THE
PRICES

THE SEA BREEZE,

j

ARE
WAY

No. 2.

; Vol. 22.

Belfast, Me., fan.

n,

DOWN.

iqoo.

■--

J

"The thing that makes the world go round
Is plenty of printers'

ink.”_

WE PRINT

ANYTHING.—Leaflets

A full line of

^Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*

Cards,* Booklets,* Programs, *Bill
& Note Heads,*Posters,*4fcc.,+&c.
Changeable weather.
Winter is surely to stay.
40 deg. Monday, and zero Tuesday.
Are those good resolutions still

intact?
You appreciate the lengthening afternoons.
8 deg. below zero, dan. 4. The lowest yet.
i It is nearly time for the new poets—“beautiful snow
Dewey has given away that bear, but nobody has said a word.
Lots of Maine girls are trying to figure out
why this isn’t Dap year.
j It's very appropriate for Ladies to have
i Visiting and Address Cards. We have a new
; font of steel plate
script, and they are in
modern style.

|

HEW RUBBER GOODS
just received, FRESH from the
factory. We warrant them. The
NEWER the rubber the BETTER
the tfoods.

POOR & SON,
DRUGGISTS.

—

,OUR SPECIALTIES,
This

Time,

.BILL HEADS.

FANCY

|

by Express, Stage, or Hail,
BRACKETT & CO.
PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.

I

Sent

I
I

lO Main St.

A.

GOODS,

FRENCH

FANCY

WARES.

&

CO.,

GOODS,

SMALL

Birds

SMALL

WAHLS,

HOSIERY and GLOVES,

No\\\

We make

a

specialty of

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR

Hart/. Mt. Canaries, mating pairs, $3 00, $4.00,
$5.00 to $10.00. Breeding cage, $1 50. $2.00 to
$5.00. Campanini Canary, all song, $10, $12, $15

INFANTS’ FURNISHINU GOODS

PARROTS, Gray and Mexican talkers.
BULLFINCHES, whistling opera airs and pol-

The Cresco

anti $20.

AND.

kas.
Holden’s (new) Book on Birds. 130 pages, illustrated, all facts, mating, food, care, by mail 25c.
G. H. HOLDEN, 11 liowdoin Sq., Boston.

..

a

I

Corset
Cannot Break

MEETING OF CREDITORS.
U. S. District Court)
for the
In Bankruptcy.
District of Maiuc, )
The first meeting of the creditors of CHARLES
H. CHAMBERLAIN, of Belfast, Maine,adjudged
bankrupt upon his own petition, to prove their
claims against him and choose one or more trustees of his estate, will be held at the office of the
referee, Belfast, Maine, on the 25th day of January, A. D. 1900, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
Referee for Waldo District.
lw2

at the

J

FOR SALE.
Double runner delivery puug, shafts
and pole, cheap for cash.
CHAS. B. BAHI'SON,
3w2
Freedom, He.

Waist Line.
When next you

buy

a

Corset, try

it.
411

Church

Street.

.»t

Card of Thanks.
We wish to thank the Ladies’Aid Society and
Sons of Veterans, Mr. Chas. R. Coombs. Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Sleeper, Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Wilson of
Belfast, the W. C. T. IJ. of Northport, and other
friends and neighbors for kindnesses shown us in
our late bereavement.
MR. and MRS. ALBION BIRD,
ETTA DICKEY,
VELORA FLANDERS.
Northport, Jan. 8,1900.

